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authority with Grace, Love and Kindness and do not expect nor desire worship, only

respect and possibly love for the planet. You may use this exercise whenever you
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of deep abiding love between Earth and its people. Both humans and the Earth

aspects of power, love and wisdom the likes of which you have not dreamed
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protection and unconditional love fill you. In the beginning this Keylontic Field Mechanics
Exercise
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Earth. 4. Tough Love Love with a sense of power. Kind, nurturing, and assertive.
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be treated with Love, Honor, Kindness, Respect, Mutuality, Allowance, Responsibility and
Reverence. Do I
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us with kid gloves and make sure we evolved slowly and responsibly. However, at
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a) How is love defmed in Keylontic Science, and how is this feeling created

• (a) Love is a state ofvibrational harmonization. The meditation establishes a state

We feel the love from the God Seed as it begins to travel down
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8. Love: Love is a state of vibrational harmonization. The meditation establishes

our body the love and frequency from the God Seed as it begins to
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Channelled communication from loved ones that have passed on (d) Transmission of
Keylontic
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Channelled communication from loved ones that have passed on (d) Transmission of
Keylontic
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of life. 1. LOVE - Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness

the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being in a

Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALLONE-ness. 11. ENGAGED DETACHMENT- Permitting
the ALL-
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mastery. 5. SELF-LOVE: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment. Genuine love must come from within and can only be gained though

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE". It is "NEED". This impl ies the "LACK"

by external "love ". It can only be filled by recognizing the God

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine

of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

can "get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is

get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give

approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you

manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. 6. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It
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parents, spouses or lovers), and the other does not "pay back" what we

what you have. LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can
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genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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embodiment of UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. The physical, mental and spiritual aspects of human
anatomy represent
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HEAL, POSTURES OF LOVE, THE FRAMEWORK FOR HEALING AND FULLY ENGAGING THE
LOVE VIBRATION.

FULLY ENGAGING THE LOVE VIBRATION. ~ THE 6 STEP MAHARIC RECODING SESSION,
MELCHIZEDEK CLOISTER
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the motive is LOVE. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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Energv-Realitv of LOVE In terms of Universal Physics, Love is an energy reality,

of Universal Physics, Love is an energy reality, a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION,
or

FREQUENCY OF GENUINE LOVE, one cannot energetically facilitate the healing of another.
LOVE is

healing of another. LOVE is the essential ingredient in healing, for it allows the

Universal or OMNI-LOVE is the responsibility of any true healing facilitator. The emotionally

the frequency of Love takes many forms. In healing facilitation it is important to

appropriate form of love to engage with each individual client. Soft Love Many people

individual client. Soft Love Many people respond well to "SOFT LOVE", the kind,

to "SOFT LOVE", the kind, gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mother"s

gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mother"s comforting their infants. Soft
Love works

their infants. Soft Love works well with clients who possess some degree of spiritual

degree of a love frequency within themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form of

within themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form of love for clients possessing the

appropriate form of love for clients possessing the maturity to accept personal responsibility
for

on others. Soft Love is characterized by engaged detachment of the facilitator and is

at ease. Soft Love is always built upon sincerity, kindness, respect and a genuine

carry the Soft Love frequency takes time, attention and practice, and requires that the

disrupt the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it

Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to

is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to show the self as

with kindness. Soft Love is not approval seeking; it is rather genuine, honest and



self-generated. Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually.

Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually. It is

carry the Soft Love frequency emerges through spiritual integration, personal healing of
internal conflicts
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Tough Love Soft Love does not facilitate heal ing on all occasioRs.

Tough Love Soft Love does not facilitate heal ing on all occasioRs. Certain clients

kindness, respect or love. Individuals who display unreasonable behaviors or attitudes pose
quite a

challenge to the love-based healing facilitator. If they are approached with Soft Love,

approached with Soft Love, the facilitator will often find themselves as a scapegoat for

attitude patterns need love more than anyone, but most often their behaviors push others

posture of TOUGH LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal
boundaries in

LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal boundaries in their own mind

continues. The Tough Love approach is rendered from a base of Soft Love and

base of Soft Love and Omni-Love, but it is strengthened with Self Love

Love and Omni-Love, but it is strengthened with Self Love on behalf of

strengthened with Self Love on behalf of the facilitator. The facilitator recognizes that they

and chooses to love the client enough to confront the pattern so that it

instance. The Tough Love approach frequently requires facilitators to demonstrate that they
hold their

client disapproval. Tough Love is an ability of personal empowerment worth cultivating for
personal
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Self Love In healing facilitation, Love is the essential ingredient. All love

In healing facilitation, Love is the essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity

essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity Within the SELF. You will be

the frequency of love to others in qirect proportion to your ability to hold

the frequency of love within yourself. If you do not - recognize your intrinsic

sentiments into your love relationships with others. If a client does not meet the

personal worthiness of love, you will have difficulty not falling into judgment of the

client. Judgment and love cannot transmit through the human body at the same time.

of energy, whereas Love creates the Co-resonance of Frequencies needed for open flow

can realize that LOVE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT and that all conditions of judgment

the frequency of Love. Though ASSESSMENT of conditions, actions or attitudes is useful and



facilitator can feel love, reverence, respect and honor for the Divinity Within Themselves, they

of excellence in Love to the client. The quality of Love brought into the

The quality of Love brought into the healing facilitation experience will directly affect the

healing assistance given. Love the Self and know that all beings possess an unalienable

a healing facilitator. Love, honor and respect yourself, your feelings, your dreams and your

you may better love those you wish to serve. Lrw.e ~ M ~~&
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Martyrdom People who love themselves do not buy into the idea that they must
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OMNI-LOVE; Fully Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can

Fully Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human

Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human form is OMNI-LOVE.

form is OMNI-LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-

OMNI-LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between

is couched. Omni-Love is expressed in human form as Christed Love or Christos

form as Christed Love or Christos Consciousness, the 12thDimensional Love of the Maharic
Level

Consciousness, the 12thDimensional Love of the Maharic Level of Identity. Christos Love is a

of Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with everything existing

is a transcendent love that is attached to no th ing, but is AT

Through Christos Omni-Love, the Self is known as an extension of God, or

of transcendence in love, all activity is understood to exist within the reality of

the reality of LOVE, and all conflict and strife are viewed as the ONE-

that constitute ONE-LOVE, a state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the

of Christos-Omni-Love. Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which human

Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which human evolution moves forth. Omni-

moves forth. Omni-Love is Soft, Tough, and Enduring, honoring Self, Other and the

Density. Christos-Omni-Love is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle. Strive to bring

to bring Omni-love into your life, and personal and client healing facilitation ,

create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure of reality. AWARENESS of
OmniLove is

reality. AWARENESS of OmniLove is cultivated through intention and appropriate use of
personal free
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P~stures of LOVE ]< ~109 1. SOFT LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Gentle 2.

109 1. SOFT LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Gentle 2. TOUGH LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Assertive 3.

Gentle 2. TOUGH LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Assertive 3. SELF LOVE Honoring the Divinity within

Assertive 3. SELF LOVE Honoring the Divinity within SELF 4. OMNI-LOVE Honoring the

SELF 4. OMNI-LOVE Honoring the Divinity within ALL . Namaste" ~ ~-------------------------
---~1•

(g) Omni-Love is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle, the goal toward
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essence of pure love and eternity fiow through you. Know yourself as this essence

essence of Divine Love and Eternal Light. 6. Now INHALE and draw the Rainbow
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the Postures of Love and a willingness to cultivate the ability to hold and

108 transmit OMNI-LOVE, honoring the Divinity of ALL g things and beings. ~

Primary Postures of Love are SOFT LOVE, [M] TOUGH LOVE, SELF LOVE and

Love are SOFT LOVE, [M] TOUGH LOVE, SELF LOVE and OMNI-LOVE. ~

[M] TOUGH LOVE, SELF LOVE and OMNI-LOVE. ~ The emotionally experienced quality

TOUGH LOVE, SELF LOVE and OMNI-LOVE. ~ The emotionally experienced quality called
LOVE

LOVE and OMNI-LOVE. ~ The emotionally experienced quality called LOVE is a REALITY

experienced quality called LOVE is a REALITY IN ENERGY PHYSICS. LOVE is a STATE

IN ENERGY PHYSICS. LOVE is a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY CORESONANCE that
allows free

0 CHRISTOS-OMNI-LOVE is Vibrational Co- Resonance with all that exists within 12

~ Christos-OMNI-LOVE is the strongest healing frequency available within the Densities of
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potentials of freedom, love, power and knowledge that await Human re-discovery, we must
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power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through the Um Shaddai Ur
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HEART of Divine LOVE. I AM the Still Point of the Face of All

through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE .. . to express
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eternal abiding reverent Love of the Eternal ALL-ONE P"tah-TA Urn a Ah



eternal abiding reverent Love) (HA"-A Rha =of the Eternal ALL-ONE)
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Healing and Transformation: Love-Light-and-AWARENESS VS Love-Light-andCiuelessness-
the Empowerment VS

and-AWARENESS VS Love-Light-andCiuelessness- the Empowerment VS Dis-empowerment
Drama. HEALING YOUR
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upon Light and Love and maintaining a higher vibration of thought forms within their
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(enlightenment) and Love ARE the keys by which evolution will move onward to

higher things, but LightLove- and a refusal to acknowledge the existence of the counter-

productive manipulation. LIGHT-LOVE-and-CLUELESSNESS (or the refusal to acknowledge the
whole

difference between LIGHT-LOVE-andAWARENESS and LIGHT-LOVE-and-CLUELESSNESS ...
Know yourself and

andAWARENESS and LIGHT-LOVE-and-CLUELESSNESS ... Know yourself and you will know
the

of who.leness, love, peace, joy and power. 13
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Talk of Light-Love-andAWARENESS: Leadership Programs Sponsored by the Institute of
Keylon tic
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based upon mutual love, respect, freedom and co-creative stewardship toward our planet.
The
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to know, the love, joy, wisdom and power of the universe would literally open
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Conscious Evolution. With Love, Light and Spirit"s Blessings ..... The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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times, within the love of the Original ONE -the true God of Creation.

essence of Divine love, through which I AM healed. I AM the vessel for

conduit for Original Love. I AM the living expression of the Scared Law of

expression of eternal love, light, truth and power -I carry the will of

I AM Divine Love NOW. And So IT IS Repetition of this tonal manifestation
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Wholeness, I AM Love. I AM the Truth that spans the sands of time,
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allowance and unconditional love, as we recognize all things, forces and beings as intrinsic
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mechanics of Absolute Love, Joy and Ecstatic Fulfillment, the Monadic Imprint and God-Seed
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Ment and Absolute Love Through the condition of At-One-Ment with God, through

and humility, genuine love can be known. The feeling of love is the result

The feeling of love is the result of a condition of vibrational harmonization, or

consciousness, between the lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-One-Ment with God



lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-One-Ment with God creates the condition

feeling of absolute love, Unconditional Love, the quality of love the God Mind experiences

absolute love, Unconditional Love, the quality of love the God Mind experiences toward all

the quality of love the God Mind experiences toward all it"s manifestations (with

coresonance or Absolute Love with all manifestations of itself. The experience of lack of

of lack of love reflects the The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Ment creates absolute love and absolute love IS the eternal vibrational resonance of
consciousness

love and absolute love IS the eternal vibrational resonance of consciousness that holds the

Cosmos together. Absolute love creates the experience of absolute joy and ecstatic fulfillment
-

malady is absolute love. Suffering is intended to show one the areas in which

God creates absolute love, and as absolute love creates the absolute cure for all

and as absolute love creates the absolute cure for all suffering, the conditions for
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A Absolute Love, 74 Alphi Hova Body, 31, 38, 40, 42, 48, 49,
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numeral pages)
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not negate our beloved spiritual teachings, but rather suggests that our creation stories fit
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respect and unconditional love and I grew to admire their members for the incredible
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of reverence, respect, love and cooperative co-creation are fostered within the global
community.
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Age of Unity, Love, Freedom and Enlightenment." xi viii
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of humans would love to "live forever," since they have little true spiritual
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for yourself and loved ones affect you? Does your biological and psychological health affect

of you who love your free countries and the liberties they stand for. It
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return of deceased loved ones, all of these personally sacred subjects are fair game
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world whose dedication, love and wisdom serve to uplift and inspire your species toward
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heads of his beloved. Then he says "Come with me to the promised
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Emotion, and Intuition love for and bonding with their offspring the Interior movement is
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their position) as beloved members of that lineage. In taking responsibility for your own
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you taught to love yourselves, your bodies and others, or to judge and condemn?
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allow you to love and honor yourselves and others? Does it teach you respect

It does not. Beloved humans, who do you think is responsible for changing the
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and brotherhood through love. Through the new program of ideas they offer, you will

Page:  168



genuine re verence, love and respect, and all races are honored as being Equal

value, and equally loved and assisted in egalitarian evolutionary advancement by Source-God
and
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banner of Mutual Love, Respect and Angelic Human Freedom, in preparation for the
scheduled
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freedom, enlightement, unity, love and joy that Jesheua"s teachings were intended to inspire.
)
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Spirit, Wisdom and Love. Becoming aware of the challenges as they exist within the
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power, freedom and love of the Angelic Human Christed Soul. It is, at once,

believe in the love, strength, courage, power, inherent wisdom and intrinsic purity that lives
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Covenant is this: Beloved Sleeping Angels, You are Loved beyond all knowing. You are

Angels, You are Loved beyond all knowing. You are honored in your Being. You

illusion, from the Love of Cosmic Source that is your Home. Beloved ones, Choose

is your Home. Beloved ones, Choose well. .. Choose Love ... and then Choose

well. .. Choose Love ... and then Choose Freedom. Angelic Humans, fly! Reclaim your
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NewYork City would love to spend six months working with these guys, but you
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connected to and loved very much and they had to leave behind temporarily when

two parents who loved each other dearly and felt great joy in each other"s

Page:  17

child send him love now, send her love now and let her know she

now, send her love now and let her know she will be ok. There"s
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are people that loved you very much and that you loved too, and some

and that you loved too, and some of them have agreed to meet you

Page:  20

had forgotten to love each other within. It could have been a very terrifying

most beautiful and loved to us-our eternal Selves and our eternal family. We"re
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for those you loved. So people like that can live in very quiet misery
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nurturing you with love. Copyright© 2000 A"sha-yana & A"za-yana Deane, Ekr"s
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filled with unconditional love. Copyright© 2000 A"sha-yana & A"za-yana Deane, Ekr"s
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nature of their beloved progeny. My knowledge of Indigo Children comes through a more
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the frequencies of love, genuine bonding with and compassion for other life forms. Indigo
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they disagree. Tough love and clearly defined boundaries are often necessary with the Type-
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They hold great love within for all life forms. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of reverence, respect, love and cooperative co-creation are fostered within the global
community.
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Age of Unity, Love, Freedom and Enlightenment. "" xxvi ii A NGELIC RE ALI
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EVOLUTION THROUGH UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, RESPECT AND REVERENCE. THEY WILL
INITIATE INTERVENTION ONLY AMONG INCARNATE

Page:  74

JUDGEMENT, COOPERATION, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND RESPECT FOR ALL OTHER LIFE
FORMS. • MAKE REMEMBERING
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HONOR, KINDNESS AND LOVE, AND EXPECT IN RETURN A RECIPROCAL RESPECT AND
KINDNESS IN
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STRONGER SENSE OF LOVE AND CONNECTION TO THE EARTH AND OTHER LIVING THINGS.
11.
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be treated with Love, Honor, Kindness, Respect, Mutuality, Allowance, Responsibility and
Reverence. Do I
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be "light, love and clueless." "Oh, that"s negative ... I don"t lower
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from people you love. Try to understand they are doing the best they can.
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the people you love, or anything else, to insure the best possible outcome- to
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Sirian model of love, cooperation, and free energy systems and free people being able
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anything but real love, which is a state of vibrational harmonization with yourself, your
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know how people love to do hairheaded New Age things? Because a lot of
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strength through the love Because even if you are, it does not frequency. matter.

they are and love them anyway, and love yourself anyway. If we can learn

them anyway, and love yourself anyway. If we can learn to not be so
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choosing kindness, choosing love even when you feel angry, choosing ways to honor your
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other! Gentleness and love are the way to maturity, will now come out to
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with Blessings of Love, Peace, Prosperity and Joy. In return of the truth of

Blueprint) to our beloved Mother Earth and her many beloved children. Happy Christos Mass

and her many beloved children. Happy Christos Mass and a Blessed New Year to

to all. With Love, Light and Spirit"s Blessings - A1Sha-yana &
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the sacrifice of love made by Immanuel the "Little Drummer Boy" and Ma"a,
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comfort of their love and companionship of which they had just rendered fulfilled in
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.......... With Light, Love & Spirit"s Blessings, A"sha-yana Deane EkrMC The MCEO Freedom
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which reverence, respect, love and co-operative co-creation are fostered within the Global
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joyful, cooperative and love-based progressive evolution for all races and species of Earth,
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JUDGEMENT, COOPERATION, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND RESPECT FOR ALL OTHER LIFE
FORMS. • MAKE REMEMBERING
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HONOR, KINDNESS AND LOVE, AND EXPECT IN RETURN A RECIPROCAL RESPECT AND
KINDNESS IN
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firmly rooted in love-based egalitarian spiritual humanitarianism, the Law of One paradigm
incorporates
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Actualization and genuine Love, Freedom and Enlightenment among "all life everywhere;" and
to
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discovered their personal love for each other and married in October 2000. Following their

Page:  16

possible, out of love for humanity and gratitude for the personal freedom in BEING

Live what they Love", "Practice what they Preach" and respectfully "Share what

joy-filled, peaceful, love-based global civilization of "Angelic Human" beings. Fragmented
remnants

forgotten Promise of Love, Freedom, Unity, Peace and Victory to the many races and
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Age of Unity, Love, Freedom and Enlightenment". -.._____/ 4 The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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A Postures of Love and the Law of ONE The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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Energv-Realitv of LOVE In terms of Universal Physics, Love is an energy reality,

of Universal Physics, Love is an energy reality, a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION,
or

FREQUENCY OF GENUINE LOVE, one cannot energetically facilitate the healing of another.
LOVE is

healing of another. LOVE is the essential ingredient in healing, for it al lows

Universal or OMNI-LOVE is the responsibility of any true healing facilitator. The emotionally

the frequency of Love takes many forms. In healing facilitation it is important to

appropriate form of love to engage with each individual client. Soft Love Many people

individual client. Soft Love Many people respond well to "SOFT LOVE", the kind,

to "SOFT LOVE", the kind, gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mothers

gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mothers comforting their infants. Soft Love
works

their infants. Soft Love works well with clients who possess some degree of spiritual

degree of a love frequency within themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form of

within themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form of love for clients possessing the

appropriate form of love for clients possessing the maturity to accept personal responsibility
for

on others. Soft Love is characterized by engaged detachment of the facilitator and is

at ease. Soft Love is always built upon sincerity, kindness, respect and a genuine

carry the Soft Love frequency takes time, attention and practice, and requires that the

disrupt the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it



Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to

is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to show the self as

with kindness. Soft Love is not approval seeking; it is rather genuine, honest and

self-generated. Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually.

Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually. It is

carry the Soft Love frequency emerges through spiritual integration, personal healing of
internal conflicts
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Martyrdom People who love themselves do not buy into the idea that they must

Page:  13

Tough Love Soft Love does not facilitate healing on all occasions. Certain

Tough Love Soft Love does not facilitate healing on all occasions. Certain clients who

kindness, respect or love. Individuals who display unreasonable behaviors or attitudes pose
quite a

challenge to the lovebased healing facilitator. If they are approached with Soft Love, the

approached with Soft Love, the facilitator will often find themselves as a scapegoat for

attitude patterns need love more than anyone, but most often their behaviors push others

posture of TOUGH LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal
boundaries in

LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal boundaries in their own mind

continues. The Tough Love approach is rendered from a base of Soft Love and

base of Soft Love and Omni-Love, but it is strengthened with Self Love

Love and Omni-Love, but it is strengthened with Self Love on behalf of

strengthened with Self Love on behalf of the facilitator. The facilitator recognizes that they

and chooses to love the client enough to confront the pattern so that it

instance. The Tough Love approach frequently requires facilitators to demonstrate that they
hold their

client disapproval. Tough Love is an ability of personal empowerment worth cultivating for
personal

Page:  14

Self Love In healing facilitation, Love is the essential ingredient. All love

In healing facilitation, Love is the essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity

essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity Within the SELF. You will be

the frequency of love to others in direct proportion to your ability to hold

the frequency of love within yourself. If you do not recognize your intrinsic value



sentiments into your love relationships with others. If a client does not meet the

personal worthiness of love, you will have difficulty not falling into judgment of the

client. Judgment and love cannot transmit through the human body at the same time.

of energy, whereas Love creates the Co-resonance of Frequencies needed for open flow

can realize that LOVE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT and that all conditions of judgment

the frequency of Love. Though ASSESSMENT of conditions, actions or attitudes is useful and

facilitator can feel love, reverence, respect and honor for the Divinity Within Themselves, they

of excellence in Love to the client. The quality of Love brought into the

The quality of Love brought into the healing facilitation experience will directly affect the

healing assistance given. Love the Self and know that all beings possess an unalienable

a healing facilitator. Love, honor and respect yourself, your feelings, your dreams and your

you may better love those you wish to serve. ~(We ~ eU epue
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OMN/-LOVE: Fully Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can

Fully Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human

Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human form is OMNI·

is OMNI·LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-

·LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between

is couched. Omni-Love is expressed in human form as Christed Love or Christos

form as Christed Love or Christos Consciousness, the 12th-Dimensional Love of the Maharic

the 12th-Dimensional Love of the Maharic Level of · Identity. Christos Love is

· Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with everything existing

is a transcendent love that is attached to no thing, but is AT ONE

Through Christos Omni-Love, the Self is known as an extension of God, or

of transcendence in love, all activity is understood to exist within the reality of

the reality of LOVE, and all conflict and strife are viewed as the ONE-

that constitute ONE-LOVE, a state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the

transmission of ChristosOmni-Love. Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which
human

Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which human evolution moves forth. Omni-

moves forth. Omni-Love is Soft, Tough, and Enduring, honoring Self, Other and the

Matter Density. Christos-OmniLove is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle. Strive to bring

to bring Omni-love into your life, and personal and client healing facilitation, and

create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure of reality. AWARENESS of Omni-
Love



AWARENESS of Omni-Love is cultivated through intention and appropriate use of personal
free
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: 1. SOFT LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Gentle 2. TOUGH LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Assertive 3.

Gentle 2. TOUGH LOVE Kind, Nurturing, Assertive 3. SELF LOVE Honoring the Divinity within

Assertive 3. SELF LOVE Honoring the Divinity within SELF 4. OMNI-LOVE Honoring the

SELF 4. OMNI-LOVE Honoring the Divinity within ALL Namaste" 0 I I·

/ lC Omni-Love is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle, the goal toward
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which promotes Unconditional Love, Conurturing, and healing of all races, through the
recognition that

memory returns, Unconditional Love and Co-creative "Divine Right Interrelationship" become
the natural

create genuine freedom, love or joy, and will lose conscious experiential participation in the
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of co-creative love and joy are experientially blocked from one"s perceptions. Idea, belief

that Omnipresent Source-Love, the Path of Chaos is permitted for, without this, the

of Source is LOVE, and that in this Love, Source most desires to experience

that in this Love, Source most desires to experience the Joy of its manifest

Path of Divine Love, IS the preference of Source and so true representatives of

MCEO extend Unconditional Love, respect and shared truth to ALL, regardless of race or

which Unconditional Divine Love and the freedom of the Inner Christos, the Path of

Through Angelic Human LOVE and genuine embodiment of the D-12 Inner Christos
awareness,

a valuable and beloved asset in manifesting the experiential reality of Loving, Sentient, Co-
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the value of Love and Free Will Order. One does not need to choose

more worthy of love and acceptance than any other in the "eyes of

is encouraged to LOVE ALL RESPONSIBLY and to recognize the inborn potential for PURITY

fearless, BE Christed-LOVE, to simultaneously honor the SELF, others and One-Source-God
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upright, with Divine Love, Dignity, Grace, Humility, Respect, Reverence and Power, as the
living

Page:  56



system created with love, purpose and intention by a sublime force of intelligence that
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the divinity, intelligence, love or Divine Presence of the identity of God, but rather
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power, reverence and love that IS the nature of Universal Order and God. The

Page:  80

Time Matrix, peace, love and harmonious, cooperative evolution. Like the Azurite Yani, this
new

Page:  129

our ability to love unconditionally and wisely, and we reclaim our persona! and collective
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Guinevere, was the lover of Arthur"s imposter Knight "Sir Lancelot", a Luciferian Knights
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how great and Beloved we are", while being covertly "railroaded right under our

labor of Divine Love, and it requires Divine Sacred Science KNOWLEDGE. DNA Template and
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power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through the Urn Shaddai Ur
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HEART of Divine LOVE. I AM the Still Point of the Face of All

through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE ... to express now
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eternal abiding reverent Love of the Eternal ALL-ONE P"tah-TA Urn a Ah-

eternal abiding reverent Love) (HA"-A Rha =of the Eternal ALL-ONE)
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racial equality, respect, love and compassion. This knowledge IS NOT an excuse to apply

Illuminati hybrids are loved by God/Source just as much as any other race

behaviors; they need Love (Tough Love usually works better than Soft Love, which

Love (Tough Love usually works better than Soft Love, which fallen races tend

better than Soft Love, which fallen races tend to exploit), Healing and Inner Christos
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the Dance for Love program we will understand more about that framework, very specifically

a mission of love and simply of assisting the universe and Source God to

Page:  2

There was great love from the Founders Races for all of them, even the

crazy. You still love the child but you have to do something or else

mean? You may love it but at some point you have got to restrain

words "Light, Love and Clueless" a lot is because I spent a lot

in the Light, Love and Clueless space, which means.... "Oh, if there"s life,

life, there"s hope. Love it. Love it enough and it will come back. Love

hope. Love it. Love it enough and it will come back. Love it enough

will come back. Love it enough and it won"t destroy you. Love it enough

won"t destroy you. Love it enough and it will become good even if it

We understand the love that you guys were coming from And because it"s a

the intentions of love and "Yes you can heal it/" We didn"t know

because if God love you, it wouldn"t want you to crawl on your knees.

knees. If God loved you, God would not to want you to grovel. God

Page:  3

to find their love and they could start to get along Disk 2: 34

the God really loves us, there is a God that does love us and

God that does love us and that we have an auto

Page:  4



anything other than love, we will be no better. And the idea isn"t to

Page:  5

that is not loveable, that is not Self. There is no "other". There

we can just love everybody, right?" Light, love and clueless space is the first

everybody, right?" Light, love and clueless space is the first reaction. "Just love

reaction. "Just love everything" You know, just go up to a tiger and
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free now with love." Sometimes you have to say, "Please, just take them.

Page:  8

like, really Light, Love and Clueless and it was great, because in the old,

be "Light, Love and Clueless." It was a great place to be. It

can be Light, Love, and we really need to be aware, or we"re not
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Dance for Life, Love & Freedom: The Maharata Book-1 DANCE FOR LIFE Introduction

Page:  3

Mastery DANCE FOR LOVE Introduction Maharata Texts Volume-2 Program Section-1 Cosmic
Creation:

Page:  4

Tea Dance For Love TOP Merkaba ManA Seurieas 4-6 for the Song of

Mastery DANCE FOR LOVE Supplement & Dance for Freedom Introduction Expediting Eckasha
Merkaba Activation

Page:  8

firmly rooted in love-based egalitarian spiritual humanitarianism, the Law of One paradigm
incorporates

Page:  10

possible, out of love for humanity and gratitude for the personal freedom in BEING

Live what they Love", "Practice what they Preach" and respectfully "Share what

joy-filled, peaceful, love-based global civilization of "Angelic Human" beings. Fragmented
remnants

forgotten Promise of Love, Freedom, Unity, Peace and Victory to the many races and

Page:  16

Dance For Life, Love & Freedom The Maharata: Book-1 is a 4 Volume

The Dance for Love (Mastering the Alp hi Hova Body: Density-2 Radial

Page:  18

ONESPIRIT, ONEGOD, ONESELF, ONELOVE, ONETHOUGHT, ONESONG, ONELIGHT,
ONEHEART, ONEMIND, ONEFORM. The Primal Life Field

Living, Eternal, Unconditional Love. The Limitlessness of Eternity 4. Cosmic "Lightbulbs and
Sound-

Page:  22



eternal abiding reverent Love of the Eternal ALL-ONE P"tah-TA Urn a Ah-

eternal abiding reverent Love) (HA"-A Rha =of the Eternal ALL-ONE)
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power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through the Um Shaddai Ur

Page:  70

workshop 2002) 1. LOVE- Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness 2.

the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being in a

Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 11. ENGAGED DETACHMENT- Permitting
the

Page:  71

The Dance for love The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  72

TO DANCE FOR LOVE In our introduction to Dance for Life, we explored the

and Divine Unconditional Love. When one KNOWS the Divine through direct experience, one
does

and Dance for Love, through which the God-Spirit perpetually expresses. The MCEO Freedom

Page:  73

Dance for Life, Love, Freedom and Joy" spiritual development courses translated from them,
are

and the Divine Love, Freedom, Sovereignty and Joy that it implies, are our birthright

the Dance for LOVE program the long protected and highly coveted Ecka Map of

human heritage of Love and Enlightenment, and the long forgotten living interdimensional,
inter-time,

the Dance for LOVE program the significance of the Eckasha, Merkaba, DNA Template,
personal
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Perpetual Joy God LOVES, LAUGHES, DANCES and SINGS .. . and in this way

5 DANCE FOR LOVE- Awakening the God-Force Within -:?hCV~iY rt./tt2

Page:  114

give of our love to thee The homelands so longed for Sacred Khem-a-
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give of our love to thee, Chrez-Ha-NA TU-e-t"a· Deh

Page:  116



Dance for Love 2 · ManA "Top Merkaba" Seurias #4, #

Page:  120

the Dance for Love Workshop 2002 Study the 12 Responsibilities of Mastery, make an

Page:  121

mastery. 5. SELF-LOVE: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment. Genuine love must come from within and can only be gained though

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE". It is "NEED". This implies the "LACK" of

by external "love". It can only be filled by recognizing the God within

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine

of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

can "get" love. When love is approached through Self-Love, the motivation is

get" love. When love is approached through Self-Love, the motivation is to give

approached through Self-Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you

manifest through the Love of the active God Source that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self-Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. 6. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It
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parents, spouses or lovers), and the other does not "pay back" what we

what you have. LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can

Page:  123

genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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The Dance for love Supplement Introduction to the Dance for Freedom: The MCEO Freedom

Page:  149

racial equality, respect, love and compassion. This knowledge IS NOT an excuse to apply

Illuminati hybrids are loved by God/Source just as much as any other race

behaviors; they need Love (Tough Love usually works better than Soft Love, which

Love (Tough Love usually works better than Soft Love, which fallen races tend



better than Soft Love, which fallen races tend to exploit), Healing and Inner Christos
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Dance For Life/Love Workshop DVDs and Course Book, and appear on the Azurite

Page:  180

of Eternal Christed Love. Imagine the Amoraea Gateway as a tiny Maharic-Silver-Egg,

within its eternal love, mercy, The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page:  181

eternal power and love you can heal all, understand all, love all, co-create

all, understand all, love all, co-create all. Within_th e Amoraea Egg you

"I AM LOVE AND I AM LOVED" "I AM INNOCENT" "I

AND I AM LOVED" "I AM INNOCENT" "I AM HEALED" "I

of Eternal Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply, drawing Maharic Current up again

ETERNAL POWER AND LOVE, ANY HEALING THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE". After mentally
addressing and

of Healing and Love to the area of resistance within you, again INHALE Maharic

of healing and love" to every area of your being. Imagine that you are

the gift of love and healing to all dis-harmonic energies within you. 6.
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fields of living loved ones or locations with which they were emotionally affiliated in
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of Divine Christiac Love. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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eternal abiding reverent Love of the Eternal ALL-ONE P"tah-TA Urn a Ah-

eternal abiding reverent Love) (HA"-A Rha =of the Eternal ALL-ONE)
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give of our love to thee The homelands so longed for Sacred Khem- A-

give of our love to thee, Chrez-Ha-NA TU-e-t"a- Deh ...
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Grid I am loved, honored and protected, ..... safe within the Eternal Arms of

Christos I am beloved, appreciated and cherished. I am free from karma Now. I

longer afraid to love; I AM love. I live in a safe, sup~orting



love; I AM love. I live in a safe, sup~orting and loving universe.
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& forever Divine Love HA · a et" · A E · U ·
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of Divine Christiac Love The anti-christiac Planetary Sword Initiation will set in motion
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blameless, allforgiving unconditional LOVE. In Christ Love I bid you fond farewell. In Divine

LOVE. In Christ Love I bid you fond farewell. In Divine Truth I move

PEACE. Be warned Beloved Fallen; withdraw alone, before the Eternal Life Fires of the

Flame of Divine Love that burns eternal now within me .... FREE NOW all
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guilt and frustrated love that has been buried and "stuck" within the Subconscious

gentle, nonjudgmental, unconditional LOVE for the retreating Shadow Dancer. 10.
Telepathically send the Shadow

or receiving genuine love, caring or compassion. Feigning emotional responses drawn from
mimicking human

with absolute Christos Love and absolute Christos TRUST. Know that you can trust the

Perfection of Universal Love to embrace both you and the Shadow Dancer as you

live, free to love, free to move forth in creation of a new and
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send thoughts of LOVE, Safety, Non-judgement, Protection and the desire for a joyful
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of Eternal Christed Love. Imagine that the Amoraea Gateway is a tiny Maharic Silver-

within its eternal love, mercy, protection and Divine Understanding. Imagine that you can see
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love you can heal all, understand all, love all, co-create

all, understand all, love all, co-create all. Within the Amoraea Egg you and
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• Learning to Love oneself, unconditionally • Transmuting passive impulse to assertive action
•
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• Learning to Love, others, unconditionally • Transmuting aggressive impulse to assertive



action •

and receiving Unconditional Love • Simultaneous transmutation of the passive and/or
aggressive impulse
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better to have loved, and lost, than never to have loved at all". 22.

never to have loved at all". 22. embrace my life with unquenchable enthusiasm. 23.

truly say I love all life forms. 32. __ I find it easier to
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denying or withholding love from both yourself and your The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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differentiate between higher love and controlling love, soft love and tough love, finally
beginning

love and controlling love, soft love and tough love, finally beginning to break free

controlling love, soft love and tough love, finally beginning to break free from the

love and tough love, finally beginning to break free from the Victim- Victimizer game
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selfishness"; Issue: Self love; Response: Heal without maiming (self & others); Virtue:
Compassion,

the craving for love, affection and recognition whilst sub-consciously devouring every potential
source

others because "Love", given and I or withheld becomes the major tool of

Bliss; Fear: "Love" famine; Issue: Deeper love, for everything; Response: Find what can

famine; Issue: Deeper love, for everything; Response: Find what can be truly loved, and

can be truly loved, and build from there; Virtue: Passion & commitment. PN 7
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always choose higher love, together with the freedom and responsibility that that implies. The
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the lessons of love, unity and equality as taught through the sacred Law of

Page:  65

Unity Consciousness and love, cooperation and respect toward all other life forms. It did
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they will choose love, equality and a personal relationship with the creative force over

Page:  115

your race was loved. They have waited patiently for the distant time when Earth,
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lodging, sustenance and love. Memory of multidimensional experience will be fully returned,
and the
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of One, and love, brotherhood, freedom, health, spiritual at-one-ment and joy are

Page:  187

to fall in love with each other" and bear their Paradisian child. The Palaidorian

Page:  222

support, encouragement and love to all that muster the courage to face, rather than

of those you love may very well depend upon your ability to access this

Page:  229

have earned my love through the incredible transforming, healing events of soul integration I
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Wholeness, I AM Love. I AM the Truth that Spans the Sands of Time,
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Andromeda, the "beloved Andromies" who have been in contact with several prominent



people
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Time Matrix, peace, love and harmonious, cooperative evolution. Like the Azurite Yani, this
new

Page:  294

our ability to love unconditionally and wisely, and we reclaim our personal and collective
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Guinevere, was the lover of Arthur"s imposter Knight "Sir Lancelot," a Luciferian Knights

Page:  318

how great and Beloved we are," while being covertly "railroaded right under our

Page:  319

labor of Divine Love, and it requires Divine Sacred Science knowledge. • DNA Template
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unavoidable delays, the lovely people with Saintly Patience at Granite Publishing could finally
"
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freedom, brotherhood and love can be attained. OWO MASTER PLANS, GA STATE OF W"ilR

Page:  353

"Peace and love, and the end of fighting, would come between the aggressive
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Lyran-Sirian Christiac, lovebased culture model that it represents, struggle now to awaken,
the

Page:  380

of One freedom-love spiritual-science texts of the Angelic Human CDT-Plate teachings.
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2017 SAC. Our beloved America, as well as Europe, and literally all countries on
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of "Light, Love and Pretend Away the Darkness" dogma. These groups prey on
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of their "beloved ET-Angels" that have planned and orchestrated these conditions of



Page:  403

our long-lost loved ones that would be returning; the Jehovians were referring to
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or not we love the Living, Loving, Eternal God-presence, and the promise of

will choose to love more than the Living-Loving God-the twisted rantings and

power, energy and love that eternally circulates between Source and all living things manifest.
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Home. With light, love and heartfelt condolences to all who have suffered from the
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Flame of Divine Love•. The Cosmic Kristso Seed Atom is formaHy known as the

Motion, Eternal Ute, Love Based, Co-creative, FREE Will expression, (a direct reflection

intention and thus Love Unconditionally while ALLOWING the Right of Free Will Choice, even
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difficult Lessons of.Love and Cooperative eo..ctNtlon in this regard; as many "

by perpetual Unconditional Love, Peace, Spiritual and Material Mastery and Ecstatic Joy within
the
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Motion, Eternal Lif&, Love-based, Free Will Creation. Both the Original Divine Intention and
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a self-sustaining, Love-based, Perpetual Motion, Eternal Ute "Manifestation Arena•; an
intention
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Laws of Divine LOVE•. God-Source does not experience guilt, nor will God-source

lessons of Divine Love• are honored BEFORE Monadic Reversal occurs, ANY being, regardless
of

judge, but only LOVES Unconditionally. God-Source does not render punishment or retribution
against
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Laws of Divine Love,· through which Free Will, Divine Will and Creation Power

Page:  26

Lessons of DMne Love•, allowing an opportunity for accelerated learning of 1he Natural Laws

Laws of Divine Love. If the "Trial Cycle" produces a sufficient degree of

11Lessons of Oivine Love•, and the corresponding •critical mass• frequency accretion, during
the
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of renewed life, love, freedom and joy. Through the Cue Site-7 Veca Mahadra

of healing, hope, love and freedom. Spheres, Symbols and "Signs" It is known

Page:  3

all of you beloved wonderers, we hope that this letter will answer your most
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races as equally loved and blessed, and originating from the same God-Source. MCEO
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Unity and Unconditional Love toward which we, our Speakers and the Christiac races will
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has been, unconditional LOVE and respect for your species. Our unconditional love and
respect

species. Our unconditional love and respect for the Indigo and Angelic Human races of

gifts of unconditional love, given freely to you and all by God-Source upon

and application of love and power. Indeed, many times we, the Eieyani, and other

out of u nconditionallove, empathy, kindness and caring, in attempt to temporarily protect
you
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out of unconditional love only, not as a means of "getting something in

the deepest unconditional love, through which you have regained an opportunity, that you
yourselves

for recognizing the love for you, and for all of creation, that is our

and misuse, of love, creative power and free will choice. Since the 1999 release

our gift of love to you, to GodSource and to all of Creation. We

Divine Grace and Love, recognizing that it IS a gift, recognizing that no one
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absolute and unconditional love for you, as well as for those fallen races whom

to those you love, and to many others that you may never know. Unfortunately,

Divine Grace and Love to yourselves, or to the others of your world. We

even recognize the LOVE for you that our giving implies. Some of you continue

Because we DO love you, we will not assist you in perpetuating such self-
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and lack of love you are spewing. Those of you who justify your inappropriate

you the undying love, truth, responsibility and accountability of your disowned personal and
collective

and Unconditional Divine Love for ALL of creation, as we return to you the

observe, identify, and love instead of judge, God-Source, Christiac Eternal Life races and

Knowing Innocence, Unconditional Love, Infinite Kindness and Limitless Power. 26

Page:  27

lessons of Unconditional Love and Christiac power management since our First Creation and
individuated

lessons of Christiac Love and power use upon entry into manifest creation. The contemporary

to express God-Love manifest. Unlike we, those who have forgotten these original truths

Way are still loved, valued and cherished, but they are not "forgiven", for

judge, but only loves unconditionally and allows for the framework within which accountability
becomes

only in Unconditional Love and Allowance, not judgment and condemnation, as we have done

courses" in God-love expression and Christiac polarity consciousness mastery, in manifest
learning arenas

lessons of unconditional love and appropriate Christiac power mastery, we have reclaimed the
Christiac

Lessons of Unconditional Love. We welcome and greatly appreciate such opportunities to
demonstrate and

Lessons of Divine Love, for our "students" are also equally our "mentors"

to GIVE our love and knowledge. Once one has learned and embodied the Lessons

Lessons of Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in

demandingly, manipulatively and lovelessly toward others, and whom believe that someone
beside themselves "

of the unconditional love and potential gifts of Christiac wisdom we might offer, thus

lessons of Divine Love, responsibility and accountability that you are still learning in order
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its inherent absolute love unrecognized by some of you, but some of you become



action in sincere love, fairness or kindness becomes next to impossible. To those of

you to understand, love or accept us, or the truths we stand for, in

empowerment, freedom and love. What is fear but an utter denial of the Living

denying the existence, love, safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-

of the fearless, love-based Christiac knowledge we have returned. You owe yourselves a
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engaged and unconditionally loved. Who is responsible for creating your fear? Who is
powerful

Where is the LOVE? Many of you, upon encountering the MCEO teachings of the

of absolute, unconditional love that is embodied within these teachings. However, others of
you

Where is the Love?", as you have inadvertently projected your own present inability to

feel genuine absolute love onto us, accusing us of being "unloving" because we

falsehood that genuine love, spiritual enlightenment and personal power can be reclaimed by
patronizing

to the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within you.

you, "The Love is ALL AROUND YOU and WITHIN ALL THINGS; it is

and perpetual Absolute Love of God-Source, within you and within all of creation.

of creation. Absolute Love simply beams from each page of the knowledge we have

Where IS the Love", it is "Why can YOU not feel its presence?",

of absolute unconditional love within yourselves; an absence which you project outward onto
an

onto an innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the

to perceive the love that is always there by the distortion lenses of your

touch the absolute love within others, us, our works, our representatives, within the external

Unconditional God-Source-Love WITHIN YOU, which you can only accomplish through
recognition, respect

because we have loved you enough to expose ideas, agendas and actions through which
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receive the genuine love that is given to you by others, by the Universe

Where is the Love?" is the sincere affirmation that "I AM THE LOVE"

I AM THE LOVE" and a firm commitment to embodying through action, thought and

will know the love, Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will

love, Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere

love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere around you the

reality of the LOVE that is the foundation of all creation. The degree to



embrace the eternal love of the God-Source-Within you will be the degree

embrace the eternal love that is always present within all aspects of your external

they too are loved by us and by God-Source unconditionally, even though this

this gift of love is not often returned. Though we are unconditionally loving in

truth, reality, unconditional love and limitless power inherent to the God-Source Within you.

Source Within you. Beloved peoples of Earth, amazing times are now upon you; great

Metatronic races are beloved unto God-Source; both are allowed, since the Beginning, their
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and ALL are loved ... Always .... may the newly birthing species of Earth

destiny. For everything Beloved Ones there is indeed a "season", "a time
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time. We would love to have perfect workshops and tell you exactly what time
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a place of love. The systems aren"t built on anti-Christiac principles like they

to get more love, you"re going horizontal, trying to get stuff, it just shows
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If you feel love for them, and you"re glad they"re there, and you"re glad
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They are still loved. However, their actions are not blessed. Their actions are blasphemy.
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was on unconditional love, and I got an A on it. But I had

done out of love for the Christos, for the Guardians, and for the knowledge
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speaker out of love and out of not needing people to approve of me.

us, and to love us and to like us, and to honor and validate
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is just like love. There is a reality of energy in the state of

being able to love those who are causing you harm, or causing the planet
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relationship, to make love, to worry about money, to chose between vegetarianism or
recognition
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and is still beloved. There are some people who are consciously changing to honor

Page:  34



teachings. And the beloveds were saying to me, be patient, you"ll see why. No,
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said, "I love this term." Yes! Synthetic telepathy. This is what they have
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the Dance for Love program the context of the Ecka maps themselves, and where
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with it, the lovely waters that flow there. It will be really nice to

to show our love for the place and the beautiful architecture by leaving some

would have been lovely if we could have all just gone and hung out
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done such a lovely job with most of them, putting in the color for

that reason, the beloveds are suggested that we would need to work with the
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is that large lovely edifice that covers the spa, that big large building, the
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know, and The beloveds don"t know yet how far they plan to go with
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toward anybody you love or care about, or think might appreciate The frequency support.
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scribbles, but... I love to have five years just to put all these diagrams
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lip service to love, which often means: Well, I love you. How can you

means: Well, I love you. How can you do this to me? Excuse me,

me, that"s not love. That"s guilt. These things are so common in our society.
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only wished them love and happiness, will be sending you vibes. What did I
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go with our love and a lot more of yourself available than you did
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Program (Life, Love, Joy & Freedom) leading to "maximized" potential for anchoring
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possible, out of love for humanity and gratitude for the personal freedom In BEING

Live what they Love•, "Practice what they Preach" and respectfully "Share what

filled, pea:eful, love-based global civilization of "Angelic Human• beings. Fragmented
remnants

forgotten Promise of Love, Freedom, Unity, Peace and Victory to the many races and

Page:  131

\8" a.Jlove i hea.dl "~ ~~ ~~ " ""-.. ~ u

Page:  263

o~nce For Love" -Reclaiming Divine Connection, Introduction to the Shield Codes, Ecka

Page:  265

en Attitude-Etiquette-Love Pci~~ur.e Maharic Receding Proce,ssr"" : Q &
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Dance For Life/Love Workshop DVD"s and Course Book, and appear on the Azurite
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of Eternal Christed Love. Imagine Amoraea Gateway as a tiny Maharic Silver-Egg, the

within its eternal love, mercy, protection and Divine Understanding. Imagine that you can see
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ofeternal power and love you can heal all, understand all, love all, co-create

all, understand all, love all, co-create all. Within the Ar""""~raea Egg you

"I AM LOVE AND I AM LOVED" ..... "!f AM INNOCENT"~ ......

AND I AM LOVED" ..... "!f AM INNOCENT"~ ...... / AM HEALED" .....



of Eternal Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply, drawing Maharic Current up again

ETERNAL POWER AND LOVE, ANY HEALING THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE". After mentally
addressing and

of Healing and Love to the area of resistance within you, again INHALE Maharic

the gift of love and healing to· all dis-harmonic energies within you.
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(children, family, loved ones, pets, neighborhood, country or race collectives) for healing,
education
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in 45 +/-lOve LOTOS Units from the LotoSphere & Sha-LA-a 45
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HB Dance for Love Handbook FG Planetary Shields Clinic Field Guide Handbook FTR-HB
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6 118 Absolute Love TS-HB Part 2 20 Accelerated Bio-Spiritual Evolution Program
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of Divine Christiac Love Body and Spirit- DNA and the Crystal Body Body Consciousness
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0 Dance for Love- Introduction DFLo-HB 1 Dance for Programs of Spiritual Mastery-
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Energy Reality of LOVE SAS-M A 1 Energy Running Skills and the 15-
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6 45 Light-Love-and Awareness MR-HB 1C 13 Light-Sound Structures KS-

SSC-HB 59 Love MR-HB 1C 13 Love-Light-and Clueless MR-HB

HB 1C 13 Love-Light-and Clueless MR-HB 1C 13 Lower Vibrating Thought
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Initiative- Postures of Love SAS-M Masters Templar Stewardship Initiative- Related Excerpts
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2/B OMNI-Love • Fully engaging the Love Vibration SAS-M One Full

Fully engaging the Love Vibration SAS-M One Full Eckasha Core Tri-Veca Merkaba
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15 Postures of Love SAS-M A 1 Postures of Love KA1-M 197

1 Postures of Love KA1-M 197 Postures of Love KA1-M Chapter 4198-



197 Postures of Love KA1-M Chapter 4198-199 Postures of Love - Summary
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It was very lovely indeed! Friday 28th Jan Journey to city of Khajuraho Saturday
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crystal. It was lovely. We used it to put THREE main intentions into the

Veca systems. With Love and Infinite Appreciation to our Guardian Team, the Speakers and
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Relatives, Friends and Beloveds, is to provide you with action-oriented knowledge through
which

a loving ahd beloved part of massive intra-t:uiiversai"Kristiac Guardian T earns",

Page:  14

the memory of Love and Safety that has always been your birthrights, and the

knowing that those Beloved ones "on-planet" whom have been long-entrusted to

came as a beloved, highly skilled and greatly respected co-creative member of a

Page:  17

all of the Love, Reverence, Respect and Remembrance that was present in our earlier

Page:  21

Day 7 Greetings Beloveds, We would like you to know that your Starburst-13

Page:  28

only would many beloved Yanas be left with "return home as space-dusr,
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begin. "Much love and thanks" - the EieyanA and AdonA of the Eckasha
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do this, the Beloveds suggested we use half octave increments, so you go from
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a field of love • co-creative relationship We have two Kathara Grids on
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8. Dance tor Love 2002 Cyprus 9. Phoenix 2002 (Consolidated DFUDFL) 10. Dance
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the Covenant of Love and the "Rainbow Bridge" • Psonns of Passage and

was truly a lovely feel to this Hotel. The staff were an absolute joy

Page:  3

here to bring love, and respect. We would not even want to be calling

highest forms of Love. We are here to carry a message of Love. On

a message of Love. On this trip, the Azurites will be playing one of

Page:  4

We"re here to Love and recognize something. These people are primarily observing the
Islamic

well. This is lovely and it "shows us up", especially when we are

guide has a lovely balanced perspective on the political issues since the US 9/

has hurt people allover and has created a wedge in a situation that was

the Covenant of Love. It was something that was created eons ago by the

we would ALL love each other. We are all children of the Rays. We

to extent our love to all Beings. In order to lover others, we need

In order to lover others, we need to know what it means to love

it means to love oneself. Loving oneself means taking a look at what we

treat yourself with love and dignity, you will not be able to respect OR

Page:  5

May 2005, Morocco love others. We need to choose our principles with our eyes

It was really lovely as Laurie R would attest.. ... as she was one
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from seeing some lovely Arabian horses, the "Arena" show afterwards was also a
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followed was a lovely series of meditations where we induced an updated version of



Page:  8

principles of Islam: Love, Peace, Truth and Freedom. He said that these pillars are

Page:  11

the frequencies of Love and Acceptance through the Rainbow Bridge in our songs. Here

absolute treasures. Such lovely pure joyful faces. It was a pleasure to meet them!

Page:  12

Hotel had a lovely airy feel to it and in the centre of the

1 After a lovely long sleep, we all got up and went on a

also from our loved ones. There are obviously VERY STRICT Kristic protocols to follow

Page:  16

having. Thanks to love and support from all my Azurite sisters and brothers, I

Page:  17

It was a lovely round. We even got a chance to dance with the

and coffee were lovely ... the Hotel has won gastronomy prize from a London

were just so lovely. They insisted on having a formal photo session on the

Page:  18

each other and love/accept each other. (The lovely accepting Moroccan people have

other. (The lovely accepting Moroccan people have given a good heads up lesson

with their own loved ones and collectives to help their "own" through the

Page:  19

could still be loved or we could still love these people and support them

we could still love these people and support them in their evolutionary path. Although

time out"!! Much Love to you ALL Beloveds from and IN all places! Georgi

to you ALL Beloveds from and IN all places! Georgi Azur"yana Copyright A"shayana &
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a gift of love and goodwill and respect. Respect is not tolerance. Tolerance is

the highest level oflove. You can love your God, we can love our God,

oflove. You can love your God, we can love our God, you can call

God, we can love our God, you can call your God whatever you want

to return the love. The love has always been in our teachings. It"s always

the love. The love has always been in our teachings. It"s always been there,

"Where"s the love?" Why can"t see it or feel it? Do you not

think there is love in truth, in having the guts to be honest, even

Page:  2

We"re here to love, and to recognize something. Now we"re walking through a country,

here. And what"s lovely about Morocco is, unlike some places where the Islamic guardians

And that"s really lovely. And what really saddens me is ...... I"m from America

has a really lovely, balanced perspective on the issues, the political issues about what

Page:  4

a message of Love and Harmony and Unity to the people of all the

this planet would love to see us all destroy each other through war dramas

a message of love, but also very strong love. The Rainbow Bridge. I have

also very strong love. The Rainbow Bridge. I have a feeling this is just

the Covenant of Love. They want us to think of the rainbow. Bow is

was the covenant oflove that was made eons ago with the creation of the

different sorts. That love between the races ..... . There was once upon a

we would all love each other, regardless of what we chose to do. That

that just to love your neighbour. No, it means you love your neighbour, don"t

it means you love your neighbour, don"t hate them, you hate what they do,

Page:  5



become abusive. We love the child, but if you must, hate the action. But

the action. But love the child. We"re all children of the rays. We need

We need to love each other. And that goes for certain people I won"t

able to extend love to. The first ability to extend real love is first

to extend real love is first to be able to love yourself, and that

be able to love yourself, and that doesn"t mean walk around with your nose

convince yourself you love yourself because you actually don"t. Loving yourself means "I"m

be able to love yourselves because you know you"re totally selling yourself short. You"re

be unable to love anyone else, because you will be unable to love yourself.

be unable to love yourself. Because if you"re not walking with dignity, you"re kicking

When you can love yourself, treat yourself with dignity, choose principles to live by

when you can love yourself and treat yourself with dignity, you will find you

the amount of love and dignity you treat yourself. You will not be able
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So as we love ourselves, as we learn to walk in dignity and not

that word. Choose love, and aim high. If we want this place to be

Page:  7

anything. But just lovely songs to the Earth, they"re songs of peace, they"re songs

and you"ll sound lovely. And I really think, I"d love to do sometime, if

really think, I"d love to do sometime, if anybody wants to once we get

but they"re this lovely choir of voices, that just do the most wonderful things

chills. I would love for you guys, if you wanted to, to help us
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the distance our love for you remains, Like the sunset glowing soft across the

the distance our love for you remains, Like the sunset glowing soft across the

bay.. And our love shines like the moon-light ... across the bay ..
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little repeating verse. Love in silent whispers brings A light from far beyond The

skin Know our love is there A distance seeming endless Dissolves without a care

new meaning And love can only grow In the music hear the melodies Of

not alone The love we send from compassion comes To understand is then to

is then to love And in our voice the echoes Of others yet unknown

Page:  14



Anuhazi, too. I love Anuhazi but ifl can get the first line in this
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though, it"s a lovely ...... there"s a celebration, a happy thing to it and
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in English. I love this one. It"s not that I don"t love the others,

that I don"t love the others, it"s just they"re a challenge all thrown at
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for all the love that has come and gone through your lives .. A

for all the love that has come and gone through your lives .. A
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ofthem ( ) lovely stuff. So feel free with it on some ofthese if
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lived through.. and loved through.. so many memories .. inside But it"s sad ...

Remember now what Love can do ... it helps the soul to get you

ask But maybe Love. You never know what Love can do ... it heals

never know what Love can do ... it heals the heart to see you

at life"s illusions. Love helps you laugh ... once again ... at life"s illusions.
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and the Universe loves us just for trying! So, it"ll be great, actually, you
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Baritones would be lovely in there actually ( ) vibrate those base tones. Anyway
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the distance our love for you remains, Like the sunset glowing soft across the

the distance our love for you remains, Like the sunset glowing soft across the

bay.. And our love shines like the moon-light ... across the bay ..
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in that. OK. Love .. Sing with me in silent whispers brings Key shift
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skin Know our love is there A distance seeming endless Dissolves without a care



new meaning And love can only grow In the music hear the melodies Of

not alone The love we send from compassion comes To understand is then to

is then to love And in our voice the echoes Of others yet unknown
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for all the love that has come and gone through your lives .. A
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through .. and loved through .. so many memories .. inside But it"s sad

Remember now what Love can do ... it helps the soul to get you

ask But maybe Love. You never know what Love can do ... it heals

never know what Love can do ... it heals the heart to see you

at life"s illusions. Love helps you laugh. .. once again ... at life"s illusions.
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Affirmation of Divine Love, which says in English, it"s: True Love is not blind

English, it"s: True Love is not blind ... God-Love embraces all With heart

blind ... God-Love embraces all With heart resolute Principle firm And eyes wide

That means you love it whatever it is. It does not mean you bend

do so ... love is firm in principle, Kristiac Love, Islamic Love, all sorts

in principle, Kristiac Love, Islamic Love, all sorts of love, that wants to last

Kristiac Love, Islamic Love, all sorts of love, that wants to last longer that

all sorts of love, that wants to last longer that a breath, is built

"Where"s the love???" that a lot of people out there that don"t like

whine about. The love is here and it"s everywhere but if they think wishy-

think wishy-washy love ... if they think love is hopping in and out

if they think love is hopping in and out of bed and free love

bed and free love all over the place and making babies no-one can

they think that"s love ... they really need to look the word up in

we talk about love, we are talking about the true kind, not the blind

This is not love, this is not wanting somebody to get upset with you,

avoid confrontation. Sometimes love is saying: "This is going to break my heart,

Page:  35

much you are loved, and that"s what"s misunderstood here." So what this statement with

of Anuhazi: True Love is not blind is God-Love embraces all With Heart

blind is God-Love embraces all With Heart resolute Principle firm And eyes wide



"Do you love enough to say "No" if something is destroying itself,

this statement of love, and the type oflove that the Rainbow Bridge brings, is

and the type oflove that the Rainbow Bridge brings, is about firm love, love

is about firm love, love that"s firm in principle, and that gives us something
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a Free Will, Love-Based system that is not in polarity conflict and drama-
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massive amount of Love that are held within these beings that are called the
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relationship, to make love, to worry about money, to chose between vegetarianism or
recognition
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Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALL-ONE-ness." We can do this, holding

Affirmation of Divine Love to remind us of what True Love is: "True

of what True Love is: "True Love is not blind; God-Love embraces

is: "True Love is not blind; God-Love embraces all; With heart resolute,

not blind; God-Love embraces all; With heart resolute, Principle firm, And Eyes Wide
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2002 Dance for Love Supplement ( [Consolidated DFL/DFL]), Phoenix 2002 The Maharata
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and all those lovely diagrams that took ages and ages to draw? They were

Page:  8

symphony. There are lovely What has happened to the matter base here is because

Page:  11

everybody, because the Beloveds have an announcement to make. We got two of those

Page:  13

AM hours, our beloved friends who are destined to their future will be elsewhere

11.5 degrees. The Beloveds are going to respond to that, and you can say
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the shields, the Beloveds have been working in tandem with us elsewhere. Alright? That"s
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about, that the Beloveds have it that way, where the technique is done first,

Page:  18

was create this lovely, it looks like a rainbow arc. I wanted to see
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A tones. I"d love to do this fast, cause if you do this really

Page:  22

find you can love everything. Because you can"t really love something deeply unless you

you can"t really love something deeply unless you understand it. As long as you

is how the Beloveds on the HaaTUr and higher levels communicate. The HaaTUrs will
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Kanatareiah networks. The Beloveds could see that it was getting worse and worse, and
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said to the Beloveds, give me pictures. A picture paints a thousand words and
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the distance our love for you remains, EM G D EM G D Like
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the distance our love for you remains, EM G D Like the sunset glowing

2 And our love shines like the moon-light.. .. across the bay ...

Low) AM E Love ... in silent whispers brings ... E-SU NO-A"
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AM know our Love is there .... a-DO"r ... Um"-et- a-DOr"
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ShA" c And Love ... can only grow. a-OO"r ... ish-Ma-Ta"
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AM G The Love we send from compassion comes, E-SU No-A" U-

is then to Love Oa"-Sha LO -nE"-va TA-ah G AM
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for all the love that has come and gone through your lives ... D
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through, .... and loved through ... 0 ... so many memories ... A 0
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Remember Now what LOVE can do .... lt helps the Soul to get you

D But maybe LOVE. A D E A D You never know what LOVE

never know what LOVE can do .... lt heals the heart to see you

E D A LOVE ... helps you laugh ... once again .... at Life"s
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vegetation was a lovely and unusual mix of desert and tropical with cacti, palm

sometimes rugged but lovely stretch of coastline that had been "dolled" up somewhat
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A caverns. Very lovely indeed! It also helped us realize WHERE our EDON CELL
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It was a lovely cool sunny morning, with surroundings fit for lots of Azurite

was full of lovely majestic views made even more breathtaking by the dimming dusk

work was rather lovely but there were some members of the Indigo Team who

Friday. Being a lovely leisurely workshop, I"m sure few of us had any objections
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this evening was lovely. It involved some lovely new tones, a Christmas tree(!), ancient

It involved some lovely new tones, a Christmas tree(!), ancient families of Consciousness and

too!! With Much Love to you All, Georgi Azur"yana The information within this Diary
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a gift of love and gratitude. The more that you can expand your conscious
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The Dance for Love, Greece 2002 Open Letter From the Eieyani Ecka Council, July
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proven its absolute Love and Resilience to "show up" and be of Service,

eternally to our Beloved Kristic Family, the Speakers and the entire Indigo Team for
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ourselves to some lovely Rosaleen-guided singing and toning and then to a LOVELY,

then to a LOVELY, complex and "multi-dimensional" version of the 12 attitudes
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... With Much Love to you ALL and eternal gratitude, Georgi Azur"yana The information
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by perpetual Unconditional Love, Peace, Spiritual and Material Mastery and Ecstatic Joy within
the
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that is not loveable, that is not Self There is no Us versus Them.
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that is not loveable, that is not Self. There is not other. There is
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you learn self love, self-given freedom and true self as a Spark of

sensitivity, awareness and love that produces the strength which enables us to adjust our
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massive amount of Love that are held within these beings that are called the
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are learning to love it If we"re over on one side saying "I"m

act joy, power, love-and what we will get in return is going to
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(and the beloved"s) is perhaps the greatest "Achilles Heel" of all. It

warned by the Beloveds that in coming times we would need to be MUCH
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craves from the Beloved"s. Speaker Two"s personal, direct observation is that the Speakers
role

and God really loves us--there is a God that loves us and we

a God that loves us and we have an auto-guidance system right within
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If you have lovely beautiful thoughts ...... that is why it is worth sometime



just meditating on lovely beautiful thoughts. Every time you do, you are letting them
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that vacation. I"d love one right now, forever" There"s all this chatter that tends
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and misuse, of love, creative power and free will choice. The human mind is
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being able to love those who are causing you harm, or causing the planet
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you want more love, say I AM Love. The way to get what you

say I AM Love. The way to get what you need from Love is

you need from Love is to Be it. Looking for it means you don"t
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If God really loves me, why did I get cancer? Why won"t God fix
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You that you love me enough to bring this in, in the best order

(Dance for Love, UK) Our bodies are and have always been Sacred Holy

the act of lovemaking. Matter worlds are thought forms within the Consciousness of God.

6egins witli Liglit, Love, Spiritua{ Integration and jlwareness. "]{now tliy self and tliy
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the Speakers would love all of us to feel is a real burning desire
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WHERE IS THE LOVE? "r]3e{oved ones, Clioose we{[ . . Clioose

. . Clioose Love . .. and tlien Clioose "Freedom. " (A"sha,

of absolute, unconditional love embodied within these teachings. Others have cried, "Where is

Where is the Love?" This is a projection of an inability to identify, perceive

feel genuine absolute love onto the Guardian Alliance, accusing them of being "unloving"

to the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us.

say, "The Love is ALL AROUND YOU and WITHIN ALL THINGS; it is

and perpetual Absolute Love of God-Source, within you and within all of creation.

of creation. Absolute Love simply beams from each page of the knowledge we have

Where IS the Love;" it is "Why can YOU not feel its presence?"



of absolute unconditional love within yourselves; an absence which you project outward onto
an

onto an innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the

to perceive the love that is always there by the distortion lenses of your

touch the absolute love within others, us, our works, our representatives, within the external

Divine Unconditional God-SourceLove WITHIN YOU, which you can only accomplish through
recognition, respect

receive the genuine love that is given to you by others, by the Universe

Where is the Love?" is the sincere affirmation that "I AM THE LOVE"

I AM THE LOVE" and a firm commitment to embodying through action, thought and
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will know the love, Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will

love, Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere

love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere around you the

reality of the LOVE that is the foundation of all creation. The degree to

embrace the eternal love of the God-Source-Within you will be the degree

embrace the eternal love that is always present within all aspects of your external

engaged and unconditionally loved. Who is responsible for creating your fear? Who is
powerful
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between partners, Self Love and Respect, prostitution, sexual "regulations" (some of which
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week! With Much Love to you ALL and absolute, eternal gratitude, Georgi Azur"yana The
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2002) Dance for Love: the Second 36 Elements of Spiritual Mastery: the Inner Keys

Life-Dance for Love and Contact Workshops (Phoenix Sept. 2002) • Forbidden Testaments
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Where is the love in these teachings? • We are all swimming around in

unconditional and absolute love-the gift given to us all by Source. Even the

are always completely loved by Source. If we are studying the structural framework of

built upon absolute love, then we are in effect studying (focusing our energy

that absolute, unconditional love that creates and surrounds us all. 12. Why do we
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do so with love and intention and wisdom. 11. : The Moda AdhurA The
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hardly surprising that Love and Happiness, or the lack thereof, provide the subject matter

world. The simplest love songs or movies, or the most complex novels, symphonies or

some experience of Love or Joy, life can be very empty and meaningless. In

broadest sense, this Love can be explored on many levels of existence: romantic love,

of existence: romantic love, spiritual union, friendship, parenthood or the passion of artistic or

the search for Love" implies, much of our conditioning has encouraged us to search

of ourselves for Love, Joy and Purpose, to expect outside circumstances or other people

to "find love ". The great gift of the paradigm that is represented

handbook is that Love and Joy are placed in the context of Creation itself,

Laws of Divine Love". Throughout the materials, the words "Love," "Joy," "

the words "Love," "Joy," "Power," "Order," "Free Will," "

and express genuine Love and Joy in our manifest arena. Rather than being commodities

get lucky!), genuine Love and Joy are natural attributes of ourselves-as-Source. Re-

is motivated by Love and is also a way in which Source can explore

Source can explore Love and Joy in all their hues and variations. Sometimes, one

The context for Love and Joy, as presented in this handbook and in the

exploration of genuine Love and Joy must include a The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of One, Omni-Love, Self-Love, Soft Love and the Laws of Divine Love,

Omni-Love, Self-Love, Soft Love and the Laws of Divine Love, to areas

Self-Love, Soft Love and the Laws of Divine Love, to areas such as

Laws of Divine Love, to areas such as Tough Love, Polarity, the VictimVictimizer game,

such as Tough Love, Polarity, the VictimVictimizer game, Martyrdom and Suffering. It is also

held interpretations of Love and Joy, in particular those which do not acknowledge the

could say that Love and Joy are not for sissies! They are the natural

and therefore genuine Love) is abdicated in behaviors such as guilt, manipulation, one-up-

the quest for Love and Joy, therefore, it is most useful to avail oneself

structures of Creation. Love is a state of Vibrational Harmonization and Source is in



godly" ways. Source-Love recognizes that everything in Creation is an expression of itself.

the pulse of Love in every aspect of our hologram, to realize that we-

embody the Omni-Love state of the ManU Still-point, the more we can

Laws of Divine Love even in a hologram that does not always seem to

positive ". Divine Love allows for Free Will Choice, but this allowance is not

but in its Love and respect for the Whole, it also allows its manifestations

the path of Love and the path of non-Love, in order to understand

path of non-Love, in order to understand Love even more deeply. The same

order to understand Love even more deeply. The same applies to Joy. The extremes

Flame of Divine Love, we will not only make our own journeys much smoother,
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Laws of Divine Love, or Consequence to Chosen Action. Part of the lessons of

the lessons of Love, as illustrated in this case, is to distinguish between compassion

to most ""love" songs!). Therefore, if we wish to embody true Divine Love,

embody true Divine Love, it is useful to be selfaware of the motives behind

call things "love" here that are not Love." It has been a great

that are not Love." It has been a great privilege as well as a

the perspective of Love and Joy. We have an amazing opportunity in this time

the level of OmniLove, just as a tree is a/l-one from the

the whole. Genuine Love requires that the statement: "we are all one" is

To fully embody Love and Joy, therefore, requires us to step fully into our

the exploration of Love and Joy in the following pages, from the perspective of

words of our beloved Guardians and Speakers, assist in reawakening the cognition that Love

the cognition that Love truly is a many-splendored thing, as is Joy, and

and forever Divine Love), Rosa/een. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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... promotes Unconditional Love, Co-nurturing and healing of all races, through the
recognition

memory returns, Unconditional Love and CoCreative "Divine Right Inter-relationship" become
the natural

of Source is LOVE. In this love, Source most desires to experience the Joy

LOVE. In this love, Source most desires to experience the Joy of its manifest

Path of Divine Love, IS the preference of Source and so true representatives of
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more worthy of love and acceptance than any other in the "eyes of

fearless, BE Christed-LOVE, to simultaneously honor the SELF, others and OneSource-God
through

upright, with Divine Love, Dignity, Grace, Humility, Respect, Reverence and Power, as the
living
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to find their love and they could start to get along. DFL2: Disk 2:
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Laws of Divine Love The Life Force energies of the God-Force Trinity From:

Flame of Divine Love The Eternal INTERNAL Flame of God-Consciousness The Cosmic Kristos
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Flame of Divine Love." The Cosmic Kristos Seed Atom is formally known as the

Motion, Eternal Life, Love Based, Co-creative, FREE Will expression (a direct reflection

intention and thus Love Unconditionally while ALLOWING the Right of Free Will Choice, even

by perpetual Unconditional Love, Peace, Spiritual and Material Mastery and Ecstatic Joy within
the
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Motion, Eternal Life, Love-based, Free Will Creation. Both the Original Divine Intention and

Laws of Divine LOVE." God-Source does not experience guilt, nor will God-Source
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words "Light, Love and Clueless" a lot is because I spent a lot

in the Light, Love and Clueless space, which means: "Oh, if there"s life,

life, there"s hope. Love it. Love it enough and it will come back. Love

hope. Love it. Love it enough and it will come back. Love it enough

will come back. Love it enough and it won"t destroy you. Love it enough

won"t destroy you. Love it enough and it will become good even if it

We understand the love that you guys were coming from. And because it is

Ment and Absolute Love Through the condition of At-One-Ment with God, through

and humility, genuine love can be known. The feeling of love is the result

The feeling of love is the result of the condition of vibrational harmonization, or

consciousness, between the lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-One-Ment with God

lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-One-Ment with God creates the condition
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feeling of absolute love, Unconditional Love, the quality of Love the God Mind experiences

absolute love, Unconditional Love, the quality of Love the God Mind experiences toward all

the quality of Love the God Mind experiences toward all its manifestations (with

resonance or Absolute Love with all manifestations of itself. The experience of lack of

of lack of love reflects the condition or non-resonance of consciousness between the

Mind itself. Absolute Love and Absolute Joy Non-resonance of consciousness or vibrational
disharmony

Ment creates absolute love and absolute love IS the eternal vibrational resonance of
consciousness

love and absolute love IS the eternal vibrational resonance of consciousness that holds the

Cosmos together. Absolute Love creates the experience of absolute joy and ecstatic fulfilment-
and,

malady is absolute love . . . . Creating the experience of At-One-

they just ooze love. You can just feel how much absolute love. It"s not

how much absolute love. It"s not "unconditional." Unconditional Love is really a fallacy

"unconditional." Unconditional Love is really a fallacy because all things have some kinds

But there"s absolute love which is love that loves regardless of ... whether it"s

love which is love that loves regardless of ... whether it"s a wonderful or

is love that loves regardless of ... whether it"s a wonderful or a horrible

Source. So they love us in a way that, if someone said to you:

there is a Love, and it"s not that "where is the Love?" stuff.

where is the Love?" stuff. There are certain types of "Love" that aren

types of "Love" that aren "t Love at all; they"re ways of

aren "t Love at all; they"re ways of pulling power from people and

of that Absolute Love feeling and just complete Peace. There was a peace that
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that feeling of Love that made this drama we"re in, this planetary drama, look

Affirmations of Divine Love Ah·Bhin" a-DO"r en-Na"-Sa True Love

Na"-Sa True Love is not blind ... Yah-NA"s·A·DO"

·A God-Love embraces all Jha-wha-n oost"-Ta·A With

That means you love it whatever it is. It does not mean you bend

do so ... love is firm in principle. Kristiac Love, all love that wants

in principle. Kristiac Love, all love that wants to last longer than a breath,

Kristiac Love, all love that wants to last longer than a breath, is built

we talk about love, we are talking about the true kind, not the blind



This is not love; this is not wanting somebody to get upset with you,

avoid confrontation. Sometimes love is saying: "There are consequences to your actions, no

much you are loved ," and that"s what"s misunderstood here. So in this statement,

"Do you love enough to say "No" if something is destroying itself,
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The type of love that the Rainbow Bridge brings is about firm love, love

is about firm love, love that"s firm in principle. The Energy-Reality of LOVE

Energy-Reality of LOVE Kathara Level One Manual In terms of Universal Physics, Love

of Universal Physics, Love is an energy reality, a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION,
or

FREQUENCY OF GENUINE LOVE, one cannot energetically facilitate the healing of another.
LOVE is

healing of another. LOVE is the essential ingredient in healing, for it allows the

Universal or OMNI-LOVE is the responsibility of any true healing facilitator. The emotionally

the frequency of Love takes many forms. In healing facilitation it is important to

appropriate form of love to engage with each individual client. The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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OMNI-LOVE: Fully Engaging the Love Vibration Honoring the Divinity within All:

Fully Engaging the Love Vibration Honoring the Divinity within All: Namaste Omni-Love is

All: Namaste Omni-Love is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle, the goal toward

Identity. The greatest love that can be embodied in human form is OMNI-LOVE.

form is OMNI-LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-

OMNI-LOVE. OMNI-LOVE is a pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between

is couched. Omni-Love is expressed in human form as Christed Love or Christos

form as Christed Love or Christos Consciousness, the 12th-Dimensional Love of the Maharic

the 12th-Dimensional Love of the Maharic Level of Identity. Christos Love is a

of Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with everything existing

is a transcendent love that is attached to no thing, but is AT ONE

Detachment. Through ChristosOmni-Love, the Self is known as an extension of God, or

of transcendence in love, all activity is understood to exist within the reality of

the reality of LOVE, and all conflict and strife are viewed as the ONE-

that constitute ONE-LOVE, a state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the

Christos-On;mi-Love. Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which human

Embodiment of Omni-love is the goal toward which human evolution moves forth. Omni-



moves forth. Omni-Love is Soft, Tough, and Enduring, honoring Self, Other and the

Density. Christos-Omni-Love is the fulfillment of the Christos Principle. Strive to bring

to bring Omni-love into your life, and personal and client healing facilitation, and

create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure of reality. AWARENESS of Omni-
Love

AWARENESS of Omni-Love is cultivated through intention and appropriate use of personal
free

living in Omni-Love, all moments are known as Sacred, all beings are known

for Existence. Omni-Love and Polarity: Does Source Have a Preference? MM: Disk 1:
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feeling we call Love) with all things in the Universe. And you cannot judge

and separating) and love (which is harmonizing and pulling together) at the same

both are equally loved, equally valued, equally intentionally created with an original intention
to
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the state of Love which is vibrational harmonization, which is full engaging. We are

(both are beloved, both polarities are beloved and part of the Sel0. However,

both polarities are beloved and part of the Sel0. However, Source is not neutral
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called "Unconditional Love" which is a state of vibrational harmonization or co-resonance

a state of Love with a thing or a being (you can compare

really inspires that Love feeling), it is the opposite of total detachment. Now, if

the thing you love and it runs away. You push it away! There is

the state of Love to happen . ... One of the things the Fallen
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engaged and unconditionally loved. Who is responsible for creating your fear? Who is
powerful

Within. I Self Love Honoring the Divinity Within the Self In healing facilitation, Love

In healing facilitation, Love is the essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity

essential ingredient. All love begins with the Divinity Within the SELF. You will be

the frequency of love to others in direct proportion to your ability to hold

the frequency of love within yourself. If you do not recognize your intrinsic value

sentiments into your love relationships with others. If a client does not meet the

personal worthiness of love, you will have difficulty not falling into judgment of the

client. Judgment and love cannot transmit through the human body at the same time.



of energy, whereas Love creates the Coresonance of Frequencies needed for open flow of

can realize that LOVE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT and that all conditions of judgment

the frequency of Love. Though ASSESSMENT of conditions, actions or attitudes is useful and

facilitator can feel love, reverence, respect and honor for the Divinity within Themselves, they

of excellence in Love to the client. The quality of Love brought into the

The quality of Love brought into the healing facilitation experience will directly affect the

healing assistance given. Love the Self and know that all beings possess an unalienable

a healing facilitator. Love, honor and respect yourself, your feelings, your dreams and your

you may better love those you wish to serve. Self Love: As a Responsibility

to serve. Self Love: As a Responsibility of Mastery Responsibilities of Mastery It is

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment; genuine love must come from within, and can only come though genuine

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE," it is "NEED," which implies the "LACK" of
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by external "love ;" it can only be filled by recognizing the God

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all--God Love, and from this Position of Divine

of all--God Love, and from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

can "get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is

get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give

approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you

manifest through the Love of the active God Force that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. MM: Disk 1: 1h

done out of Love. It"s a thing that must be done in a way

off with Absolute Love for yourself, absolute forgiveness for yourself, ahead of time!!!
Absolute:
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the Covenant of Love EAW: Disk 1 They want us to th ink of

a Covenant of Love that was made eons ago with the creation of the

a Covenant of Love between the races. There was, once upon a time, an

we would all love each other, regardless of what we chose to do. That

that just to love your neighbour. No, it means that you love your neighbor,



means that you love your neighbor, you don"t hate them. You hate what they

abusive, where you love the child, but, if you must, hate the action, but

the action, but love the child . We are all Children of the Rays.

We need to love each other. The first ability to extend real love is

to extend real love is first being able to love yourself, and that doesn"t

being able to love yourself, and that doesn"t mean walk around with your nose

"I just love me so much!" It"s not about that at all. That"s

convince yourself you love yourself because you actually don"t. Loving yourself means: "I"m

be able to love yourself because you know you"re totally selling yourself short. You"re
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be unable to love anyone else, because you will be unable to love yourself.

be unable to love yourself. If you"re not walking with dignity, you"re kicking yourself

when ydu can love yourself and treat yourself with dignity. Choose principles to live

once you can love yourself and treat yourself with dignity, you will find you

the amount of love and dignity you treat yourself. You will not be able

So as we love ourselves, as we learn to walk in dignity and not

they"ll just seek love and they"ll do anything to hold a relationship, just to

just to be loved and honored. And when you are coming from a space

actually denying yourself love. You need to get Love vertically, through your connection to

need to get Love vertically, through your connection to Source, first. You need to

say: "I Love ME. And maybe nobody ever did. Maybe I was brutalized

is I WILL LOVE ME and I Will Treat Me With Respect, with no
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the person I love ," because a lot of people will respect the heck

attached to. They love them to bits, they"ll do anything for them, but they

trying to be loved, because they feel a hole inside and they"re not acknowledging

get it (love) outside. But just to say: "~hat do 1 want?
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of Eternal Christed Love... You have entered the place of your Eternal Birthright: you

within its eternal love, mercy, protection and Divine Understanding. .. . From this point

Eternal Power and Love you can heal all, understand all, and co-create all.
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you learn self-love, self-given freedom, and true self as a Spark of



to get more love, you"re going horizontal, trying to get stuff. It just shows

is just like love. There is a reality of energy in the state of

being able to love those who are causing you harm, or causing the planet
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itself that it loves. It didn"t send it out for misery. We all agreed

is better to love Source and have an open co-creative relationship with it

no," because we loved Source so much, in those places where we didn "

Source and our love for Source ever the more precious. Then we could go

Humility, and Absolute Love and Gratitude. And then we could teach other ones that
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I am still loved and I am still capable of love." So, even with

still capable of love." So, even with space dust return, you are not "

can"t feel the love of Source, you can"t feel the love of a flower.

can"t feel the love of a flower. If you can"t feel the love of

can"t feel the love of a flower, you can"t feel the love of another

can"t feel the love of another person. If you can"t feel the love of

can"t feel the love of another person, you"re very, very alone here, and if

you think about love, it"s more than most people do, so you"re moving in

expression of it. Love is important when you are doing planetary grid work, just

a sense of love for the planet, as the living soul that it is;

is; now remember, Love is a frequency, a harmonic frequency. If you feel a

the planet and love the planet itself as a living expression of God, as

and relationship and love that we have through Source, or trying to fill that
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own spirituality. Soft Love Kind, Nurturing, Gentle Kathara Level One Manual Many people
respond

to "SOFT LOVE", the kind, gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mothers

gentle, nurturing, soothing love often displayed by mothers comforting their infants. Soft Love
works

their infants. Soft Love works well with clients who possess some degree of spiritual

degree of a love frequency with in themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form

in themselves. Soft Love is the appropriate form of love for clients possessing the

appropriate form of love for clients possessing the maturity to accept personal responsibility
for



on others. Soft Love is characterized by engaged detachment of the facilitator and is

at ease. Soft Love is always built upon sincerity, kindness, respect and a genuine

carry the Soft Love frequency takes time, attention and practice, and requires that the

disrupt the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it

Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to

is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates one to show the self as

with kindness. Soft Love is not approval seeking; it is rather genuine, honest and

self-generated. Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually.

Soft Love requires love and respect of the self and others mutually. It is

carry the Soft Love frequency emerges through spiritual integration, personal healing of
internal conflicts

and mindfulness. Tough Love Kind, Nurturing, Assertive Soft Love does not facilitate healing
on

Nurturing, Assertive Soft Love does not facilitate healing on all occasions. Certain clients who

kindness, respect or love. Individuals who display unreasonable behaviors or attitudes pose
quite a

challenge to the love-based healing facilitator. If they are approached with Soft Love,

approached with Soft Love, the facilitator will often find themselves as a scapegoat for
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attitude patterns need love more than anyone, but most often their behaviors push others

posture of TOUGH LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal
boundaries in

LOVE. In Tough Love, the facilitator clearly establishes personal boundaries in their own mind

continues. The Tough Love approach is rendered from a base of Soft Love and

base of Soft Love and Omni·Love, but it is strengthened with Self

and Omni·Love, but it is strengthened with Self Love on behalf of

strengthened with Self Love on behalf of the facilitator. The facilitator recognizes that they

and chooses to love the client enough to confront the pattern so that it

instance. The Tough Love approach frequently requires facilitators to demonstrate that they
hold their

client disapproval. Tough Love is an ability of personal empowerment worth cultivating for
personal

are learning empowered love. You can love, but hold your power and not be

love. You can love, but hold your power and not be walked on. The

to do tough love, to say: "The buck stops here; enough is enough."

the ability to love? In a way it is a test- to be worthy
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152 mins Tough Love has already been set in motion with the natural laws

for Contact Tough Love- don"t let yourself be messed with. You can stand up

do that. I love you very much but you are not going to manipulate

UK Dance for Love .. . in trying to help, in trying to rescue

rescue people we loved, that were making very bad choices for themselves. Because we

themselves. Because we loved them we couldn"t let them go. They wanted us to

inside because I love you so much. I would like you to do something

you, I can love you to bits, but I would be restraining your freedom

all. Everyone is loved, loved so much that they are allowed to even act

through. Imagine being loved enough by someone that says: "Yes, you can even

but I still love you." That is what God Source really does. It"s not:

and then I"ll love you." No, it isn"t. You are loved anyway, but Source

isn"t. You are loved anyway, but Source cannot buffer you after a certain point,

because they DID love, not always wisely. They knew Soft Love, cuddly, huggy love.

They knew Soft Love, cuddly, huggy love. Angelic Humans, who were appointed as the

Love, cuddly, huggy love. Angelic Humans, who were appointed as the main guardians of

fuzzy, cuddly type love and not very good at Tough Love, which meant: "

good at Tough Love, which meant: "Excuse me, I love you, but you

Excuse me, I love you, but you are not going to do that to

. I may love you but, no, you will not do this or that
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course in Tough Love training. Yes, you can love them, you can give your

Yes, you can love them, you can give your children everything in the world,

Manual People who love themselves do not buy into the idea that they must

a demonstration of Love; it is an exhibit of Love Deprivation. The remedy for

an exhibit of Love Deprivation. The remedy for Martyrdom is OMNI-LOVE. CCA Disk

Martyrdom is OMNI-LOVE. CCA Disk 3 These black holes were not made by
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killed somebody I love, and I know they held the gun. They did it.

A good parent loves the child, corrects the behavior whenever possible and whenever it

don"t take the love away from the child. Some of us weren"t raised with

you are not loveable anymore." ... There is a level of accountability and Oneness
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free now with love." ... Now, part of the other responsibility is learning your

still respond with Love in an "us" space, from that space, and honor
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Fixers have one lovely characteristic about them, bless them! When you"re a Target fixer,

it, because you love the other person or because you value the relationship or

to figure out! Love is usually at the core, a desire to love, but

a desire to love, but it is also a Love that can infringe on

is also a Love that can infringe on Free Will and no matter how

I"m back. I love you. I love you!" Because the more you do that,

love you. I love you!" Because the more you do that, the more, like:

And eventually, throwing Love at someone, that Unconditional Love: "Oh I love you

someone, that Unconditional Love: "Oh I love you anyway, no matter what, right?"...

"Oh I love you anyway, no matter what, right?"... It"s a great space

me, but I love you and I"m not going to leave either!" When you

in harmony (love basically is a state of vibrational harmonization), when you feel

when you feel love for someone, it is because you have a Base Pulse

and it forms lovely waves that go like this (smoothly flowing gesture from

say: "I love you but I can"t fix this." And leave. The MCEO
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Because we DO love you; we will not assist you in perpetuating such self

and lack of love you are spewing. Those of you who justify your inappropriate

observe, identify, and love, instead of judge, God-Source, Christiac Eternal Life races and

Knowing Innocence, Unconditional Love, Infinite Kindness and Limitless Power. The need to
be "

judge, but only loves unconditionally and allows for the framework within which accountability
becomes
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only in Unconditional Love and Allowance, not judgment and condemnation, as we have done

Lessons of Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in

demandingly, manipulatively and lovelessly toward others, and who believe that someone
beside themselves "

of the unconditional love and potential gifts of Christiac wisdom we might offer, thus

lessons of Divine Love, responsibility and accountability that you are still learning in order



to do with Love and being kind and not hoarding energy and all those

saw, because they loved those people. They were devastated. They knew grief, perhaps for
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Kristiac races. They loved the Krist, but they thought it could be even better

of those they loved and they just couldn "t... They used to understand
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Balanced Expression of Love Svnocracy Document Ideally a balance within the collective is
achieved

are not personally loved, nurtured, respected and treated with honor, that self cannot give

cannot give genuine love, nurturing, respect or honor to others and their Inner Christos

Where is the LOVE? The question of "Where is the Love in these

Where is the Love in these teachings?" cannot be addressed without an understanding of

to the cognition, love and At-ONE-Ment that is enjoyed by the higher
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truly embodying the Love and Joy of Source. MM: Disk 1: 1h 18m When
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out of Absolute Love ... we don"t fight, we love, and we transmit frequency

don"t fight, we love, and we transmit frequency from the higher fields that clear

that God really loves us, there is a God that does love us and

God that does love us and that we have an auto-guidance system right

UK Dance for Love disk 9 track 1 What is our relationship to Unconditional

relationship to Unconditional Love? What do we think about it? How do we reconcile

fully, and with love, unreserved love, as opposed to that kind of expression which

with love, unreserved love, as opposed to that kind of expression which seeks to

Where is the Love?" The Love is all the way through all of this.

the Love?" The Love is all the way through all of this. The Love

of this. The Love is loving a being enough to tell it the truth,

want to give Love, you want to take! Love is giving. It gives freely.

want to take! Love is giving. It gives freely. It doesn"t let itself be

deep and unpresumptuous Love that IS Source can be re-discovered AND re-experienced

simply because the Love emanating from Source creates the detail. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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qualities of Divine Love, Divine Responsibility and Divine Awareness. These are the attitudes
which
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the Dance for Love program we will understand more about that framework, very specifically

a mission of love and simply of assisting the universe and Source God to
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that is not loveable, that is not Self. There is no "other." There

we can just love everybody, right?" The Light, love and clueless space is the

right?" The Light, love and clueless space is the first reaction! "Just love

reaction! "Just love everything ." You know, just go up to a tiger

discussion on the Love in the Freedom Teachings can be found in Disk One
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intrinsic things is Love, and the Love issue is very interesting.... L-0-V-

Love, and the Love issue is very interesting.... L-0-V-E is one

tell you: "Love everyone. We"re all One." Yes, we are, we agree this

... There is LOVE and there is "love ," the little "love

there is "love ," the little "love ," Now, part of the

the little "love ," Now, part of the word "love" has to

the word "love" has to do with just how we interact with each

as humans. "Love :" the way it"s been used in psychological terms ...

cultural perspective on love that"s very selfcentered. Love has become a way to get,

that"s very selfcentered. Love has become a way to get, not to give. People

People usually enter love relationships because they feel they are lacking something:
company, companionship,
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sad situation in love, where "LOVE" becomes a cover word for what"s really

love, where "LOVE" becomes a cover word for what"s really "NEED." Need

this type of love. Mothers have children and insist they become something: "this

formats of "Love" were not built on genuine Love and that is what

built on genuine Love and that is what is sad, because the intention of

a desire to love and a desire to express, because that IS the human

turns violent when love is turned in on itself and it can"t express and

comes down to Love and the fact that we are right now living as

understand what spiritual love is, first of all you acknowledge that we ARE all



still find genuine love, but that does not mean you let yourself be a

Where is the Love in your work? There"s no love there. You"re identifying negative

work? There"s no love there. You"re identifying negative stuff." Well, some body"s got to!!!

is based on love, having enough love, just like the Founders have enough love,

love, having enough love, just like the Founders have enough love, to try to

Founders have enough love, to try to get the information to us that we

We teach: "Love them" but realize there is a sickness that makes them

them and to love them. That is what this paradigm teaches .. .. Christ

we"re dealing with Love on a personal level, the first thing, if we"re ever

able to give love to someone, we have to give it to ourselves. That
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the lessons of love, some of the most important things are being to approach

being to approach love from the way that you get what you want out

want out of Love is BEING it. As long as you look for love,

you look for love, you are telling yourself: "I don"t have it." You

creating lack of love. The secret to getting love is BEING LOVE. When you

secret to getting love is BEING LOVE. When you can say to yourself when

love is BEING LOVE. When you can say to yourself when you wake up

"I AM Love this morning. I, as a manifester, as a face of

choosing to BE love this morning. Where can I shower my love? Where is

I shower my love? Where is it needed?" you completely reverse the hunger and

the absence of love into an "I have it; I"m giving it." You

When you"re giving love, you will always have it. But when you"re not giving

you"re not giving love, and that includes to yourself, you shut off the flow.

off the flow. Love is an energy. It"s a frequency. Love is actually a

It"s a frequency. Love is actually a state of vibrational harmonization where, if you

feeling we call love happens because there is a physics involved. It"s about wave

of bonding, of love. The stronger the love you feel, it"s telling you something.

The stronger the love you feel, it"s telling you something. If there is something

great deal of love for, there is a part of you whose energy field

going to embody love, we need to understand that it"s an energy. Once we

we understand that love is something we can give, any moment we choose, we
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Okay, yeah I love you and I want to give to you" and somewhere

relationships happening .... Love is actually being able to expand more in yourself, by

you need to love them anyway. And there"s limits there, too, like you don"t

to re-perceiving Love and Spirit as something that goes together. First of all,

this. It takes Love, but it takes more than Love. It takes knowledge and

takes more than Love. It takes knowledge and it takes humility, realizing the Universe
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I fell in love." I"d rather choose to, like, rise in love than fall

like, rise in love than fall in love! Because a lot of people get

than fall in love! Because a lot of people get run over by the

You need to love YOU, just the way you are, right now. Realize, there"s

want to have love: remember what I said about if you want to have

want to have love, what do you do? BE it. Yes, right. "I

"I AM Love NOW." You tell yourself. You set the grid. You"re giving

"I AM Love." If you want mastery, you don"t chase it. You own
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of absolute, unconditional love that is embodied within these teachings ... . Here you

falsehood that genuine love, spiritual enlightenment and personal power can be reclaimed by
patronizing

to the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the GodSource-Within you. To

you: "The Love is ALL AROUND YOU and WITHIN ALL THINGS; it is

and perpetual Absolute Love of God-Source, within you and within all of creation.

of creation. Absolute Love simply beams from each page of the knowledge we have

Where IS the Love," it is "Why can YOU not feel its presence?",

of absolute unconditional love within yourselves; an absence which you project outward onto
an

onto an innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the

to perceive the love that is always there by the distortion lenses of your

touch the absolute love within others, us, our works, our representatives, within the external

Unconditional God-Source-Love WITHIN YOU , which you can only accomplish through
recognition,

because we have loved you enough to expose ideas, agendas and actions through which

receive the genuine love that is given to you by others, by the Universe

Where is the Love?" is the sincere affirmation that "I AM THE LOVE"

I AM THE LOVE" and a firm commitment to embodying through action, thought and



will know the love. Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will

love. Be the love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere

love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere around you the

reality of the LOVE that is the foundation of all creation. The degree to

embrace the eternal love of the God-Source-Within you will be the degree

embrace the eternal love that is always present within all aspects of your external

There is huge love in the teachings we carry. I don"t want the love

don"t want the love to be missed because of the technical data that"s needed

sweet light and love talk. If I have to get them angry with me

"Well, the love is here and I will do my best to communicate

it"s huge, the love that we carry and the people that we work with

That"s where the love is. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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One-Ment. Unconditional Love and the Law of ONE Understanding Kevlontic Science: AP
website

of pure unconditional love, in that it allows those who use it to reclaim
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be treated with Love, Honor, Kindness, Respect, Mutuality, Allowance, Responsibility and
Reverence. Do I

you judge" "LOVE before you condemn" "SELF-ASSESS your own inventory and
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appreciate Joy again! Love and Joy in Action Responsibilities of Masterv KINDNESS: Like
Respect

genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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in the Wisdom, Love, Power and Expression of the Common Universal Christos Intention, as

genuine unconditional freedom, love, sharing and cooperative co-creation can be tangibly and
practically

knowledge, development and love expression to the self, through which both other and self

power, approval or love from others, as personal validation, unconditional love, power, implied
belonging

personal validation, unconditional love, power, implied belonging and the unconditional
valuing of self and
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Eternal Life, unconditional love and joy (and thus simultaneously support the Christos



evolution
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anything other than love, we will be no better. And the idea isn"t to
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because of a love of Source and of the Kristos, have dedicated their existence

Life 2002 1. LOVE- Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness 2.

the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being in a

Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALL-ONE· ness. 11 . ENGAGED DETACHMENT-
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choose our filters. Love is usually used here to mean: "Can I steal

need you." "Love" often means "need" here, and "need" very often

means "feed." Love is to recognize that the only truth that IS, is

can recognize the love, you begin to be able to choose action over reaction.

Jove and Unconditional Love, a big frequency difference. One contracts. The other expands
infinitely
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Dance for Love: The 12 Responsibilities of Mastery Note that these Responsibilities were

the Dance For LOVE! The full text/ description of each responsibility is available on

OWN MIND SELF-LOVE: Recognize the DIFFERENCE between LOVING & NEEDING ... Needing
IMPLIES

you WANT MORE LOVE, give it FIRST PATIENCE: Whose TIMING? Ego or SPIRIT? KINDNESS:

approached with Absolute Love, in the same way perhaps that a mother would approach

misbehaving. You still love the child and that is not debatable. It is given.

their attitude. The Love is simply given. However, the actions can be judged. The

is provided with love. There"s Tough Love and there"s Soft Love. When we go

love. There"s Tough Love and there"s Soft Love. When we go into understanding that

and there"s Soft Love. When we go into understanding that we are all One
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bubble of eternal love. And when you start to realize that there is no

less. Dance for Love Handbook Knowledge becomes Wisdom when aptly applied. When we
become

Perpetual Joy, God LOVES, LAUGHS, DANCES and SINGS ... and in this way creation

and Dance for Love through which the God-Spirit perpetually expresses. The MCEO Freedom
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into this with Love and total knowing that life is eternal. The human collective,

lip service to love, which often means: "Well, I love you. How can

"Well, I love you. How can you do this to me?" Excuse me,

me, that"s not love. That"s guilt. Basically there are 2 realities that can be

density: 1. Pure Love 2. Lack of Pure Love Out of lack of pure

Lack of Pure Love Out of lack of pure love comes: 1. Every negative

lack of pure love comes: 1. Every negative emotion; 2. Every negative response pattern;
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There was great love from the Founders Races for all of them, even the

crazy. You still love the child but you have to do something or else

mean? You may love it but at some point you have got to restrain

a lot of love. The decision to keep the Time Matrix open was a

a decision of love and it wasn"t a decision that had to be made.

because, if God loved you, it wouldn"t want you to crawl on your knees.

knees. If God loved you, God would not to want you to grovel. God

them free with love." ... So, back to "perfect." We have perfection. We
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like, really Light, Love and Clueless and it was great, because in the old,

be "Light, Love and Clueless." It was a great place to be. It

can be Light, Love, and we-really-need-to-be-aware, or we"re not

has been, unconditional LOVE and respect for your species. Our unconditional love and
respect

species. Our unconditional love and respect for the Indigo and Angelic Human races of
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of that Absolute Love feeling and just complete. Peace. There was a peace that

that feeling of Love that made this drama we"re in, this planetary drama, look

about caring hugely. Love and Sexuality SSAR-3 Disk One. last chapter This is

what does Making Love really mean?" We can talk about how do we activate

a level of Love, the feeling of Love, which is not just a feeling

the feeling of Love, which is not just a feeling of lust .. ..

unconditional state of Love that comes from true Communion ... We can begin to

of what Real Love feels like. And Real Love will come as Kundalini activations,



like. And Real Love will come as Kundalini activations, sometimes where you "ll

of being at love with the atmosphere, happen to walk outside, look at a

of unconditional, absolute Love. That doesn"t mean they"re pushovers. That doesn"t mean
you can
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will still absolutely love the being that is doing it. Now that"s real hard
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Time for the Love to Come Back EA W" 4: 2hrs 1 min We

min We can love everybody, of any religion. That doesn"t mean that they will

be able to love us if they understand what we are teaching, but there

You can bring Love instead. And realize that, if they"re into other ways of

time for the Love to come back We had to take a step back

that word, "Love ," or things that weren"t Love but were being passed

things that weren"t Love but were being passed off as it. But now it"s

Hmmm. I can love now. I loved before ." Expressing Love is a little

love now. I loved before ." Expressing Love is a little harder, because that"s

before ." Expressing Love is a little harder, because that"s when you"re being vulnerable.
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Where is the Love in this work? It is a very deep Love, very

a very deep Love, very big and broad and it"s eternal. We are starting

this kind of Love. It is rare, and oftentimes people will not even feel

understand is the Love. But you can"t touch people with Love if you can"t

touch people with Love if you can"t feel it yourself inside yet. So we"re

place where that Love, that pure Love, comes from. A"zha: ATW Disk 5 Oh

Love, that pure Love, comes from. A"zha: ATW Disk 5 Oh 1m People have

that I would love all of you to feel is a real burning desire

the people who loved them and remember them. When everybody goes back and turns
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express Kristiac/ Christiac Love and Joy is enhanced as we consciously work on the

Laws of Divine Love require that we take full accountability for our perceived manifestation.

greater embodiment of Love and Joy. Consistency, the art of gentle persistence, and a
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Source. Dance for Love: Greece At D-12, you start to get something ...



is connected to Love in some way. Love fully embodied, experienced and expressed is

in some way. Love fully embodied, experienced and expressed is an attribute of genuine

Truly expressed Divine Love and Joy stem from full embodiment of Kristos Principles, true

back into the Love and Joy of Conscious At-ONE-Ment. 4. Integrating the
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""I AM Love, etc." word programs set powerful electromagnetic programs within the
Morphogenetic

experience true Kristiac Love and Joy. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Mastery: Dance for Love (also available on AP website) BV/2DVD/HB: Beyond

for Life and Love 2: UK 2002 Dfl2/6DVD: Dance for Love: The Dance

6DVD: Dance for Love: The Dance for Love: Greece and Cyprus, 2002. EAW/8DVD:

The Dance for Love: Greece and Cyprus, 2002. EAW/8DVD: The Ethradon Awakening:
Morocco
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not) carry genuine love or caring for the welfare of their earthbound Illuminati children.
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Summary-2. With Love, Light and Awareness ... and a "Sprinkling of Stardust"
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to do with Love and being kind and not hoarding energy and all those

saw, because they loved those people. They were devastated. They knew grief, perhaps for

Kristiac races. They loved the Krist, but they thought it could be even better
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of those they loved and they just couldn"t ... They used to understand how,
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to eternity; always loved, always guided, always AT -ONCE-Still and perpetually in
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the joy and love of GodSource and co-create the restoration of your original

Right Timing. With Love and Reverent Respect, the Kathara Team and Azurite Press MCEO.
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this time, the Beloveds have been using it to transmit frequencies that involve the
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River and Aqualene Love to you ALL, Georgi Azur"yana Feather The information within this
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question to the Beloveds. I would say ... it used to be, "where
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thing. What the Beloveds have always said is what we learn after a set
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directly from the Beloveds. We didn"t pick who goes in what class. We didn"t

lottery and the Beloveds can move it from there. What we"re finding out that
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long time the Beloveds and Kristics of all sorts have been trying to prevent
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been 2047 before Beloveds even worried about activating this field in the Rashalae bodies
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the planet. The Beloveds would like you to understand that the energy work you

level, but the Beloveds are holding it on that (the Sun) level. We
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and ask the Beloveds to assist, as individuals, if you are worried about that,
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did what the Beloveds saw they were aiming to do as far as what

they (the Beloveds) had no choice but to put up the buffer screens

this, if the Beloveds do this to protect this system, which they have every

if they didn"t love us they wouldn"t bother. But because they care and there"s
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working with the Beloveds on when certain activations have to take place, as far
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other is. Our Beloveds know what those things are, and they are called the
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with. You gotta love them, because they were once part of the Krist, and
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even putting your beloveds on pyres for birds to pick them to death or
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judges you. The Beloveds don"t judge you. Anyway, back to this. These little tangents,

buffer. .. the Beloveds are putting a buffer around this so we don"t get
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gift, because the Beloveds have been using it for all of the 12 Tribes
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to allow the Beloveds to anchor enough frequency, where they can kind of kick-
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of Amorea as love, and I believe it"s Italian ... it has to do
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and still can love you, you can still have the chance to get yourself
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a memory of love for them, of recognizing no matter how bad and awful

they might not love us and they"ve become so despicable to themselves that they

that memory with love, and to let go of the hatred, or the hatred

memory with absolute love with it. That also is healing for us, because we

do it, the Beloveds did it, but I"m their mouth piece. So I have
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up, but the Beloveds have shown us where the Van Allen Belts fit in
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mess here, the Beloveds have had to seal the Aquifer levels to literally block,
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Earth, because the Beloveds are on Urtha. That"s the closest they are, which isn"t
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throttle, when our Beloveds did the bounce-back thing that sent part of their
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agenda. They would love to work with our material, particularly gate maps and things,
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intention of the Beloveds to vaporize everybody. They have extreme measures, I"m sure, to
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in by the Beloveds of Urtha, by the Aquafarian races, and by the Bhendi

sorry. I can love creeps too. Seriously, I don"t hold a grudge against these
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Some of the Beloveds have guided us and had people come to workshops, and

workshops, and my beloved Az is a very good manager, and we"ve had enough
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thing on the Beloveds" minds. Because if we get out of here, so does
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in with the Beloveds ... I don"t know what they do ... whether there
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things that... I"d love to find out what they are. I"m not sure what
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line with the Beloveds, so you can start meeting your family from up there.
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tell because the Beloveds showed us where in the Rashalae maps, where the Van
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some point I"d love to put a bunch of them together, all the way

It"s what they love. They love the Krist. They love creation. Just like people

they love. They love the Krist. They love creation. Just like people have different

the Krist. They love creation. Just like people have different jobs down here, because

because they really love doing it. They have such a love for races that

have such a love for races that is so unconditional. It doesn"t matter what

it because they love it. You are meeting people right now. You are meeting
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far as the Beloveds have been with me for a long time. That"s how

space with a lovely light coming up through the floor. I keep going to
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plane that the Beloveds got stepped down their communications from Urtha to earth to

adopted hibernation zone lovers, where they have experiences when they go to sleep at

you as my beloved wife." They have what they think are astral relationships with

Page:  116

do what you love. You don"t do stuff because you have to. Sometimes you

connected to the love of it. It"s not that anybody is going to force

Page:  118

themselves in how lovely they keep their lands -some of them, particularly the

Page:  120

most stability, the Beloveds will ensure takes place with our help, because at this

Page:  122

our planet, that lovely magnetosphere that we work with and sometimes we would have

Page:  124

years ago the Beloveds from Urtha had to open the gates to make them

Page:  125

it again. The Beloveds warned them, well fine- we"re going to do it again.

Page:  127

have, and the Beloveds wanted you to be able to have to take home

aren"t filled with love, sitting on clouds just floating around just waiting ... I"m

Page:  129

times when my beloved was known as the Great Golden Cloud Walker because many

Page:  137

You"ll have this lovely flame around you and then you"ll have this gorgeous aqua

Page:  142

(listening to Beloveds) OK something about the 13th breath. Okay. Right. If each

Page:  144



(Listening to Beloveds and asking question of Beloveds) I thought that wasn"t coming

asking question of Beloveds) I thought that wasn"t coming until 2008? Oh, great. I"m

Page:  150

gifts from the Beloveds and the Aquafarians and the Aquari and the Ansha T

beings who still love us enough to help us remember how to get to
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lima and a lovely dinner, we got together for the first workshop, where A"

Page:  4

work with the Beloveds and re-activate these ancient passages and we visited a

Page:  5

work". What a lovely frequency (I could "feel" something other than dizziness

Wow! After this lovely stop, we collected ourselves in the buses again and split

Page:  6

we had a lovely, very tasty buffet lunch at the Hotel. After lunch we

wow! What a lovely view of Stargate 5! A mountain which held the attention

Page:  7

know I AM loved; I AM loved by the Krist no matter what I

loved; I AM loved by the Krist no matter what I have done, no

become; the Krist loves me just as I AM; I can grow from here

Peru hold. With Love to you ALL, Georgi Azur"yana Feather The information within this
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... "Spiritual Love, Reverence, Loving Respect" 7. Sa - Neu - en "
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there is a lovely Blue-Flame Fire Bowl in the corner, to the left
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Ash mentioned the Beloveds told her that between a solidarian and a breatharian is

Solar System, the Beloveds came in live on Friday night to tell us about

Page:  4

of Lava (love) from the Eye of God Anatomy. Journey 6 was a

Page:  5

thank you all. Love, Hollis The information within this Diary is not intended in
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unconditional and absolute love-love that was given freely as a gift, so freely,

universal structure. It loved us so much, even though it would prefer that we

Page:  4

There was a love in those times and spaces. Rules and Balances We have

many lessons about love, by allowing that state of "relative perfection" to go

And God extends love and continually sends pulses of consciousness in for manifestation and

Page:  14

light, but a lovely, light, fluffy liquid. It feels like liquid, but dry. You

Page:  51

amore, meaning "love," came from the ancient word "Amoraea." It is the
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UK Dance for Love The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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& Dance for Love 2- plus- Secrets of Metatron, England, Jun 2002. (DFL-

6. Dance for Love - The Second 36 Elements of Spiritual Mastery: The Inner
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Page:  1

requested by the Beloveds that the Diary"s be shortened, so I will be succinct.

Activations given. The love and appreciation running through the group shield was very
strong,

Page:  3

I To the Beloveds and to the 3 Speakers words cannot convey our gratitude

our gratitude I Love, Hollis Copyright A"sha-yana & A"hza-yana Deane: 2007 All
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is based on love, on balance of energies, and on equality and fairness. Everyone

largest is equally loved and equally valued, even if they make bad choices. 2.

Page:  19

they are the Love Currents that come directly from God-Source. These are the

life. These LaVa Love Currents open into the eyes via the pineal. They are

Page:  43

eternal LaVa flows/Love flows of the Eyes of God are the life blood

Page:  46

of 21 eternal Love/Core Flows from the 3 Eyes of God (7

Page:  60

the Eyes of Love. • The starburst around the pupil shows which Allurean Chamber

Page:  63

Rasha Body this lovely crystalline structure forms around you like a capsule. It corresponds
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staged in a lovely big hall at the SAS Airport Radisson, an easy 10

and God might love you IF you are good etc .... ." and "

Page:  2

Journey and a lovely buffet dinner ... and an early nightl Sunday also started

Page:  4

Astrology enthusiasts will love this lecture! It was also enormously "liberating" in a

homes" ! With Love "n Aquaelle Gifts to you ALL, Georgi Azur"yana Feather
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Page:  1

we asked the Beloveds- if we could please have something that resembled a normal

So, what the Beloveds, what the Guardians have done with this program is put

Page:  2

"God might love you if..." These ideas are like being raised by a

will you be loved. And if you dare to get an F or two,

Page:  3

but God will love you anyway if you do this, this, this, this, and

Page:  4

put hate before love, they put acquisition before sharing. At this point, they"re attempting

Page:  13

feel that the love of Spirit and the wanting to know Spirit and be

Page:  14

mission" by the Beloveds, the Kristiac races, worked to bring them together to create

Page:  15

Earthly drama, the Beloveds would have-the Kryst Beloveds would have waited a much

have-the Kryst Beloveds would have waited a much longer time before telling us

Page:  20

works that the Beloveds have shared with us that are really exciting and really

Page:  22

in and, the lovely people who have invited us here from Holland. It"s exciting

Page:  23

sounds like a lovely place, and heard it"s really pretty, I"d like to see



asked by the Beloveds to come and interestingly invited by people that were interested

Page:  31

people the light, love and clueless stuff, and just kind of let it all

Page:  33

to be light, love and clueless and I refuse to look at the scary

Page:  35

much enthusiasm and love as a being would that thought that they had found

Page:  42

of us would love so much to have them all in beautiful color, with

I would have loved to have two more books out right now; it would

Eventually, we would love to do a color coffee table book over the probably

Page:  43

It would be lovely to be able to come out and have everything pretty,

and I would love my presentations to be more clean and neat. Please understand

Page:  44

you from the Beloveds. Sometimes it is direct live, by the way. If you

Page:  45

is what the Beloveds called it-otherwise known as the Daisy of Death! That"s

Page:  47

to. We were loved so much that we were actu free will to make

Page:  48

is based on love. It is based on balance of energies. It is based

largest, is equally loved and equally valued, even if they make bad choices, alright.
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from it and love it all, knowing even if things went as worst as

Page:  52

children, and she loved her children very much and I had agreed to take

But he was loved very much. But when he chose to go with his

we would have loved to have gone and taken him at that point. But



Page:  53

him and didn"t love him. He had all sorts of lies told to him

child who is loved-but at this point we won"t invite him to our

him he wasn"t loved by his mother, that told them he wasn"t good enough

enough or even loved enough by his father. He has all these deep pains

Page:  55

for people they loved, that they made some really bad choices about bending the

done by the Beloveds in many different places. This system, once it falls and

Page:  66

world where everybody loves each other and animals don"t eat each other, and all

Page:  77

don"t...and I love my work and I love the people that come to

work and I love the people that come to the work, but I don"t

Page:  84

it was a love affair. When we were in our Krystic State, it is

is a continuing love affair with God Source. You are loved, you know your

Source. You are loved, you know your loved, you feel that love, you can

you know your loved, you feel that love, you can feel it sing in

you feel that love, you can feel it sing in the air around you,

you and you love back. And, it is the most amazing space to be

allowed for that love to be turned back on. And, talk about the feeling

the feeling of love, and there is a feeling that come from those Core

is where the Love is, the LaVas, the Loves, of the Eye of Allurea,

the LaVas, the Loves, of the Eye of Allurea, of the Eye of God,

"tunnel of love," LaVa, Love. The word "love" has to do with

of love," LaVa, Love. The word "love" has to do with these as

The word "love" has to do with these as well. Amore, we have
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"Tunnel of Love" into the Eye of God structure and literally projecting our

was some just lovely spaces of feeling your connection to Source and to your

Page:  87

LaVas or the Love Currents. And there used to be in the beginning, when



but where"s the love", because it was a bit technical, and well, now we

it is. The love is at the center of the Heart of God and,

have found the love, and the funny thing is, is you can feel it,

a feeling of love. It is a neat feeling of love. And it was

neat feeling of love. And it was ... l remember going through the meditation,
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The eternal LaVa, love flows of the Eyes of God are the life blood

Page:  199

the Eyes of Love, the LaVas, and those kind of things. So ... the

Page:  201

... because the Beloveds were going to let me know before lunch or after

Page:  203

I think the Beloveds were surprised that certain things activated in the Shield that

Page:  212

you, there"s this lovely crystalline capsule that forms like a crystal structure that forms

Page:  213

me by the Beloveds. And before the end of program we will be able

Page:  216

talking to the Beloveds)-which you need to do in order to get into

Page:  221

chance for the Beloveds to interface with you from the AdorA side and try

Page:  230

bodies now. I"d love to find out at some point, from the Beloveds, what

point, from the Beloveds, what is supposed to happen at that age that doesn"t.

Page:  237

literally like a lovely crystal around you and sometimes the crystal will appear as

Page:  242

assistance from the Beloveds here and they are going to actually make what looks

it is just lovely energy that is going to come down like a gentle



Page:  248

far as the Beloveds. But, we are going to get ready top go upward

Page:  278

of those Light, Love and not-clueless Kristiac matrices where you can dance with

And every body loves each other, and nothing eats each other, and you can

Page:  290

things that our Beloveds have been doing to prevent that, and we have been

Page:  301

over there. I"d love to have that experience. So, anyway, I wanted to let

Page:  303

universe! And we"re loved! And God"s alive! (Laughing) there"s really cool things like

Page:  310

it was really lovely being here, because I"m going to go and A"hza is

But, it"s been lovely being with you. I hope you"ve enjoyed the workshop, so

babbling. It was lovely to be here, and I don"t know what else to

Page:  312

places where the Beloveds were telling us that we needed to incorporate a capital

Page:  314

of our self-love, our joy, and our unabiding intention to finish the job
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Page:  4

aside from the Beloved Krystic transmitters-not even we the MCEO teachers/Speakers-
consciously

Page:  14

Mashayanic Evolution. The Beloved Krystic Adashi Adepts (and the many eternal-life Krystic

Page:  37

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  38

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE-SOURCE Most-Divine, we END

Page:  42

Thank you Beloveds. What we just did will keep the icky-bi peoples

asking, "Ok Beloveds what is 12 Tribes about? What are these classes for?"

as I really love a week before if they gave me an itinerary and

Aquari Councils- [Beloveds are stressing the correct pronunciation A is E] Aquari pardon

Page:  43

this drama. The Beloveds for a long time have been warning us-trying to

a program the Beloveds have wanted to teach. It was the programs that would,

Page:  44

to assist the Beloveds in, you could say defending them, but it is more

Page:  46

talking to the Beloveds). They just said "so far, so good." However there

Page:  53

technologies that the Beloveds are allowing us to understand and begin to use now.



Page:  60

will get the Beloveds version of the periodic table. What we are going to

Page:  61

can convey, the Beloveds perhaps can convey in frequency to you, the significance of

Page:  68

and what our Beloveds call the middle atmosphere. So the inner atmosphere up to

Page:  72

anchoring for the Beloveds. We can"t generate them ourselves, but we can, because we

anchor for the Beloveds that are coming from Urtha, we"ll see where that is,

is assist the Beloveds, in heading that off at the pass. They just headed

this reanimation. The Beloveds got us through that, and it literally took every crystal

enough of the Beloveds The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  74

Tribes class, the Beloveds on Urtha will do, from what they said ... they

Page:  75

to assist the Beloveds in anchoring what can stop that part of it. At

Page:  76

This is what llove ... some of the other spiritual teachings that go, "

Page:  78

one of the Beloveds said "level 1 ,"so probably in Brazil at

person was my beloved Az. So, he was known as the Cloud-Walker one,

Page:  81

of the Light, Love and not-Clueless stuff, because that is what I came

Page:  82

is what the Beloveds have been using to talk to us through, because if

Page:  83

What the Beloveds said had been done is that they pulsed her so

Page:  90

can ask the Beloveds to come in and assist you in creating or in



Page:  95

trying and the Beloveds do not want to frighten you. We all have the

Page:  96

so. Fortunately, the Beloveds sent me something that will come to mind whenever I

Page:  97

instructions that the Beloveds have given us, the purpose of part 1 is to

the instructions the Beloveds have given us the drum, which keeps the BPR it

Page:  99

The compensation- the Beloveds will perform for us any adjustments that we need. Coffee

Page:  100

far as the beloveds are concerned; they want you to have information that relates

444, but the Beloveds will hold time if there is one. And we"re still

Page:  101

TUn. So, you Beloved Aquareion Cloud-Walker people .. Minutes of crowd chatter ..

Page:  102

but feel the love- don"t feel the misery of being a major representative of

neither do the Beloveds, ok ... thank you for listening. So, dear hearts, part

Page:  105

fuzzy mittens or gloves, take those hands, lift them up and then put the

Page:  113

out to the Beloveds, which they didn"t give a technique to do that yet,

Page:  114

and to the Beloveds, because they are coming through Urtha in order to get

Page:  117

one of those lovely New Age places to go- I think Archangel Michael likes

Page:  130

And here is lovely place to look around because what you will find is

Page:  131

it is a lovely safe zone space. It exists directly above the reversed ice



filled with the lovely pale golden/silver sunlight. Now from this Aurora 4 Winterland

Page:  133

of joy and love and welcome and quiet humble confidence and knowing that they

So, they are lovely toothless wonders and they don"t mind us calling them that

Page:  135

doorway stands a lovely light field It looks like hominid form It looks like

they have great love for us still. So, you will contact directly your personal

Page:  136

those It"s a lovely, light pale peach with a bit of silver to it.

Page:  139

one of those lovely kind of grins that sit deep behind the eyes, I

the eyes, I love it. All right, so. I"ve lost my schedule already, so

Page:  141

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  142

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE -SOURCE Most-Divine, we

Page:  152

here, have this lovely light therapy or here, go to the healing waters" Some

Page:  154

trained doctors. The Beloveds know, but there"s no time to write those books. So,

Page:  168

some of their loved ones, they were an Ecka race. They were an Ecka

some of your loved ones face consequences to their actions in a way that

Page:  177

that would have loved to have used those frozen bodies with a little bit

Page:  182

over to my Beloved Az who will take you through what is it we"re

Page:  197



contact with the Beloveds, will serve a huge role in assisting and holding a

Page:  210

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  211

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE-SOURCE Most-Divine, we END

Page:  217

that we all love so much. And I"ve never seen anyone as dedicated and

everything else. The love that radiates from that woman in terms of commitment is

Utterly. And the love that she carries for all of you is just beyond

Page:  227

And here is lovely place to look around because what you will find is

Page:  228

it is a lovely safe zone space. It exists directly above the reversed ice

filled with the lovely pale golden/silver sunlight. Now from this Aurora 4 Winterland

Page:  230

of joy and love and welcome and quiet humble confidence and knowing that they

So, they are lovely toothless wonders and they don"t mind us calling them that.

Page:  232

doorway stands a lovely light field It looks like hominid form It looks like

they have great love for us still. So, you will contact directly your personal

Page:  233

those It"s a lovely, light pale peach with a bit of silver to it.

Page:  248

to be a lovely step-down version of that and of each of them.

go through this lovely journey There will be those kind that are for general

Page:  251

attached that you love it there so much where you"re really starting to really

Page:  257



and what the Beloveds are telling us, there has been a direct stepup. I

Page:  258

schedule]given my Beloved"s tendency to over -run and my inclination to get

group 2, the Beloveds were suggesting that we would use a less formal, a

Page:  261

have required the Beloveds to accelerate certain activations that we wouldn"t have even had

Page:  264

why iLyou can love "em to bits because they came from the same

Page:  269

this pink, this lovely pink light around everybody"s atoms I first saw it with

Page:  270

what class, the Beloveds did, through the random lottery that was set up, by

Page:  273

it. You can love it to bits and duck, because it [chuckles] ya

Page:  277

on "tough love," on our own side, to begin with. Now I think

to use tough love and say, excuse me, you"re not going to do that

Page:  281

if not, our Beloveds are going to teach us how to "weather the

Page:  283

your breakfast, making love, what? [laughs] Participant Like right here. It doesn"t mess

me or the Beloveds. Now if you want to do a handstand, that"s cool

Ah, you gotta love it Alright, then, we got a bit distracted then, but

Page:  318

the highly focused love energy of the female imprint? And so therefore, do I

Page:  320

front, and the Beloveds, to spoon-feed you beyond the point that we"ve brought

Page:  321

get done before Beloved shows up, is just to ... ( 12 Tribes member



Page:  332

inner layers. The Beloveds, in various places, particularly the Aquari line beings from the

Page:  333

mother was in love with him. She"d say, "I love Vincenti" [Laughs]

say, "I love Vincenti" [Laughs] And they correspond with the Gold Dragons.

Page:  335

It"s like ... llove all these guys, and the more we love them, the

the more we love them, the more you will get the ability to identify

Page:  336

working with the Beloveds you"ll have your protection levels from there, but you won"t

Page:  349

Az, and the Beloveds-take that very seriously. So, I have high guard on

Page:  357

It"s really a lovely color. So, we"re going to be going to the second

Page:  359

the Beloveds, and we are obliged to if they say, would you

But they are lovely journeys, even if you don"t We"re going to bring them

Page:  360

sacred mission. The Beloveds would like to thank you -all of you here

Page:  362

of fulfilling that love, that passion, that desire. So, one of the things, when

psychiatrist would probably love to tell you, you are, but you"re not You"re talking

Page:  364

Creation. God Source loves the great and the small equally. So, they are just

things that the Beloveds taught me-the apparent paradox of that and things like

tells you you"re loved. Somebody tells you, you have an important thing to do

that part and love it Hey that job is keeping you on planet, in

that"s fine, but love how small you are. Love the fact that you are

small you are. Love the fact that you are not even as big as

Page:  365



are just as loved as the greatest cosmic ocean or cosmic mountain would be.

are just as loved as the large and the powerful. In fact, the larger

that they are beloved expressions of God Source. They are not arrogant about that

Just send them love. Just neutralize out here whatever nastiness they are sending to

with a soft love, "oh that"s ok" No, it"s not ok. And they

Page:  366

training from the Beloveds, but if you find you are talking to Beloveds that

are talking to Beloveds that have any trace of the glamour egos, you are

Page:  367

here and the Beloveds are watching from Urtha and also all the way from

the people you love from that kind of manipulation. So anyway, I don"t need

Page:  370

Good thing God loves the little ones too So, over here this was the

Page:  376

peach color, a lovely live peach color, um, the closest peach color here I

be possibly the lovely color of pale peach sherbet, not ice cream but sherbet

It has a lovely light peachy quality but imbue that with the silvers and

and with the lovely fire water crystal at the center where all of your

Page:  377

is also a lovely cord of pale silver light that is connecting your RaSh

imagine it in lovely pale white heliotalic gowns as if you"re just going to

effect, but a lovely bathrobe that doesn"t bind anywhere, there"s nothing itching, there"s
nothing

assistance of the Beloveds, and the Krystal River stream, that is going to anchor

keep visualizing that lovely heliotalic aqua The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by

Page:  378

and form a lovely, what looks like, heliotalic soap bubble but a little bit

Page:  379

AzurA and the lovely heliotalic disc that is there and then just ever so

we have a lovely collection of small Orbs that will be the, first of

now but the Beloveds the Aquafereion and the Bhendi Aquari races of Urtha are



Page:  380

are round and lovely pale aqua heliotalic colors. OK, now begin to stretch your

it has a lovely Orb around it. You can stretch the Orb if you

Page:  381

be again, these lovely pale peachy silver crystals. They will be about the size

being handed this lovely grapefruit size pale peachy, orange silver lovely crystal, the Ring

peachy, orange silver lovely crystal, the Ring 2 keys, 2 sets of them are

Page:  382

find that a lovely heliotalic crystal, a Krystar crystal that at first just seems

Page:  383

this wave of lovely crystals just. .. that used to be standing vertically that

Page:  386

in as a lovely crystal flow, like a crystal particle wave moving into your

Page:  387

and it has lovely undulating flame effects kind of moving through it This will

Page:  395

left to the Beloveds and to your own Higher Levels of Consciousness, but here

Page:  401

they are very lovely people and they will meet you at this Temple called

Page:  402

them they still love you ... [laughing]. And that family would be the

Page:  404

are getting, the Beloveds are being very serious about this, they are not trying

is what the Beloveds have said. Again I can"t verify that myself, I just

Page:  405

I"m sure my Beloved feels the same. This material, it is not easy as

will enable the Beloveds from Urtha to activate the Urtha-Sala connection in order

Page:  406

some people who love technicals and others who hate them [laughing]. It is



Page:  407

... [to Beloveds] What? I"m listening to this one they are trying to

Page:  418

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  419

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to

Page:  420

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE-SOURCE Most-Divine, we END

Page:  425

in her own lovely gentle way, when you have the feeling to come here

because we just love having you around but there"s this whole new aspect of

Page:  427

with ... the Beloveds work with me live when I start talking, a wave

Page:  433

you are that loved, you are that close to God and regardless of what

Page:  435

Slider Training, the Beloveds will give you Slider Training. This is why it is

state and the Beloveds see it and you don"t until it would be too

you out of love because they are a member of your family line that"s

Page:  443

while. So the Beloveds would like-from Urtha particularly, the Aquafereion-would like to

Page:  449

hole systems They"d love to eat the Bourgha but the one thing that has

"oh we love you, yes" Why? Because it was the technologies and the

"oh just loved our work to bits," yeah loved it enough to steal

to bits," yeah loved it enough to steal it and go take and do

Page:  451

why you are loved and lovable and why you"re ok no matter how imperfect

Page:  453



and it"s a lovely day with a blue sky and just be happy, right?

Page:  454

but did the Beloveds ever really think we would? Chances were probably not but

we"re hoping, the Beloveds were hoping that it wouldn"t go there because there would

Page:  457

graph] Eventually I"d love to publish these all in a book once we have

Page:  461

pops and- I love this, they call it the Little Bang but it"s like,

[checking with Beloveds] Yes. Then there is a phase that is called the

Page:  475

feelings from the Beloveds either that would encourage anyone to think that would be

Page:  480

progress and develop, Beloveds. Um, so, what"s happening? What"s happening is, for the
first

Page:  481

mean it is lovely just to be in that position, beginning the stand, doing

Page:  494

know. But we"re loved just as much. Source loves the small as much as

as much. Source loves the small as much as the mighty, ya know? But,

Page:  500

way that my Beloved does or can. But what it does is to portray

Page:  507

cool. Perfect timing, love. We are holding on. [DVD 2, Session 8, 4934]

Page:  508

Field and the Beloveds from Urtha plus the ones who live in these domains

Page:  513

then I would LOVE, I would love ... I"ll never get to do this,

LOVE, I would love ... I"ll never get to do this, I know I

here from the Beloveds. I wonder if they would ever do that? Oh, that

Page:  517



turning into a lovely sphere of Light and then popping out into manifestation where

Page:  521

we ... the Beloveds are getting the Core Gates back and getting them back

Page:  522

place. Yes, that lovely thing of the poison apple that keeps us tilted. So,

Page:  528

think they make lovely scarf-shaped wall hangings or something, ya know? Where you

Page:  529

find and I LOVE THIS ... because I have been seeing pink clouds and

Page:  530

3. What the Beloveds are asking us to do first while we"re in the

Page:  531

sphere through this lovely, ornately carved stone gate that is underground. And we"re going

Page:  534

It is a lovely Selenite-lined hall and it"s very light filled, mainly just

Page:  537

bit of this lovely Aqualene Fire Water running on the surface of your skin,

Page:  538

here. And the Beloveds of the Krist in many, many matrices thank you all

Page:  539

now to our Beloved Az. So you may run the[?] here this way. Az
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Page:  4

that when the Beloveds asked us to put the information out, and they gave

Page:  7

directly assist the Beloveds of the Kristiacs that are helping us to first of

Page:  8

far as the Beloveds and I and Az, where we literally go through them

Page:  10

body activation. The Beloveds were going to activate the core levels. So, these activations

Page:  11

another seL our Beloveds wouldn"t have had to open another set of passages that

text that the Beloveds ... the same Beloveds we"re talking to now ... brought

... the same Beloveds we"re talking to now ... brought in during the Christ

Page:  14

this. I would love to have time to do those. This is the tell

Page:  17

people that we love here, and if we could help them in some way,

Page:  22

to take- I"d love to take everybody, but it"s not going to work that

over. I would love to be able to do that I hope we can.

Page:  23

fluffy stuff? I love the fluffy stuff And there is plenty of lovely happy

is plenty of lovely happy joyful stuff that goes with the first creation stuff

is based on love. It is based on the gift of free will, but

Page:  26



the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  27

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE -SOURCE Most-Divine, we

Page:  32

here you are, lovely ones. Here it is. Two of three minutes, just breathe,

Page:  34

given And the Beloveds- during the orientation- they feel out the group shield, be

be having this lovely capsule that you won"t see around you, but it will

Page:  37

about, because the Beloveds know what needs to be done to stop that from

that happen. The Beloveds are not going to let that happen. They know how

got home, the Beloveds confirmed that was a fly-by, which means we"re entering

Page:  38

it"s by the Beloveds. So, they are going to show us how to put

all along. The Beloveds have known about it all along. They can see this

Page:  39

through. What the Beloveds will do is we"ll still take lists, but there will

go with the Beloveds and just literally they"ll do a stripe thing and they"ll

Page:  73

characteristics that the beloveds on Urtha know as Urtha. There will be locations here,

work with the Beloveds to open the Ascension Chambers to the middle zone-the

Page:  75

online with the Beloveds because there"s little like holes that they can still get

Page:  76

our dear fallen beloveds up there on the hibernation zones are hell bent on

Page:  77

people that I love that I know from other lifetimes that are family and

Page:  81



and when the Beloveds showed us where certain key marks going upward are, we

Page:  82

point where I"d love to invite certain collectives to public debate. But we"ll wait

Page:  86

races. What the Beloveds want to do is to be able to, yes, the

Page:  87

conversation that the Beloveds facilitated that I had with this Soul that calls itself

that we still love it and that we don"t need to be sad because

So there"s a lovely relationship you begin to develop with the Earth itself We"re

Ya know, I love Earth. Urtha"s great too I"m sure, but I love Earth.

sure, but I love Earth. Well, the people who feel that way about Earth

that and it loves you too so we"re going to assist it in its

Page:  93

at as the Beloved"s money and we don"t go buy something because we want

We have a lovely, beautiful house up in Colorado that I haven"t seen since

we"ve got this lovely little tiny house down here, but we were able to

Page:  95

... well they"d love to get ahold of those if they could. If they

Heart Passages, they"d love to have that power. That"s not going to happen. But

know, with the lovely blending and stuff she"s able to do, but it holds

Page:  99

far as the Beloveds are concerned, the effect of what they"re going to do

alright? So the Beloveds are responsible for opening the Crystal Temples, the Sirius B

part while my Beloved snored gently on herself, having fallen asleep over her pen

Page:  108

it"s something the Beloveds asked as __ (a gesture?). Ok, you"re going to

Page:  110

behalf of the Beloveds, for your patience and tenacity in sticking around. A lot

Page:  112

not by the Beloveds, but through the Beloveds. They are facilitating our reaching the



but through the Beloveds. They are facilitating our reaching the place where that gift

Page:  117

Zones who would love for us to think so, so they"re actually helping to

information ... the Beloveds have given enough information to provide a pretty darn good

Page:  123

they would have loved to have taken me out. And the smoking did keep

Page:  125

Cadeucus Seal. The Beloveds have said something interesting about that And they haven"t
said

we"re still, the Beloveds are working with us on what the Aquafereion from the

Page:  130

isn"t just the lovely structure of showing us a part of our Spiritual Anatomy

Page:  134

find the "love" tonight (laughs). Ya know, for a long time, because

but where"s the love" ... the love is always there, it"s always present Yeah,

love" ... the love is always there, it"s always present Yeah, well we"re finding

laughs) is that Love. All right, now if I can explain this, this is

Page:  135

or the "Love," which is the Consciousness Field that they refer to as

Path ... the Beloveds know ... to get into the Point of First Creation.

Carrier of the Love. Yes, can you bring that down a little, honey, please.

that Spark of Love, the "LaVa Spark," they literally create .. the 7

Page:  136

the Flow of Love-LaVa all right It is the La field combined with

Page:  137

bring back the Love Flow or the LaVa, the La and Va Flows, from

Eternal Flow of Love through the Krist, from the huge un-quantifiable Consciousness Field

natural flow of Love between them. We are opening the flow of the love

flow of the love back into the electron so we can begin the process

and becomes the Love and begins to flow and circulate to form the fullness

Page:  139



or the "Love" and this is where we"re going to be taken on

... it"s making Love (chuckles), right, making LaVa ... that just fell through

of opening the Love and progressively it allows for that to come out into

Page:  140

you know, this lovely color and my starbursts are all out and that means

the Flow of Love. We have found the Love and we have found the

have found the Love and we have found the Spirit, indeed we have. It"s

Page:  146

kicking and the Beloveds are still talking to us and showing us how to

Page:  149

there with this lovely Aquafereion Shield running through it Eventually, when you go into

Page:  150

gift of Eternal Love, or the LaVa, the Living Blood, Krystal Blood of the

Body Activations. This love is not just for us, it is also being brought

pick up, the Love of the Krist, we will be able to be, for

Page:  151

LaVa or the Love into the center of what we refer to as the

of bringing the love back in to the Hydrogen, we will be taught, not

of bringing the love back into the waters and the fluids within our body

the spark of Love that opens inside where the Neutrons should be in the

Page:  152

back to the Love of the Krist So a very fast way, since you

Page:  153

3d Physical. They love to sing through fans, and they make beautiful, beautiful music

Page:  155

this is a lovely place by the way, that if you would like to

Page:  156

go through this lovely, um, circle of sparkling, opaline Krystals, opaline Aurora Fire Krystals.

Page:  157

that knows only Love. So when you look toward this Eye that will also



and are Deeply Loved. So when you look toward this Eye, before we move

but mixed with lovely pale-heliotalics. And a feeling about it that is the

Potent, Eternal, Unconditional Love. That Love was the medium through and by which you

Unconditional Love. That Love was the medium through and by which you were born,

to feel that Love, for now we are going to travel as ... with

the Tunnel of Love. (33 55) The Love is the LaVa vibration. It

33 55) The Love is the LaVa vibration. It is a particular form of

the Tunnel of Love will be complete. And we will emerge at a very,

turn into a lovely, glowing vapor flame that is very easy for our shield

free, you are loved, you can choose to become again whatever you would like

let here the Love of Source wash them clean. In a moment, we will

the Field of Love. It is the Krystal Blood of the Krist It is

Page:  158

the words "Love" and "LaVa.") This is going to be interesting, because

vibrates in a lovely way. Inside of this drop of Mana rain, there is

to bring the Love of the Krist Body into the atomic structure, we will,

a quantum of love LaVa is very, very powerful stuff You don"t need a

this gift of love from your Spirits and from God Source, and save it

Page:  160

of spinning LaVa, love ... and 1 and 2 and 3, exhale sharply. Imagine

a sphere of Love is spinning around us, LaVa protecting us. But imagine you

Page:  161

in to the lovely Aqua fog. This is the birthing vapors of what will

that substance is Love, the LaVa that we were given the gift of as

the Returning the Love to the atoms, there is a way to approach this,

little ball of lovely plasma, heliotalic, rainbowy LaVa. Imagine you can feel the heat

Page:  162

a small but lovely burst of LaVa as it amplifies within the body"s networks

it As the Love hangs in a ball right now in the center of

2 Streams of Love all the way out as far as you can 1mag1ne.

Page:  164

out there. I love it when we even get to the stage where we



monitored by the Beloveds when they bring in transmissions of information It has to

yet, that the Beloveds will let us know about In the last class in

Page:  165

directly with the Beloveds. Everyone in the 12 Tribes Class- you"ve probably seen this

which means the Beloveds could do them the way they wanted, without us at

Page:  166

They [Beloveds] want a visual hanging out there, so you can see

Page:  168

laughter]. They would love to be able to tell everybody everything all at once,

Page:  169

back and the Beloveds confirmed it, that they had given fly-by"s. They had

teach their Light-Love & Clueless ... everything from Archangel Michael to Thothian Paraclete

Page:  171

got them [Beloveds]live, they always do, but they keep interrupting me. [

me. [to Beloveds] What? What do you want to talk about? OK there

half [to Beloveds] Alright what? . [to audience] OK for anybody who

Page:  172

interrupted by the Beloveds because they said there is incoming stuff, that there is

interacting with the Beloveds] yes I can pronounce it if I read it, the

... [to Beloveds] go ahead guys ... does what?. .. It links not

Page:  173

[Beloveds] Don"t worry about technicals on that now ... OK, they

Page:  175

here and the Beloveds have an obligation that they take very personally to make

is. [w/Beloveds] Hm alright, what? This isn"t incoming it"s upgoing? What? Watch,

Page:  176

that looks like lovely slow moving pale gold flames and what is coming down

it has these lovely aqua coloured swimming Aquafereion. It"s an Aquafereion infusion They
are

Page:  178



waves because I love Earth you know despite all the nasty stuff that"s been

had a great love for Tara, too So I"ve been experiencing, I was thinking

Page:  179

in through the Beloveds line, the Kristiac lines, and they said someone wants to

there is just Love, HUGE Love that radiates. What who is this? What is

just Love, HUGE Love that radiates. What who is this? What is this? No,

I"m sure the Beloveds were facilitating it, because it was all direct cognition stuff,

appreciate that you love me enough that, you know, that you would feel such

that was so beloved to me here in this drama" It said "I

choice out of love for the Lifefield, who the longer I could give them

Page:  180

that were very beloved to us, that are going to be assisting in leading

Page:  185

talking to the Beloveds] OK, that is what that was about, you"re going to

Page:  187

will allow the Beloveds to slow down how fast it pulls the Hibernation Zones

Page:  189

[Beloveds] opened Spanner-? enough with the Krystal Heart Passage, NaVA-Ho

Page:  190

enough, that the Beloveds have enough power to hold the activated Ankh so it

Chambers that the Beloveds wi II be able to control the activation level. They

if you saw lovely pretty pale silver here or something. And this part wrapped

wrapped around this lovely tube that was running down the middle. It"s a 3-

Page:  191

them with the lovely stuff she is able to do with the computer, you"ll

Page:  195

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  196

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And only in Absolute Service to

for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE -SOURCE Most-Divine, we



Page:  202

room where the Beloveds I think assist in finding an even mean, you know

with the- the Beloveds were all over the place with the orientation. This one

Page:  207

we had the Beloveds activate the complete Middle Domain RaSha Body that Tribes II

Page:  209

continual state of Love and Knowing of Source. Now when we get to the

Page:  211

So it"s a lovely state to be in, the Krystar state, the fully Krysted

Page:  217

all sorts of lovely stuff Whatever ... just to get you there. Why? Because

Page:  220

large mountains and lovely blue skies. They each have names. These are the Aurora-

Page:  221

slide, with the Beloveds, than we were planning on having to do, even at

Page:  228

as what the Beloveds have said. I was, when I went over next door,

Page:  240

on it we"d love to have every bit of the detail "cause it"s

Page:  245

She has a lovely job with bringing them to life We"ll show her what

Page:  252

from there. The Beloveds on the bigger level are working to slow that process

Page:  270

right? [asks Beloveds quickly after she speaks this one part real fast] Good.

Page:  271

and little uh, lovely things about Spirit that if you knew where it lived

Page:  275



you can"t make love, it means all sorts of things that get in the

actually "make love," are no longer in the way. Now you could take

Page:  277

the tunnel of love and or LaVa. And this has to do with the

Page:  287

the journey I love it. I wish I had time to go back but

Page:  288

All urea of Love, the LaVa, the love, the Tunnel of Love. And this

the LaVa, the love, the Tunnel of Love. And this is where these words

the Tunnel of Love. And this is where these words actually came from. Its

Page:  290

people- oh they love to play games and send us visions and send us

to reach the Beloveds in a way to where they could get us to

the Tunnel of Love journey, which is going all the way back into, through

the Tunnel of Love, and you take a journey down the tunnel of love

the tunnel of love until you pass through the creation point doorway, and go

[laughter] I love that. We"re getting good at that actually. [laughter]. Anyway,

Page:  291

the Tunnel of Love, which is following the stream of the eternal blood of

of LaVa or Love of the Allurea, first Eye of God, that becomes when

Page:  293

the Tunnel of Love journey which I hope you enjoyed as much as I

space, and the Beloveds will show you other spaces connected to it that we

Page:  294

assistance of the Beloveds from all over the place, we will be able to

Page:  301

once again, the Beloveds are intervening directly. The intervention directly this time will be

Page:  304

to get this lovely aqua-blue glow around the outside of the iris, between

you"d have this lovely blue/green glow around the eyes. [Laughing] But, that"s



that to the Beloveds when you say, "can I please come through the

Page:  305

I know God loves me, so ... Some people look at it that way.

Page:  309

it, but the Beloveds will, the Kristics will be taking over the control of

working with your Beloveds and your connections, and you happen to get a whisper

anybody, because the Beloveds will. If they are of the Kristics and of the

Page:  310

internet by my Beloved daughter, "Zan "cause I asked her, we knew

Page:  315

... [to Beloved] what chakra? Chakra 3 area. That would be like the

... [to Beloveds] How many rounds of .. ? 1, 2, 3 ...

Page:  317

acceleration that the Beloveds are going to turn on. They are going to turn

Page:  319

surrounded by this lovely krystal, as if you are inside this beautiful Krystar Krystal,

Page:  320

Very thin, but lovely sparkly gold, gold, and running through it, you will see

will see these lovely aqua bluey green swirls and colors. These will be the

Page:  321

creates like a lovely krystal building, as if we are in this wonderful building

Page:  323

spiral through the lovely spiraling Aqua Blue Flame that"s in the center They start

sitting on a lovely bed of blue and aqua colored glass in krystal, that

Page:  326

look like a lovely pale silvery gold light with a core of aqualene color.

the Tunnel of Love, use the space whenever you feel you need support Go

great feeling of love and comradery with you. We still have our blue friends

Page:  329



done by the Beloveds because of things that are happening on the planetary and

was when the Beloveds said, you know, "We"d like to give these classes.

Page:  331

tired. I would love to show up all full of energy and the whole

Page:  332

and there--the Beloveds talked about the first of the First 8 Cells in

Page:  336

relation to the Beloveds and the Aquafereion who are heading the Beloveds" teams at

are heading the Beloveds" teams at this point What they needed to do to

they did, the Beloveds were required to activate certain gate sets that have to

Page:  348

OrA or the Love, the Body of Love. The "That"s Am orA" (

the Body of Love. The "That"s Am orA" (singing the song) Body

does such a lovely job with the color renderings. And, these again, when you

Page:  353

it would be lovely. This is just showing you the Prana Seed a little

Page:  358

know and the Beloveds know of the Rash a Body structures and what science

Page:  359

VA"-ah I love thee. Cool. Thank you, guys. It"s really neat with that

Page:  368

laughing] ... I love it Yeah we used to joke about you know, once

Page:  374

these with the Beloveds. The Beloveds did these within two weeks ... [to

the Beloveds. The Beloveds did these within two weeks ... [to Az] wasn"t

Page:  390

the Tunnel of Love, and literally riding down into this space here into the

Page:  391

the Spark of Love, the Spark of LaVa which allows that central current of

the Spark of Love, and then the next one is the Spark of KaLA



Page:  392

the Body of Love, and that"s what travels back to Source and allows for

Page:  393

are pearlescent pastely lovely colors and these are glittery versions of the same colors.

Page:  394

the Sparks of Love and Life The Amour A Spark of Love, number 1

A Spark of Love, number 1 Spark, AdorA and ElorA merge and spark, right

the Spark of Love and the Spark of Life and they -this is

Page:  402

and I would love to be able to decipher exactly what is mutated with

Page:  403

which is really lovely. This is known as the LUma Eterna. It is the

Page:  405

because when the Beloveds published the Voyagers Book in the first place, they said,

Page:  406

I happen to love a lot and a lot of people you know, are

you know, you love the Earth. Earth has chosen, cause It can"t do the

Page:  427

ever? (asking Beloveds) Ever. That it can be used because of the certain

Page:  432

and there"s a lovely feeling of being in comfortably warm liquid, but it"s not

Page:  433

has flickers of lovely metallic colors, flickering through it, sparkly colors. Just flickering like

if there this lovely new frequency running in underneath your body now, as the

Page:  437

and creates a lovely field of sparkling glittery metallic light, running through the whole

Page:  446

(listening to Beloveds) They"ll talk about that later. That"s a technical that just

Page:  454



would be really lovely, so you can see them more clearly. When we are

Page:  459

it again. I love it. Az Well what"s better than making love once? (

better than making love once? (Laughter from ALL) Participant I love your thinking.

ALL) Participant I love your thinking. Az Just don"t buy me a rain coat.

laughter) Az It"s lovely to have some people to rely on, you know. OK.

Page:  460

Um-Aah-UN Lovely. OK, same count of the 7 primordial creation tones and

this point the Beloveds are encouraging you to develop more confidence in how you

Page:  465

line with the Beloveds and take down the transmission, I would start to get

Page:  474

bits that the Beloveds were showing us. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  475

picture that the Beloveds have been telling us about too, and hmmm, anyway. Thought

things that create lovely water The water on Urtha is very different than the

Page:  481

... he could love a man or a woman, but preferably without touching. (

Page:  483

participation with the Beloveds we"ll be able to run the Aqua, the Jesheua Code

it"s like I love the work. Sometimes I hate my job but I love

job but I love the work, right [giggle]. I hate my job because

Page:  484

listening to the Beloveds) ... 3 parts. The first part is done as usual

it sometimes. I love workshops because I love people and it means so much

workshops because I love people and it means so much to me and Az

Page:  485

the workshop- I love workshops just because of that cause you can feel the

Page:  486



but, and the Beloveds rarely ever, ever commit to overstatement of any kind. This

Page:  487

and what the Beloveds are telling us-Is what Earth"s science refers to as

and what the Beloveds are telling us here is the "Akashic Adjugate Twin

Page:  496

they are really lovely, kind people. So I will go back upstairs and work

window, actually- the Beloveds had something completely different in mind. There is a Graph

Page:  497

beginning -I love itl [Graph 0 04 20} There is going to

Page:  499

piece that the Beloveds of all sorts have been after to heal in this

activated by the Beloveds, we will be able to release the 666 Seal as

Page:  501

back is. I love it, I put a sequence together, it takes me ages

Page:  513

favors here- the Beloveds are doing a lot of favors- this whole host was

Page:  533

the Eternal Kryst Love Flows Cousha Krystat 3 pp Primary Quantum Ketheric Cousha Rep
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Page:  3

trip. Amsterdam is lovely by the way and we had a wonderful workshop there.

Page:  5

it was a lovely hotel, very, very nice hotel, there was stuff flying all

were ... the Beloveds supported us so we could get through this, and this

orchestrated by the Beloveds, that we just facilitate, in Amsterdam, was an opening of

Page:  6

have managed, the Beloveds have managed to activate the connection that will allow enough

Page:  7

lot of the Beloveds were almost afraid to hope for, because the drama is

Page:  15

feeling. But, the Beloveds have said we"ve been successful in the three, you know,

So, what the Beloveds have is the ... it is called the Cloak of

Page:  31

be miserable. The Beloveds are not going to allow that to happen. That"s why

Page:  34

And actually the Beloveds would prefer us not to go to the back-up

Page:  48

imagine that a lovely, intense ultra-violet with a tinge of indigo frequency can

imagine that this lovely purpley mist of the Cloak starts to expand out from

and forming a lovely cloud, ultra-violet cloud around you. And it"s extending upward

Page:  54

or not the Beloveds decide that we have to do something that"s less fleeting.

Page:  55



saying so, we love you and thank you for your patience and understanding. As

stronger language. This, beloveds, is not, I repeat, this is not a drill. You
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told me the Beloveds refer to it, its proper name if you like, in

to by the Beloveds as Salvage Island to the extent to which it was

to by the Beloveds and as soon as that"s done I will call Ash
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comment) Well, I love it, you know, but you don"t get to sit down

do, I do love you. If I didn"t I wouldn"t be able to joke

if I didn"t love my kids I wouldn"t be able to be angry with
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certain things the Beloveds have been keeping an eye on for a long time,

together why the Beloveds have spent so much of the time in the last
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warnings that the Beloveds confirmed as from ours. And they were in Peru and

bys done. The Beloveds didn"t do it because there"s other ones that are working
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so do the Beloveds. And you did a darn good job as well. That
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sure what the Beloveds are gonna have us do after tonight there"s one more
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be able to love both sides-to not engage it with hatred, and that

into ... the Beloveds never quite explained what happened before that and I always

Earth now. The Beloveds were trying to ... they were hoping that it wouldn"t
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Every time the Beloveds have tried to do this, they have assisted in different

currents that the Beloveds sent, what was called the 666 configuration that ran through
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who, like, they love you one day ... like the ones who broke the
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happen, so the Beloveds announced earlier that there was a genetic upgrade literally being
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peace with the Beloveds. It"s not a "ah ah" (sound of some
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anchoring for the Beloveds what can bring the best potentials of keeping the Krist

us, like our loved ones and that kind of thing, if they had the

is ... l love this sheet, you know, because I can at least, I
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especially people who love you, you know, that are not into the work. There

soon as the Beloveds give them to us and show us what they look
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over to the Beloveds. And that"s when the Whites decided to kick in. They

Universe is. The Beloveds we have worked with have provided amazing structure on this.
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I know the Beloveds gave us this map, ages ago when we published it
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good, and the Beloveds were not worried that you wouldn"t be able to do

that was the Beloveds red, big red flag, the last red flag that the
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be things the Beloveds are doing to interface that and to try to do
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internet because the Beloveds first asked us to do one thing- and I forgot

it and the Beloveds had said go for it. Yeah ... mid December? We

stuff And the Beloveds were saying, just you go get one of those And

listen to the Beloveds you know, not to this stuff There is a good
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data from the Beloveds and plug it in to, you know, what gates of
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appropriate to the Beloveds that they"re accessed" And they said "Well, well tell
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see if the Beloveds will release anything on that, but you know I don"t

fact that the Beloveds do have it, as long as we do our groundwork

constantly by the Beloveds which means if nothing happens right away, we"ll get some

I"m sure our Beloveds have something in mind that is going to stop that
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we went, the Beloveds went through this whole period -I can"t even remember
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nice, like this lovely space for healing and working with tones and stuff A
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in helping the Beloveds to anchor this. We opened this so it created a

come next The Beloveds are on monitor, full continual monitor. But this is, this
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see. What the Beloveds want to do is they want to purchase a site

Colorado- that"s a lovely house that we don"t live in-and we have the
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the way the Beloveds work, so there"s obviously something. You did the big thing
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this and the Beloveds know just to get these and they ... there"s a
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the salt I loved it when I saw it and I didn"t know why

why and the Beloveds said you need to get those. I said, "What
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granite but the Beloveds say it does, so. A"zah Yes. A"sha Anyway, that-you

flying, and the Beloveds were telling me, don"t try to move it. You follow
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me and the Beloveds, thank you all very, very much. It"s been a joy
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when-ifwe have loved ones or something that are passing we all want to
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for by the Beloveds with the synchronization of activations between when the Stage Two

was shaking, the Beloveds said, "All right, that was enough right there for

to explain, the Beloveds started to explain then that the White Dragon crew have
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in 2003, the Beloveds were trying to prevent what would bring what was called
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they knew, the Beloveds knew this was coming. I mean, they"ve been doing it
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of Trouble I love that paradigm-growl. So this is showing these interfaces They
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fast by the Beloveds with the Krystic frequencies. By anchoring certain things from AshaLA,
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knowledge, and our Beloveds had the power to be able to at least hold

going to leave loved ones. So, when we put it on the board before
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I got my lovely new car" or something like that And another two days
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people. I would love to, at some point, once we get them down and
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we"re going to love this one right, and just gently ease back on the
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down . They"re lovely. They"re the ones that you can hear singing through the

such an amazing love and protection and healing. And when Katy was young the

everything, just like love, wisdom, kindness. And Katy always used to-she was quite
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sheet-people. I love these guys and these are one type of the AdonA
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amazing wisdom and love and compassion that these Beings are. Try to feel them.
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and just radiating love and protection and then a really quick pop field, like
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you know hey Beloveds whoever you are even if I just said I don"t
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made by the Beloveds, because there are certain activations taking place that we didn"t

just been on Beloved free-style Guardian scheduling the whole time because of the

are anchoring the Beloveds frequency to stop that from occurring We can"t stop it
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were told the Beloveds would like to do is, they are going to be

gratitude from the Beloveds going out that way too But, these particular books, the
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you know how Beloveds explain stuff, in detail. And they"ll explain why it is
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something that the Beloveds have been working so hard for so long to get
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in and the Beloveds wanted us to be here together with you as the

even though the Beloveds hold me like a pillar, right through me. Because if

either and the Beloveds won"t let that happen but I have to do my

I didn"t, the Beloveds would whack me upside the head and say, "yo

it"s like, I love you guys to bits, and I was ready to just

I really, really love you. The love was so great, right. But I still

love you. The love was so great, right. But I still had to put

to them? I love these guys. So, finally it was like yes, in fact,
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yet, but I"d love to be able to do that No I wouldn"t I"d
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treaties with the Beloveds. Just get us out of here. Get us so we"re,

"Where"s the love? I want the angels to do it for me" It"s

in May. The Beloveds are going to do it but we"re going to take
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that that the Beloveds asked for the 15 to hold the 15 Rings. They
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the ability, the Beloveds have the ability, if it has to be one of

even though I"d love to be here for that part and be with you

with you, the Beloveds have us go to where we could do the best
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request of the Beloveds. Thank you for being here, too Because without the contribution
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someone, say a loved one or something, when they were going through that transition
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Mashayanic Evolution. The Beloved Krystic "Adashi Adepts" (and the many eternal-life
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to their deceased loved ones and those kinds of things. Now, it is not

frequency, with the Beloveds hosting, to actually get them free so they can go

buried somebody you loved, you thought it was the right thing and you find
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death. But, they loved each other and that kind of stuff, so it wasn"t

to assist our loved ones or even just general people. I know that there

about what first?" Beloveds "Read it first" A"sha "Ok" Sorry, they said,
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planet for the Beloveds. And what our job is, is to slow this process.
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some of the Beloveds, because somebody is standing there in this image of one

with us. The Beloveds are there with us. "Hello" Alright, and green flag

disappeared. And the Beloveds are chuckling. I hear them, they"re hanging out They"re
going,"
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We"re fine, the Beloveds are laughing actually in a sweet way, you know, very
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of all the Beloveds-you can call on any one of them, particularly the



talking to the Beloveds)-anywhere between 3 weeks to 4 months, depending on the
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Reverence, and Unconditional Love. 1 The material presented in this handbook reflects the
dynamics
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essential interdependent roles. Love, nurturing, respect, reverence and understanding of the
essential value of

eloquence, power and love characteristic of the Founders" Lyran-Sirian Emerald Covenant
Cultural Model
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the Vibration of Love." (Azara, Evolutionary Process of Human Consciousness) Although the
distance
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Wholeness, I AM Love. I AM the Truth that Spans the Sands of Time,
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Highest Order of Love, Peace, Compassion, Forgiveness, Charity, Creativity and Power ... Be
washed
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right now the Beloveds had said to me last night ... they said this
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or any more loved. It means they have a different job than ones who
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one that the Beloveds have given us too. Next one please. Copyright A"shavana &
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sometimes, that we love that will pass in that way. And it will be
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We assisted the Beloveds. I wouldn"t say we did it, but we assisted the

we assisted the Beloveds through a projection journey to encrypt the energy signature of

Page:  78

is what the Beloveds would call a Universe, right? A PCM Universal Veca with
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Voyagers. Don"t you love it? Who runs this system anyway? Gee, I wonder alright.

Neither do the Beloveds really. That"s why it doesn"t hurt to be 3-Day
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things ... the Beloveds to keep things more stable here, and it will allow
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know, I would love to levitate a group into a Daisy of Death workshop,
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certain point the Beloveds say "OK, now bring in the Base Tone," which

in there the Beloveds will probably say "OK, now do the independent group
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wait until the Beloveds give us a cue. And then we"ll take it from
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Healing Temples-are lovely beings. Some of us have incarnations as them, as those
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to not just Love the idea of going to a Utopian planet, but we

also be in Love with being on one that is in the state that

need to make Love with what is here ... If we can be a

myself and my loved ones and our Earth ... we"re truly becoming our mother
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dispensation from the Beloveds. A"z in his usual dry, laconic style slowly and methodically

word from the Beloveds via A"sh) dispensation titled: The Pre-partiki Translation Sequence
and

is unknown or unloved by God Source! This all-encompassing subjective objective state of
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the globe! With Love and Infinite Appreciation to our Guardian Team, the Speakers and
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closed by the lovely sounds of The Sacred Call CD. What an exhilarating hourl
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Vibration (Unconditional Love). Through Phase-Toning, the personal Conscious-EGO Mind
unites with
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state of Unconditional Love (co-resonant harmonic vibration) between the D-3 EGO-
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Healing and Unconditional LOVE, the "sentiments of Eternal Spirit", that these "Clouds
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AS ONE, in Love, Freedom and Krvstic Victory! And SO IT IS ... ETERNALL
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... . Your Love ... is everything that breathes .... . May our hearts
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not gone. I Love you so very much ............. we"ll forever be in touch.

Austin, as a Love Poem to my Mother, Sue. He requested that I put

to their undying Love for one another, and their belief in the eternality of
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"cause Nature Loves them All.. Here in Paradise .. Listen to the distant
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You can"t Blame LOVE ... . for you .... can"t Tame LOVE ..... .

.... can"t Tame LOVE ..... . and you don"t need those ... alibis ....

ONE with your love .... Inside ........ . Be at Peace with your ...

ONE with your love .... Inside ........ . Be at Peace with your own
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.... Call it Love, ..... Call it Grace ..... . Alii needed was ...



.... Call it Love, ..... Call it Grace ..... . All we need is

.... Call it Love, ..... , Call it Grace ..... . All we need
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endorsed by the Beloveds. This revelation was met with much applause and joy by
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wide open spaces, lovely landscaping, and large swimming pools, and is situated on the
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communion with the Beloveds that remained around us during the cruise. Ash mentioned
both

visitation from the Beloveds. There were close to 60 people that did the volcano
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who had no love for the Kalinago, and was dealt with by the Europeans
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often with the Beloveds presence and support. This morning"s 2 new mindfulness Techniques
were
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Speakers, thank you Beloveds, thank you Krystics everywhere I Love to ALL, Hollis The

Krystics everywhere I Love to ALL, Hollis The information within this Diary is not
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which Reverence, Respect, Love and Co-operative Co-creation are fostered within the Global
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Attitudes of Mastery Love- Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness. Grace

the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. Accountability- Being in a state

Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. Engaged Detachment - Permitting the
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of mastery. Self-Love: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment. Genuine love must come from within and can only be gained though

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE." It is "NEED ." This implies the "LACK"

by external "love ." It can only be filled by recognizing the God

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine

of all, God Love. And from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

can "get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is

get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give

approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you

manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self-Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. Spiritual Integrity: It is
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parents, spouses or lovers), and the other does not "pay back" what we

what you have. LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can
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genuine kindheartedness, sending Love and Respect to all of creation in honor of the
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relationship, to make love, to worry about money, or to choose between vegetarianism or
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Source, from the Beloveds, or their earthly representatives, and from everything in the
universe,

and lack of love we are spewing. Those of us who justify our inappropriate

at God, the Beloveds, their representatives, etc., until our hearts are content; but in
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Lessons of Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in

I AM Divine Love, Power, Wisdom and Knowledge! I AM This I AM! Violation
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Dance for Life/Love, Responsibility of Mastery#6) Controlling Your Mind Learning to control

done out of Love. It must be done in a way where you start

off with absolute Love for yourself, absolute forgiveness for yourself ahead of time, absolute

I AM Absolute Love. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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denying the existence, love, safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-
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and God really loves us. There is a God that loves us and we

a God that loves us and we have an auto-guidance system right within

in density: Pure Love and lack of Pure Love. Out of lack of pure

lack of Pure Love. Out of lack of pure love comes every negative emotion,

lack of pure love comes every negative emotion, every negative response pattern, and every
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Point of Eternal Love. I AM This I AM! Trusting the Inner Christos The
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for Contact, Bermuda) LOVE Embodying the Attitudes of Mastery "Beloved ones, Choose
well...

of Mastery "Beloved ones, Choose well... Choose Love ... and then Choose Freedom."

Choose well... Choose Love ... and then Choose Freedom." (Ma"a and Mashara of

is to choose love. Love is the first one. Love is the recognition of



the first one. Love is the recognition of the Truth of the All Oneness.

the All Oneness. Love is to recognize that the only Truth is we are

other than to love all of it. If you loved any piece of it,

it. If you loved any piece of it, you must love all of it

it, you must love all of it because it is the same Being. Everything

can recognize the love, you begin to be able to choose action over reaction.

hurt you." Choosing Love in any moment does not mean to let somebody walk

they can feel love for you right now; and you can still love them

you can still love them to bits right now-and that is ok. Let

you can choose Love; and you can choose Love either close up or at

you can choose Love either close up or at a distance. "Some people

are easier to love at a distance. You do not have to hate them

you do not love them. It does not mean you do not care. It

does mean I love and care about me too and I am not going

DFL 2001) "Love is a state of vibrational harmonization. This means you need

Page:  17

Dance for Life/Love, 2002) There is a level of shifting in the Emotional

frequency in understanding love to that level. Love is actually a Responsibility we grow

to that level. Love is actually a Responsibility we grow back into. It is

Where is the Love? "Many of you, upon encountering the MCEO teachings of

of absolute, unconditional Love embodied within these teachings. Others have cried "Where is

Where is the Love?" This is a projection of an inability to identify, perceive

feel genuine absolute love onto the Guardian All iance, accusing them of being "

to the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us.

say, "The Love is ALL AROUND YOU and WITHIN ALL THINGS; it is

and perpetual Absolute Love of God-Source, within you and within all of creation.

of creation. Absolute Love simply beams from each page of the knowledge we have

Where IS the Love ," it is "Why can YOU not feel its

of absolute unconditional Love within yourselves; an absence which you project outward onto
an

onto an innocent, Love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the

to perceive the love that is always there by the distortion lenses of your

touch the Absolute Love within others, us, our works, our representatives, within the external

Unconditional God-Source-Love WITHIN YOU , which you can only accomplish through
recognition,



Page:  18

receive the genuine Love that is given to you by others, by the universe

Where is the Love?" is the sincere affirmation that "I AM THE LOVE"

I AM THE LOVE" and a firm commitment to embodying through action, thought and

will know the Love, Be the Love, embody the Love, and thus you will

Love, Be the Love, embody the Love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere

Love, embody the Love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere around you the

reality of the LOVE that is the foundation of all creation ." "The

embrace the Eternal Love of the God-Source Within you will be the degree

embrace the Eternal Love that is always present within all aspects of your external

you see the Love? L TR Statements: I AM the Love. I now embody

I AM the Love. I now embody through action, thought and creed, the Eternal

I AM the Love." I embrace the Eternal Love present in my hologram now.

embrace the Eternal Love present in my hologram now. Love and Manifestation When you

my hologram now. Love and Manifestation When you think a thought, when you tell

created out of love ... from love, through love, of love. We have a

love ... from love, through love, of love. We have a responsibility, if we

from love, through love, of love. We have a responsibility, if we want that

through love, of love. We have a responsibility, if we want that quality to

Creator did. With Love as a Responsibility, it really gets easy where you just

acting out of Love right now? Or something else?" It might be fear, it
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expression of Divine Love. (Speaker 1, Phoenix 2002) Something to Ponder: How would

perpetuating, and being Love? Today, take a moment and practice looking for the Divine

for the Divine Love within all situations. Something to Ponder: What do you want

I AM Divine Love. I create always through Divine Love. Love and the eGroup

always through Divine Love. Love and the eGroup There are those with a strong

on this: "Love and respect all, but do not take any crap." People

issue: some tough love, some soft love. People who approach with tough love are

love, some soft love. People who approach with tough love are sometimes labelled as

approach with tough love are sometimes labelled as bullies, disrespectful, spreading poison,
etc. Love

spreading poison, etc. Love is Love. For every post that stirs a pot, we

etc. Love is Love. For every post that stirs a pot, we will get



time for tough love, and a time for soft love. The true art is

time for soft love. The true art is in knowing when each is appropriate.
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Ment and Absolute Love "The only absolute cure for any malady is Absolute

malady is Absolute Love." (Speaker 1, Tangible Structure of the Soul) "Through

with God, genuine Love can be known .11 The feeling of Love is the

The feeling of Love is the result of the condition of vibrational harmonization, or

consciousness, between the lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-ONE-Ment with God

lover and the Beloved. Expansion into At-ONE-Ment with God creates the condition

feeling of Absolute Love, Unconditional Love, the qual ity of Love the God Mind

Absolute Love, Unconditional Love, the qual ity of Love the God Mind experiences towards

qual ity of Love the God Mind experiences towards all of Its manifestations, with

resonance of Absolute Love with all manifestations of Itself. The experience of lack of

of lack of Love reflects the condition of non-resonance of consciousness between the

ONEMent creates Absolute Love and Absolute Love IS the eternal Vibrational co-resonance of

Love and Absolute Love IS the eternal Vibrational co-resonance of consciousness that holds

cosmos together. Absolute Love creates the experience of Absolute Joy and ecstatic fulfilment
and

I AM Absolute Love! The Eternal Light "We are a part of the

with God and Love being a state of vibrational harmonization are important concepts that
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intention and a Love. No matter what truth one may choose to honor or

on Waves of Love. Love is a state of Co-Resonant Vibration where two

the Truth of Love. It is like words are the picture frame around a

picture and the Love is the ever-moving picture. We are re-entering the

the zone of Love that will get less and less words and more and

Self: I AM Love and I AM Loved!12 Something to Ponder: "Love

and I AM Loved!12 Something to Ponder: "Love others as you would

to Ponder: "Love others as you would love the Self, and love the

as you would love the Self, and love the Self as you would like

the Self, and love the Self as you would like to love others." (

would like to love others." (Templar Stewardship Manual) LTR13 Statements: I AM Love.

Statements: I AM Love. I Recognize I AM the Truth of the All-ONE-

is just like Love. There is a reality of energy in the State of



being able to love those who are causing you harm, or causing the planet

See Postures of Love Handbook for more on Love 13 Linguistic Template Reprogramming The

for more on Love 13 Linguistic Template Reprogramming The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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it instead of love it in the first place. Now, it is still in

messed up way love is thrown around, that word is thrown around, that emotion

Anger is twisted love. And hurt is the feeling of not having a harmonious

having a harmonious love experience in whatever you are being hurt with or through.

anger. It is love being turned inside out. I can really strongly dislike the

dislike the behavior-love the being, just like you love the child, but you

just like you love the child, but you do not have to put up

bad the behavior, Love is what all beings deserve." (Speaker 1, Phoenix 2002)
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trip. As my Beloved complement says, "If you are not convinced of your
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support, encouragement and love to all that muster the courage to face, rather than

that might be. Love everybody, but do not let your frequency guards down. The
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grain of salt. Love everybody. And do not let the frequency guards down. You

yourself in a lovely capsule of it, and anything they throw at you ...
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the Power and Love of the All-ONE-ness. I AM an aspect of
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and misuse, of love, creative power and free will choice." (Ma"a, Mashara, Reion

that is not loveable, that is not Self. There is no other. There is
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them free with love." Sometimes you have to say, "Please, just take them.

remembrance of the love that we are all one being 17 and work with
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set free with Love all the actors in my hologram. IMPECCABILITY "The conscious



the Kristos: Respect, Love, all of those things, and you conduct yourself accordingly. Your

the laws of love this system was built on. So you know what it

be treated with Love and Respect as a part of Source, but we do
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we permit tough love or non -love? I know what the answer to

or non -love? I know what the answer to that question is for

"I would love to do a workshop on going through a day in
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AM Mindfulness. I Love, Nurture, and AM Attentive to the All-ONE-ness. FEARLESSNESS
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denying the existence, love, safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-

engaged and unconditionally loved." "Who is responsible for creating your fear? Who is

truth, reality, unconditional Love and limitless power inherent to the God-Source within you.

Metatronic races are beloved unto God-Source; both are allowed, since the Beginning, their
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and ALL are loved ... Always .... may the newly birthing species of Earth

Statements: I AM loved, always. I honor and recognize the power of my God-

I wish you Love, bless you, but I do not want you in my
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Affirmations of Divine Love True Love is not Blind ... Ah-Bhin" a-DO"r

Divine Love True Love is not Blind ... Ah-Bhin" a-DO"r en-Na"-

Na"-Sa God-Love embraces all Yah-NA"s-A-DO"-rA Um-es-ta"-
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nature and Unconditional Love of the All-One-ness. Fearlessness is embodying the Living

Affirmations of Divine Love on the previous page. What does each line mean to

Nature and Unconditional Love of the All-ONE-ness. ENGAGED DETACHMENT "There is

we learn to love it." (Speaker 1, Phoenix 2002) Looking at the Drama

act joy, power, love-and what we will get in return is going to
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we can choose Love. Even now, when we are in the process of purging

just have a love space with them and not have problems or even challenges



from PEACE and LOVE. "I AM. I AM LOVE. I AM A STATE

AM. I AM LOVE. I AM A STATE OF The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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and I AM LOVE; and LOVE IS A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. I AM

AM LOVE; and LOVE IS A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. I AM THIS I

Peace. I AM Love. I AM a state of vibrational harmonization now! I AM

"I AM LOVE."" (Speaker 1, Mechanics of Manifestation) LOVE IS A STATE

Mechanics of Manifestation) LOVE IS A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. This
means I am

I AM in LOVE. When you become in love with your unified field and

you become in love with your unified field and your universe, everything changes in

PEACE. I AM LOVE. I AM ABUNDANCE. (Mechanics of Manifestation) Something to Ponder:

Detachment: I AM LOVE. LTR Statements: I AM Engaged Detachment. I permit the All-

Peace. I AM Love. I AM Abundance. "Living by your Limitless Joy is
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(Dance for Love, Greece 2002) Something to Ponder: In your daily life, are
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be treated with Love, Honor, Kindness, Respect, Mutuality, Allowance, Responsibility and
Reverence. Do I
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by perpetual Unconditional Love, Peace, Spiritual and Material Mastery and Ecstatic Joy within
the
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I AM Unconditional love and Peace. I AM Spiritual and Material Mastery. I AM
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document that the Beloveds wrote some time ago and paraphrase a very powerful statement

cannot feel the love, ask yourself why." Again, it all comes back to what

of ourselves. I love the Emerald Order Hana Rite, the Azurite Wedding Ceremony. In
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and lack of love you are spewing. Those who justify their inappropriate use of

Council; Dance for Love, Greece 2002) "The ideas you hold or allow yourself

(Dance for Love, Greece 2002) "The challenge comes when you try to

(Dance for Love, Greece 2002) "Start to use your mind to generate



(Dance for Love, Greece 2002) Something to Ponder: Today, take some time and
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truth, reality, unconditional love and limitless power inherent to the God-SourceWithin you.
The

of Dignity Through love we build a bridge to bring together the Races of

a message of love and harmony in unity to the people of all the

of peace and love. There was once an agreement that we would love one

that we would love one another regardless of what we chose to do. We

to extend real love we first have to be able to love ourselves. Loving

be able to love ourselves. Loving myself means I will choose principles to live

be unable to love anyone else, because you will be unable to love yourself.

be unable to love yourself. If you are not walking with Dignity, you are

a level of love in it that is very firm, but it is not

When you can love yourself, treat yourself with Dignity. Choose principles to live by

Once you can love yourself and treat yourself with Dignity, you find that you

the amount of love and Dignity with which you treat yourself. 23 For more
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errant energies. SELF-LOVE "All Love begins with the Divinity within the Self."

LOVE "All Love begins with the Divinity within the Self." (Speaker 2,

Allentown 2002) Self-Love is a Responsibility of Spiritual Maturity. Love others as you

of Spiritual Maturity. Love others as you would love the Self and Love the

as you would love the Self and Love the Self as you would like

the Self and Love the Self as you would like to love others. (

would like to love others. (Speaker 2, Allentown 2002) "Love is a

Allentown 2002) "Love is a really highly abused word on this planet. Love

on this planet. Love is usually the word that is applied to "can

need you ." Love usually means need here-and need very often means feed.

it is how love is being used. Love is need and need is feed.

is being used. Love is need and need is feed. Feed is sucking energy

I AM THE LOVE" and a firm commitment to embodying through action, thought and

will know the love, be the love, embody the love, and thus you will

love, be the love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere

love, embody the love, and thus you will see reflected everywhere around you the

reality of the LOVE that is the foundation of all creation." "The degree



embrace the Eternal Love of the God-Source-Within you will be the degree

embrace the Eternal Love that is always present within all aspects of your external

to the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us.""

I AM THE LOVE?" How can we BE the Love today? L TR Statements:

we BE the Love today? L TR Statements: I AM a Living Embodiment of

Embodiment of Absolute Love. I AM the Love. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY "You have a

I AM the Love. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY "You have a Kristos. Stop looking outside
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of faimess and love and equality. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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into this with Love and total knowing that life is Eternal. The human collective,
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a place of love. The systems are not built on anti-Kristiac principles like

to get more love, you are going horizontal. When you do that, you are
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If you feel love for them, and you are glad they are there, and
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yourself. Stay in love with yourself; this will help you to remain in a

And stay in love with other people too. Realize at times they are having

Patience, allowance, tough love (for ourselves as well as others), all stirred in

Statements: I send Love and Respect now in honor of God-Source that lives
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through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE ... to express now

difficult Lessons of Love and Cooperative Co-Creation in this regard ." (Forbidden
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there that would love for us to believe we had no choices or free-
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"Learn to Love but Let GO. Learn to Love but do not strangle.

GO. Learn to Love but do not strangle. Do not overprotect." (Speaker 1,

learning. Learning to love but let go. Learning to love but not strangle. Overprotect.

go. Learning to love but not strangle. Overprotect. Because when you are overprotecting, you



how much you love them." (Speaker 1, Phoenix 2005) Something to Ponder: Ponder

I AM Omni-Love now! I AM Divine Right Order. I AM my Heroic

level of Wholeness, Love, Peace, Joy, and Power." (Speaker 1, Millennium Round-up
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on Light and Love, but resist any discussion of its opposite, the Shadow. This
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are all about love and fear. In the Bermuda workshop, the Speakers spent some

about issues of love and fear. They mentioned the open heart teachings of the

to distinguish between love and fear and the properties of them and you do

with degrees of love or degrees of fear. It is one or the other.
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them free with love." (Greece 2002) Do you love yourself enough to say

2002) Do you love yourself enough to say "No" when something is not

you? Do you love yourself enough to say "No" when everyone else is

myself free with Love. LTR Statements: I own my hologram now. I set all

creation free with Love. Power of Choice "It matters not what our choices
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(and the Beloved"s) is perhaps the greatest Achilles Heel of all. It should
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warned by the Beloveds that in coming times we would need to be much

to acknowledging our love for the essence of all living things, whilst being aware

LTR Statements: I love all Creation. I Stand in my Kristiac Power and Awareness.

as an equally beloved part of the common Christos Identity. Though individuals within a

Page:  70

it means to Love instead of judge, while maintaining the discretion and wisdom necessary

and deception, between love and manipulation, can be discerned. These are the lessons that

you learn self love, self given freedom and true self as a Spark of

sensitivity, awareness and love that produce the strength which The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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you want more love, say "I AM Love." The way to get what

"I AM Love." The way to get what you need from Love is



you need from Love is to Be it. Looking for it means you do
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me where the love is in these teachings, I find that question absolutely astounding.

out of pure love for the Teachings, and our dedication to the Kristos Reclamation

saviors, just pure love." (Speaker 3, 15 May 2005) Something to Ponder: When

Try to radiate Love and Joy through the frequency of your smiles. Be sincere

Pure Joy and Love. Humor is Allowed "Kristic ways are nothing if they

and the more love you will feel for people who are acting wacky. (
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2, Andorra) The Beloveds gave an analogy, a metaphor of a guy on a
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Lessons of Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in
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I AM Divine Love and Power. I AM This I AM! Aware Being Aware.

Aug 2006) Light. Love. and-Awareness The fundamental essence of our journey is the
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About Wave Patterns Love is an energy, a frequency, a state of vibrational harmonization.
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feeling we call love happens because there is a physics involved. It is about

of bonding, of love. The love you feel is telling you something. If there

of love. The love you feel is telling you something. If there is something

great deal of love for, there is a part of you whose energy field

going to embody love, we need to understand it as energy. Once we understand

we understand that love is something we can give at any moment we choose,

"Ok, I love you, I want to give to you ," and somewhere

the concept of love-as-energy into the dating game, or if you take

the relationship of love. Because love is actually being able to expand more in

of love. Because love is actually being able to expand more in yourself by

You need to love them anyway. And there are limits there too; you do

cross. I can love you; however, if I happen to be married to you

to re-perceiving Love and Spirit as something that goes together." (Speaker 1,

the concept of love-as-energy into your relationships. See if things shift. Can



I AM Omni-love. I AM Whole now! Perceiving the Energy Essence First of
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that would just Love to take your phone call and plug it into their
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sobriety, responsibility and love to do this. It also takes knowledge and humility to

I fell in love" situations. Think about choosing to rise in love rather than

to rise in love rather than fall in love, because a lot of people

than fall in love, because a lot of people get run over by the

You need to love you Just the Way you Are Right Now." This is

for having available love that you might not give yourself credit for having. Right
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want to have love--BE IT. I AM LOVE NOW. If you tell yourself

IT. I AM LOVE NOW. If you tell yourself that, you set the Grid.

now! I AM Love now! I AM a power-full Being. I AM This

... however, the Beloveds make clear that Contact pre-supposes 50/50 effort ...

the spectrum of Love and Fear. We fluctuate between victim and victimizer reasoning and
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of wanting to love God, of knowing that there are many parts of ourselves,
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of people who love such books and genuinely too. But they are still unhappy,

Presence and the Love with us, because it comes through us as energy, as
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on "tough love ," on our own side, to begin with. (Speaker
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Consciousness and Unconditional Love is onto others (and judging them by implication)?" If

(enlightenment) and Love ARE the keys by which evolution will move onward to

things. But Light, Love, and a refusal to acknowledge the existence of the counterforce,

Page:  88

Expose, 1999) Light, Love, and Cluelessness attitudes (or the refusal to acknowledge the

difference between Light, Love, and-Awareness and Light, Love, and Cluelessness.
(Millennium Round-



Awareness and Light, Love, and Cluelessness. (Millennium Round-up Expose, 1 999)
Something
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and Unconditional Divine Love for ALL of creation, as we return to you the

has been, unconditional LOVE and Respect for our species. Their unconditional love and
respect

species. Their unconditional love and respect for the Indigo and Angelic Human races of

Divine Grace and Love, recognizing that it IS a gift, recognizing that no one

absolute and unconditional Love for us, as well as for those fallen races that

to those you love, and to many others that you may never know. Many

the deepest unconditional love, through which we have regained an opportunity, that we
ourselves

of Divine Grace, Love, Gratitude and Appreciation when you communicate with others. LTR
Statements:

I AM Divine Love and Grace now! 48 Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order The MCEO
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and sincere soul-love. We will all do just fine if we keep our

and APPLY Spiritual Love, Respect and Trust in our Inner Christos power to ourselves

LTR Statements: I Love, Respect, and Trust my Inner Christos now! I AM This
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same frequency as Love and will serve to break up and dissipate many energetic
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Help, However The Beloveds Make It Clear That Contact pre-supposes 50/50 effort

1. Do you love yourself enough to say, "No" when something is not

2. Do you love yourself enough to say, "No" when everyone else is

Page:  96

Society built on Love, not on Shadows. Built on Love, not on egos." (

Shadows. Built on Love, not on egos." (Synocracy Document) The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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& Dance for Love 2 - plus - Secrets of Metatron. England, June 2002.

Life-Dance for Love & The Contact Workshops, Phoenix, August 2002. (PHX/7DVD-

17CD) Dance for Love, The Second 36 Elements of Spiritual Mastery, Greece, May 2002.
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Affirmations of Divine Love ... ...... .. ...... ....... ........ .. .. ...... ......
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eternal abiding reverent LOVE of the Eternal ALL-ONE Blessed be, all embracing, giving

Page:  6

the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core

Page:  7

Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to
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for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE-SOURCE MostDivine, we END NOW

Page:  9

... "Spiritual Love, Reverence, Loving Respect" 7. Sa - Neu - en LA

Kryst Blood Lava/Love Flow "at once stoic & noble" "as currently

Kryst Blood Lava/Love Flow "at once stoic & noble" "as currently
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HEART of Divine LOVE. I AM the Still Point of the Face of All
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through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE ... to express now
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Wholeness, I AM Love. I AM the Truth that Spans the Sands of Time,
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times, within the love of the Original ONE- the true God of Creation. I

essence of Divine love, through which I AM healed. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®



Page:  14

conduit for Original Love. I AM the living expression of the Sacred Law of

expression of eternal love, light, truth and power -I carry the will of

I AM Divine Love NOW. And So IT IS Repetition of this tonal manifestation
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Highest Order of Love, Peace, Cpmpassion, Forgiveness, Charity, Creativity and Power ... Be
washed
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now the Eternal Love, Wisdom and Oneness that my Inner Christ provides. I return

forth, transforming with Love and the Power of Eternal Fire, all things to which

the Truth, Joy, Love and Compassion of the Maharata Ray ... for the Healing
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2002 I am loved, honored and protected, ... safe within the Eternal Arms of

I I am beloved , appreciated and cherished. I am free from karma Now.

longer afraid to love. I AM Love. I live in a safe, supporting and

love. I AM Love. I live in a safe, supporting and loving universe. There
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"Let My Love Be Thy Love!" "Let My Power Be Thy Power!"

Love Be Thy Love!" "Let My Power Be Thy Power!" ... on th

into action The Love, Truth, Power & Glory of our Eternal Christ Within. On

Christ-Power & Love, Set forth to re-claim, and again Sanctify, The Ever-

the Power and Love of our Eternal Christ Fire Within, we go forth now

Joy, Freedom & Love, As our long burdened Earth-Mother, and all beings who

again Welcome our Beloved Earth into God"s House of Many Mansions ... as an
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of Chris ted Love and Divine Right Enlightenment. May we, as we go forth

Intention of Healing, Love, Freedom & Remembrance, To all Races & Beings of All

of Unconditional Christiac Love, and Forgiveness To the Fallen Beings still ruled by the

AND BY SUCH LOVE, IT IS DONE The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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& forever Divine Love, Eternity and I are unified as ONE. Sacred Inner Sun
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give of our love to thee The homelands so longed for Sacred Khem A-

give of our love to thee, Chrez-Ha-NA TU-e-t"a- Deh ...
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the distance our love for you remains, The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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the distance our love for you remains, EM G D Like the sunset glowing

D And our love shines like the moon-light .. .. across the bay
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AM AM E Love ... in silent whispers brings ... E-SU NO-A"

AM know our Love is there .... a-DO"r ... Um"-et- a-DOr"
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.... AM And Love .. . can only grow. a-OO"r... ish-Ma-T
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AM G The Love we send from compassion comes, E-SU No-A" U-

is then to Love Da"-Sha LO -nE"-va TA-ah G The
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for all the love that has come and gone through your lives .. .
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.. .. and loved through ... 0 .. . so many memories .. .

Remember Now what LOVE can do .... lt helps the Soul to get you

0 But maybe LOVE. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presen ted by Adashi
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never know what LOVE can do .... It heals the heart to see you

E 0 A LOVE ... helps you laugh ... once again .... at Life"s
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Affirmations of Divine Love True Love is not Blind ... Ah-Bhin" a-DO"r

Divine Love True Love is not Blind ... Ah-Bhin" a-DO"r en-Na"-

Na"-Sa God-Love embraces all Yah-NA"s-A-00"-rA Um-es-ta"-
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of life. 1. LOVE - Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL -ONE-



the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being in a

Nature and Unconditional Love of the ALL-ONE ness. 11. ENGAGED DETACHMENT- Permitting
the
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mastery. 5. SELF-LOVE: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment. Genuine love must come from within and can only be gained though

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE". It is "NEED". This implies the "LACK" of

by external "love". It can only be filled by recognizing the God within

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all , God Love. And from this Position of

all , God Love. And from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

can "get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is

get" love. When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give

approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you

manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. 6. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It
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parents, spouses or lovers), and the other does not "pay back" what we

what you have. LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can
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genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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POINT of Eternal LOVE. 3. I release now all worries or fears of the
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BE JOY! BE LOVE! BE PEACE! BE WHOLE! BE FREE! Repeat three times: BE
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Team and a lovely reading of the REAL Christmas story from the Global Team

dispensation from the Beloveds in this first 2- day POL workshop. The orientation was
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sha covered some lovely information on what it really means to become ones own
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Sarasota! After this lovely revelation, A"sha then gave us some very warming information
about

the beautiful "Love touch and return to Trust" process. Not only will our
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huge amount of LOVE left here on NET Earth. Many people still love deeply

Many people still love deeply and the goodness in many people is still here.

and embrace the Love and Goodness that is still here. What a heartwarming end
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group did a lovely short technique with our Ah-JhU-na who gave us

Along with a lovely summary on the anatomy of the Krystal and Golden Mean/
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Double Tree. With Love and Infinite Appreciation to our Guardian Team, the Speakers and
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more. I really love doing workshops, but not when I don"t know what I"m
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behalf of the Beloveds for being there, those of you who were. So, to
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I think is lovely. Even your friends, yes. Not all of them embodied at

I know the Beloveds are up to something with it They"re facilitating this occurring.
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week with the Beloveds on their "learning how to de-stress oneself" week
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awful lot of love left here. There is a lot of goodness left in

the ability to love. And they love deeply, and they will honor that love

love. And they love deeply, and they will honor that love for God in

will honor that love for God in whatever way they best can wrap their
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an orientation. I love orientations. They"re like disorientations and that"s OK. They make
sense

which-oh I love that I I love to have section 1A,B, section

that I I love to have section 1A,B, section 2A,B,C. I

B,C. I love to have it cleanly organized for my little brain to

I"ve asked the Beloveds, "Can we please make it more fun for people,
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So what the Beloveds have suggested we do, or I do, we do, is
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the state the Beloveds wanted us to get you into before the activation occurs
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petfect on this Beloveds", as it does. And from that point, you can just
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Load-out The Beloveds are running an evacuation out of the Milky Way system.

universes, as the Beloveds define universes. Galaxies are something smaller that occur within
universes.

haven"t asked the Beloveds is this a good or bad thing? Because we"re supposed

Page:  51

open -the Beloveds have had to open here. Next one please. Down here

Page:  58

see what the Beloveds do with them, when they have the massive spinning, spiraling,

Page:  63

know why the Beloveds can"t sometimes just say, "Here just use these numbers".
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receive with the Beloveds, because you"ve already gone in to the Jha-DA" Body
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to see. The Beloveds wanted us to see how these maps correspond with the
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to see. I"d love to get some Krystar shaped Orbs. Alright, anyway. [58:

are turning this lovely indigo blue light And as you breathe, try to feel
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A"sha listening to Beloveds) Do what? Right, yeah I You need to be laying
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With ... it"s lovely isn"t it when ... it happens to Ash and I
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A"zah Well the Beloveds said 12 times. I"m not in charge of anything; I
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OK, oh I love it anyway .... Right, go on then, a little bit
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It"s no then, lovely. Alright, now we are pretty down to this one, the
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really, why the Beloveds have taken the course over the last 10 years that
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actually what the Beloveds call a Meta-Galaxy or Meta-Galactic structure, which has
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... and the Beloveds, of course, and their much larger levels of existence are
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to open- the Beloveds knew there was going to be "uh-oh, here

Gates opened the Beloveds knew it was going to go into the Final Conflict
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is built on Love, and it"s built on cooperationbut eventually if you push in
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to- or the Beloveds have been able to- from Urtha, and the other ones

record here, the Beloveds mention that the Thetans and the Bourgha had invaded here.
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predicament, because the Beloveds were ready- we didn"t go through this, like "Oh,

salvage. So the Beloveds have, for years, since 22 326 BC, which was the
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didn"t .. the Beloveds had never explained where we had to leap to, fully.
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I believe, the Beloveds are going to do to stop them from using the
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whenever. But the Beloveds showed us how to use the Kathara Grid proportions, and
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in from the Beloveds, and we will use the technique that you can take
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forward to this lovely tunnel opening and ... (to Az) Yeah, yeah, it
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literally as the Beloveds are transmitting the opening of this Vortice to our Shield,
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And feel a lovely little flood of indigo light start moving out when you
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be there. The Beloveds will use those intention as an encryption-coded anchoring rod
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focus We all love focus, yes, or yes? And of course you"ve got the

I just dearly love. We bring to you cutting edge information It"s information that"s
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heart. Thank you. Love and Light. Blessings flow- may you be wise enough to
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soon after his beloved Stella died, and both their graves and gravestones lie side

to honor their love and commitment to the Irish people and grids. Next stop

It had a lovely uplifting feel to it, and I enjoyed the opportunity of
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receiving from the Beloveds, and there will be changes and surprises of a good

workshop; many thanks Beloveds, Speakers, and Aquafereion Host Shield!
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sites. When the Beloveds told us quite a while back that we were supposed

in that the Beloveds just kind of let it rip on certain information They
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information that the Beloveds are officially disclosing is quite interesting There has been a

"Come on Beloveds because I know something funky happened during that period." It"s

Activation Cycle. The Beloveds, as we know from the Voyagers books, the Beloveds had,

Voyagers books, the Beloveds had, the Guardians had triggered an early activation of the
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things that the Beloveds revealed about this time period is something called the Atlantean

shift agenda. The Beloveds will be able to stop the pole shift part but
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is why the Beloveds are beginning now in preparation for 2012 with the information

T emplar the Beloveds had created the Arc of the Covenant Portal Passage between
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why, progressively, the Beloveds have activated the Polarian Interface Gate Systems, the Arc
of
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early and the Beloveds sealed it so it didn"t So, there is a mission

actually assist the Beloveds in moving the Arc of the Covenant back to the

the reason the Beloveds are moving the Arc of the Covenant-first they"re going
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done with the Beloveds for release next summer ... that ought to be interesting

directly with the Beloveds. Because it is going to literally teach us a bit
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out of The Beloveds are making a big deal out of it. They"re saying
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all right. The Beloveds are not foreseeing any major cataclysmic mess happening in the
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the time the Beloveds get done-I don"t know how many Official Disclosure Installments
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two pages, I love how the Beloveds can do this. If I had to

love how the Beloveds can do this. If I had to explain to somebody

is why the Beloveds are trying to let people know, well you can "

I think the Beloveds have mercy on all of us but especially me when
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Krystal, when the Beloveds first took me there, I realized it was quite an
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it that"s quite lovely once you can get yourself in there, into the space
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And what the Beloveds are asking us to do now is just look up

collection of the Beloveds coming down to assist with this. These, the ones that

hand into this lovely water substance. And try to feel the water substance. It
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(talking with Beloveds) Yes you told me they were keys. I"m having a
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and have a lovely dinner and I hope you enjoy the, I think they"re
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myself and the Beloveds, "But what"s it going to look like?" I"ve been
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I asked the Beloveds, "Geez, are you sure you want to do this?"

of how the Beloveds worked it with me, and the way this is written

transmission from the Beloveds, it"s a different frequency, like the Voyagers books. That"s "
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the reason the Beloveds are bringing this information, even at this level, out is
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those where the Beloveds kind of came through like they do sometimes in the

evolutionary destinies, positive, love-based, joy-filled things can be done in preparation for,
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part that the Beloveds hadn"t talked about when they first gave the book Voyagers,
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That"s why the Beloveds are bringing the other technologies in. Those technologies rely on
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up to the Beloveds, "Would you mind? Here"s a name", and send an

tired level, the Beloveds are saying that, as far as the technique, we will
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of the Guardians" love for humanity, and of their enduring commitment to "seeing
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off, "With Love, Light and Awareness .. and a "Sprinkling of Stardust
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Close I I love itl I was going to say, I have one of

to this). I love it. A" san: Go to the back of the class
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what"s the program, Beloveds? Like, would you mind giving me a clue so I

going, "Ok Beloveds, got a pen, got the paper ready, any time you"re
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Parallel Matrix" ... lovely, you know. It"s like these are ... the potentials of
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is why the Beloveds said even though we already know that this will succeed
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quit" with the Beloveds, but quit doing the public stuff, was because workshops could
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that, because the Beloveds will actually run it down. So you keep your quantum,



And then the Beloveds right at the last minute say, "Cancel it Don"t
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neat. I would love to go back and see this place. I have little
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you know. The Beloveds are usually good with that, "Yes, go for a
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an obligation of love that I keep doing it And at some point we

Metatronic crew, with Love and Light and not-cluelessness. We"re not standing "against"
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right And the Beloveds, they talk me down, "Calm down, calm down, it
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the things the Beloveds have come up with over the years have been really
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go, "Ok Beloveds, I"ll just wait for the dictation on that one, whatever
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to do that, love. A"san Well all right then ... (can"t hear the

but there"s that lovely long bus ride if you can sleep. I don"t know

It was a lovely bus but, boy, tried to lay down and kept getting
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and going to love it and we"ll all lie down and roll around and

me, blame the Beloveds. [03047] Ok, so, wait a minute. It"s the only
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outer sphere my lovely. Get over it (laughter). Bloody attention grabber. (laughter)
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did find a lovely air freshener that smells of jasmine and freesia (laughter).

UN in that lovely melodic way we used to use in 12 Tribes, when
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wondering why the Beloveds had me do it. When we had been in the

some reason the Beloveds had me stand in front of it and do this
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have a really lovely, large room over there to do it in too So
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on what the Beloveds would like us to do on the occasion. I know
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doing such a lovely job, don"t rub out the numbers Dear, or you get

again making that lovely little circle using the V, trying to make the nearest
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you get this lovely circle and just commenting on where you are you could
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A"san: Both hands, love itl Righty, Bob Ambrose will you please come and take
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passages that the Beloveds are opening on the The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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now, and the Beloveds are running in the Shield like, literally Shield-wide, they"re

stuff that the Beloveds are doing at this point and that we"re facilitating, because

have ... the Beloveds have given us the gift of the beginning of the

assistance of the Beloveds, who will amplify it hugely, and we will simply send
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Work, why the Beloveds are creating it. This is a doorway, finally, between Higher

of, and the Beloveds would like to thank you for being here to assist
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one, and the Beloveds appreciate mine I Yeah, I"ve been working on graphs all

has been quite lovely for this time of year, from what I hear, so
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weren"t for the Beloveds doing their end, there wouldn"t be much for us to

work with the Beloveds to prevent the inevitable, at least for a while- at

know that the Beloveds are here, and they"re going to assist us, progressively, to
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we have the Beloveds I I"m glad they know how to do this. Next
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said, "Here Beloveds, you take it- you fix it" I don"t think you
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we have our lovely Spring celebration of passing through Parallel- yay I This actuallywe"re

is why the Beloveds wanted you to be aware of this level of the

Which means that lovely big Transharmonic Merkaba doorway that was created down at
Skellig
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better expand time, Beloveds; I need another week to get down what you want
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that level of love for Creation, really, that they want to participate in that
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cycle that is abouLover here you can see where ... here"s the Sun, and
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this fit? The Beloveds showed me how it fits, and it fits at a
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right now; I love being with the Beloveds and being a Guardian; I feel

being with the Beloveds and being a Guardian; I feel very honored that they
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how what the Beloveds guide us to do. It"s almost like they are giving
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that"s where the Beloveds come in. They"re just going to create, they try to

progressively activated. The Beloveds are just going to counter every sub-harmonic. It"s kind

past. But the Beloveds will blast more energy just to hold it, so they"ll

will actually, the Beloveds are going to trigger activation of the Planetary E-Umbi
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We"ve built a lovely Merkaba that is spinning there and waiting for its next

quick activation the Beloveds are going to bring in. There is something else they
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that concerns the Beloveds more at this point than the grids, is the political
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over; it"s quite lovely, and it"s shimmering when you see them. They are like

of like the Beloveds might just "Here, here, do this, just, just," they
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had died, the Beloveds came in and said, "Now it"s time to learn
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you. Fortunately, the Beloveds are being merciful on me especially, and hopefully you too
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know. It was lovely. I was thrilled that we had nice weather because at
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done by the Beloveds. Because, they are going to actually interface through the Arc
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special gift. The Beloveds are saying, "a special gift from them" via the
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the Guardians would love to ... they look forward to meeting you. And they

it with the Beloveds. So we"d all like to say "thank you" and
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energy, there"s less love. And the path of ascension is the path of accretion,

there is more love, more joy, more abundance. So the process- the whole difference
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and just absolutely loved it, was "Angelic Realities." Those three books I purchased
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family"; though I love them, I experienced my biological family in a way similar

living with a beloved local host family during your stay." At age 4, I
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technologies of true love-based spiritual development and Genuine Eternal Life Ascension
mechanics have
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the "light-, love- and joy-filled" teachings of Genuine Ascension, the GA-MCEO
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evolutionary destinies, positive, love-based, joy-filled things can be done in preparation for,
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2012 and beyond? LOVE and Let Live, and make your personal choices wisely ...
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of the Guardians" love for humanity, and of their enduring commitment to "seeing
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loving Eternity. With Love, Light and Awareness ... and a "Sprinkling of Stardust"
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universal structure. It loved us so much, even though It would prefer that we

many lessons about love by allowing that state of relative perfection to go away.

taught ourselves why love is worth standing for and worth working for. The way

And God extends love and continually sends pulses of consciousness in for manifestation and
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Dance for Life, Love, Freedom Handbook for the whole creation mechanics. [Product Code:
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2; Dance for Love, Phoenix 2002; Forbidden Testaments of Revelation, Ireland 2003; Dance
for
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our ability to love ourselves and others. The Ha"ahTUr encourage us to Get Real
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into this with love and total knowing that life is Eternal. The Human Collective,
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the Krystal River Love-song All-embracing Emerge now from my Krysted Krystal Core
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Absolute Humility, Absolute Love and Absolute Fore-giving, And ONLY in Absolute Service to
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for the Unceasing Love and Mercy of the ONE-SOURCE MostDivine, we END NOW
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... "Spiritual Love, Reverence, Loving Respect" 7. Sa- Neu - en LA·
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Kryst Blood Lava/Love Flow "at once stoic & noble" "as currently
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Blood I Lava Love Flow" "The Will of the Reish aLE Edenic Spiritualised
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& Dance for Love 2 - plus - Secrets of Metatron. England, June 2002.
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Where"s the "Love" in the GA-MCEO Freedom Teachings? Do the teachings support

the Frequency of Love", the "Clash of the Thetans" and the Thetan-based

where is the Love" holographic inserts. The Saturday workshop started around 3AM Sunday,
with
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the Consciousness of Love. In the previous morning technique, we projected into the area

Y A"yah embrace, love and honor the fallen ones, understands them as suffering, and
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SeedSelfwith all the Love, Joy, Cleanliness, Strength and Clarity that we could muster, then

on yourself, to love yourself as you are and be OK with all the
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of not feeling loved, and the fear of losing control as the free-fall
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Grid I am loved, honored and protected safe within the Eternal Arms of Divine

Christos. I am beloved, appreciated and cherished. I am free from Karma Now. I

longer afraid to love; /AM Love. /live in a safe, supporting and

love; /AM Love. /live in a safe, supporting and loving universe. There
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comfort touch, the Love Touch Return to Trust and let them hold you and

and run the love though you and you will find that it will really
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TE Cell. 2. love Touch-Return to Trust: Your Healers will send a wave

a wave of love-light that will release the Karmic Core Imprint for your
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Affirmation of Divine Love Ah-Bhin" a-DO"r en-Na"-Sa True Love is

Na"-Sa True Love is not blind ... Yah-NA"s-A-00"-rA U

ta"-A God-Love embraces all J ha-wha-n oost"-Ta-A With
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done out of love. It is a thing that must be done in a

off with absolute love for yourself, absolute forgiveness for yourself ahead of time, absolute
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- I AM Love NOW - I AM in a State of Vibrational Harmonization
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1. I AM Love. I Recognize I AM the Truth of the All-ONE-

the Power and Love of the All-ONE-ness. 7. I AM Accountability. I

AM Mindfulness. I love, Nurture, and AM Attentive to the All-ONE-ness. 10.

Nature and Unconditional Love of the All-ONE-ness. 11. I AM Engaged Detachment.
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Embodiment of Absolute Love. 6. I Choose now to act with Spiritual Integrity at

Order. 9. I Love, Respect and Honor the God-Source that lives in us
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pg 70 1. LOVE- Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness 2.

the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being in a
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5. SELF-LOVE: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves

own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

every moment. Genuine love must come from within, and can only be gained though

If we seek love "on the outside" in order to fulfill a personal

is not "LOVE," it is "NEED," which implies the "LACK" of

by external "love ," it can only be filled by recognizing the God

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of all, God Love, and from this Position of Divine

of all, God Love, and from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"
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approached through Self-Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing that anything you
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yourself. Self -Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. 6. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It
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parents, or "lovers" ... ), and the other does not "pay back"

what you have, LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can

genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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("ooh ") Love Ou 2- Sacral 6. RhA- Zei" Dh"A ("DA") Prosperity
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(such as love, prosperity, communication, etc.) you may use the technique above the
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give of our love to thee Chrez-Ha-NA TU-e-t"a- Deh ...
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knowledge, wisdom and Love/LUV from the Eff-i-yah and your One Eternai"

knowledge, wisdom and Love/LUV of the eternal Eff-i-yah field will be

knowledge, wisdom and Love/LUV are most needed by you, these will SIMPLY APPEAR,
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information, knowledge, wisdom, Love/LUV and musical Psonn filling your TrhU You in your

information, knowledge, wisdom, Love/LUV and Psonn of the Eternal Eff-i-yah standing-
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as many minute lovely translucent pure-white undulating plasma forms of various shapes and

information, knowledge, wisdom, Love/LUV and Psonn music that was carried on t he
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of Eternal Absolute Love/LUV, Protection, Knowledge, Wisdom and Eff-i-yah standing-wave
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12 Eternal Nature- Love- Freedom Primary Flows: Ananda-1 V4 AD3 +Attributes: Eternal

Imprints/Implants V2 Love- V12 ADl Love Sloth ADU Freedom- Engaged Detachment
Indifference RCU

Love- V12 ADl Love Sloth ADU Freedom- Engaged Detachment Indifference RCU
Cooperation/DiplomacyApathy RC9
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ResponsibilityConcealment RCS Self-LoveIsolation RC3 Self-ContainmentPretension RCl Self-
ActualizationPretension *(Freedoms 4-3)
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Nature, Virtue-2 Love, Virtue-12 Freedom Nobilities: VT-4 Perpetuity, VT-2 Self-
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Responsibility & Self-Love, AD-RC 3- Gratitude & Self-Containment Transmutes Reversed
Imprints:
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AD-RC 1- Love & Self-Actualization, AD-RC 11- Engaged Detachment & Co-
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f~ling of love is the result of the condition of vibrational harmonization. or
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Perpetual Joy God LOVES, LAUGHS, DANCES, nud SINGS ... and in this tt·
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of humans would love to "1ive forever" since they have very linle ~

for- yourself and loved ones affect you? • Does your biological and psychological health
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you taught to love yoursekes, your bodies and others, or to Judge and condemn?
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Page L-9 Love l ( Love ] References The Tang~ble struc:n.

Love l ( Love ] References The Tang~ble struc:n.re olthe Soul
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gr~at and Beloved we are", while being co\-ertly "ra.tlroaded right
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tn tbe Wisdom., Love, Power and Expresston of the Coounon Uninrsal Christos Iutentton. as
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So we can love Source the most fully and completely by experiencing what it

humility and absolute love and gratitude. There is a place of peace and wuJerstanding
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rences Dance for Love 200:!: Azuntepress.com August 2009 • K0)1ontK: DICIJOOary -
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authority" Dance for Love 2002 through understandmg that you, as a marufestatton of the
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own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the limitless gift of Divine Spirit

is not "LOVE". it is "NEED". which implies the "LACK" of

by external "love", it can only be filled by recognizing the God within

embodiment of absolute love. Once this is recognized you will HAVE the greatest love

HAVE the greatest love of aU--God Love. and from this Position of Divine

of aU--God Love. and from this Position of Divine Power, you can go

gi\-e this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get"

lo\"t. When love is approached through Self Love, the moti\-ation is to

approached through Self Love, the moti\-ation is to gi\·e JOyfully. knowing

manifest through the Love of the active God Force that you carry inside yourself.

inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity. 6- SPIRITUAL 1::"<-ri:
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parents or "lovers" ... ), and the other does not "pay back"
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what you have, LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can

goenuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in honor of the
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